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5

On the morning of 26 March 1923, newly appointed Italian Prime Min-
ister Benito Mussolini participated in the inauguration ceremony of the 
construction work for the Milan–Alpine lakes motorway: the first motor-
way in Europe. That day, Mussolini arrived in Milan in the early morning 
and visited the Italian Touring Club’s headquarters. Then, driving himself 
in his official car (as the Italian newspapers were careful to report), he 
arrived at the nearby village of Lainate, the starting point of the future 
motorway. There, in front of the very best of the Milanese establish-
ment, the tyrant was handed a pickaxe and gave the soil forty-one solid 
strikes, an undertaking that must have required a good three minutes to 
accomplish. Finally, Mussolini made way for the four hundred workers 
employed for the motorway construction.1

As in a thousand other cases, this ceremony was mainly propaganda, 
giving the actors involved a chance to shape the public image of con-
struction activities. Some elements, however, were unusual, such as 
the detail, unheard of in Italy, of a prime minister driving himself in a 
motor vehicle. Or the forty-one pickaxe strikes that the newspapers 
claim Mussolini made: not just a figurative gesture, more of an exhibi-
tion of virility. Both of these features were part of a political strategy that 
featured innovative propaganda elements and political appropriation 
of technology (such as the motor vehicle and the motorway itself), as 
well as technology as the main medium of this process of staging the 
political activities.2

The motor vehicle and the motorway were thus the enabler and 
enhancer of the tyrant, and of his ability to perform. Indeed, like science, 
technology was “conceived by the fascist regime as a crucial propa-
ganda element, instrumental to its display and indispensable to legiti-
mizing Mussolini’s power; his image as elaborated by the mass media 
has a twofold value: he is portrayed while he harvests grapes to evoke 
a rural dimension; as a motor vehicle driver or a plane pilot to show the 
symbols of innovation, modernity and progress.”3 It is therefore appro-
priate that the legacy of that motorway’s inauguration ceremony, and 
others that followed in the period from 1923 to 1935, stood out in the 
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2 Driving Modernity

public’s imagination regarding Italian motorways, and in the historical 
investigations too.4 For the Italians gathered there, for those reading 
newspapers, and for those passionate about modernity, technology, 
and speed, the Milanese motorway was a first step toward a visionary 
innovation made of motorways, cars, and subjugated environments.

This volume analyzes the history of Italian interbellum motorway 
programs and construction from 1922 to 1943. It is mainly, but not 
exclusively, a political history that focuses on the motorways’ concep-
tion, implementation, and symbolic value as landmarks of Italian and 
European modernity culture in that period, as the technological artifacts 
assumed an iconic value. We know how artifacts are entangled with 
politics,5 and how politics are entangled with artifacts.6 Though this 
volume puts political actors at the center of the stage, I am aware of 
the huge benefit that such a history gains by using works from Science 
and Technology Studies (STS), and naturally in taking advantage of the 
relevant development of transport history. In other words, the aim of 
this book is to write the history of Italian motorways in Fascist Italy as 
a history of Italian fascism: that is, framing motorways as an inner part 
of the Mussolini regime’s attempt to mobilize technocrats and entre-
preneurs toward innovative visions of the future, as well as a way of 
mobilizing the regime by technocrats and entrepreneurs.

This research path needs to keep in mind the visionary and palin-
genetic value of the motorway project, and, eventually, scrutinize why 
the Italian experience led the European debate. The key words of the 
subtitle—“Technology”, “Experts”, and “Politics”—define three research 
paths: technology as a central asset to achieving desired targets (desired 
at least by a part of society); experts and their relationship with moder-
nity and power; and politics as a third element, considering the highly 
political value of the motorway projects.

The most recent and inspiring research on Italian fascism has shown 
how Italian motorway projects were part of a wider plan in which 
railways, aviation, and bicycles were used to strengthen a vision of 
modernity within fascist self-representations, giving rise to ideologies 
of speed and technological nationalism.7 As suggested in Griffin’s works, 
what “assured a degree of mass consensus behind fascism was not 
the utopian vision of its theorists but its promise to most people of 
a stable system in which to plan their lives as well as access to a life-
style associated with modern urban civilization (e.g. cinema, sport and 
mobility), both of those prospects infused with a fervent patriotism.”8 In 
this regard, Mussolini’s regime openly used transport technologies as 
political tools, instrumental to building a “banal nationalism.”9 Indeed, 

“drawing upon spatial, symbolic, phenomenological and performative 
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Introduction 3

ideas about identity” a national common sense can be created, and 
this can also occur via “automobility”10 and its “hybrid assemblage” or 

“machinic complex.”11 Moreover, as we will see in the following pages, 
the Italian motorway’s success in the European and international imag-
ination was vast. Given these elements, motorway history assumes a 
wider perspective, well beyond the transport field, and offers a chance 
to examine the Italian and European debate on technology and mod-
ernization in the interbellum, addressing principally, but not exclusively, 
the political appropriation of this debate.12

The Invention of the “Motorscape”

Peter Merriman’s use of the concept of landscape in investigating—his-
torically—the post–World War II English motorway is also very fruitful for 
the scrutiny of the Italian interbellum experience.13 The ideas of “geo-
graphical knowledge,”14 of motorscapes and of taskscapes, developed 
from the 1990s onward, are particularly appealing.15 The shift toward 
a banalized mobility, including road-based freight transport, as hap-
pened during and after World War I, required new spatial arrangements, 
and new concepts of motorized vehicles.16 In the 1920s, automobilism 
moved toward daily, trivial, and economically driven attitudes (or at least, 
that’s how it was depicted), calling for time efficiency, and therefore 
requiring innovative spatial arrangements. World War I introduced the 

“systems” perspective in automobile mobility,17 leading to the creation of 
new infrastructural solutions, in which the imperative of motor vehicle 
drivers was to perform mobility with the best cost-benefit outcome, 
with efficiency and efficacy as the main goals. Driving was accountable, 
targeting time- and effort-saving, which meant the expulsion of the 
slow (as inefficient) and the old (as out-of-date) was fully legitimate and 
therefore a top priority for the expert community and for policy makers.

The goal of resource-saving could be achieved by shaping the road 
according to the vehicle,18 forging a new transport platform devoted to 
motorized mobility, which would reduce the efforts of drivers. The final 
aim was quasi-automatic driving. The hope of “routinized time-space”19 
devoted to motor vehicles was difficult to obtain on ordinary roads, as 
it collided with the resilience of the old use of public spaces. It took, at 
least in Europe, some decades to achieve a near-total dominance of 
ordinary roads by motor cars. However, drivers still needed simplified 

“routes and places in which shared, synchronized movement, work and 
recreation [were] carried out,” linking “individual time-space paths, iden-
tifying points of spatial and temporal intersection.”20 The motorways 
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4 Driving Modernity

fulfilled this requirement. If we put the autostrade (Italian for motorways) 
in this framework, they were above all an answer to the new needs of 
a trivialized attitude toward the practice of driving and moving, offer-
ing a simplified environment, creating the greatly desired motorscape 
made up of familiar, coordinated, and recognizable elements. In this 
motorscape, the motor vehicle owner of the 1920s no longer had to deal 
with drunk cart-drivers, slow bicycle riders, and disrespectful pedestri-
ans. The previous model of “aggressive motoring” by wealthy and care-
less drivers up to World War I, a well-established metaphor of political 
values,21 was suddenly becoming a bottleneck for further automobility 
development.

The Italian 1920s motorway proposals went further, promising to 
manage not only the driving landscape, but also the mechanical appa-
ratus, e.g., the motor car itself. The emphasis of engineer Piero Puricelli’s 
earliest pamphlet on the network of mobile and fixed car mechanics 
addressed this anxiety over the reliability of the technology. In this vein, 
the Italian motorway was framed not just as a geographical artifact, but 
as a complex sociotechnical system, able to deal with the highly diverse 
needs of drivers. Indeed, the invention, ex novo, of the motorway was 
not just forging the landscape and the everyday use or the technical-
ities of the vehicle: the autostrada was also reshaping the image and 
the symbolic universe of automobility. Motorways were an invention to 
domesticate the fierce driving of the antebellum, and at the same time 
to target new layers of users, namely, middle-class and petty-bourgeoi-
sie (both male and female) elements. Being part of a wider plan to open 
motorization to new masses, Piero Puricelli—the “inventor” and builder 
of the 1920s Italian motorways—focused the experience of driving 
around safety and comfort.

Puricelli himself clearly presented the ambition of the motorway in 
1922:

On the motorways there will be just motor vehicles, and our aim is to give 
the network a level of assistance and comfort that is not yet known in 
our country, and more inclusive than even the United Kingdom and the 
United States, from where we got the model.

On the motorway,
 – There will be several road inspector’s houses, which will be home 

to the road inspectors and will also offer frequent points for shelter 
and refueling;

 – The distances, the routes, and the obstacles will be carefully indi-
cated with international signs also visible at night;

 – There will be petrol and oil stations, with automatic dispensers and 
controlled quantity and quality;
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Introduction 5

 – Mechanical and medical first-aid points will be opened, while 
motorway “mechanics” will patrol the carriageway with “flying 
workshops” to carry help wherever it is needed.22

The 1920s motorway users would have mainly come from middle- 
and lower-middle-class arenas, addressing trivialized needs like daily 
commuting or more occasional family-oriented vacation trips. This did 
not kill drivers’ dreams of speeding and wandering, but surrogated and 
contained them according to petty-bourgeois desires: “The car and 
its components become a reservoir for societal symbolism, as an icon 
of a particular kind of domesticated, automotive culture. Around it, a 
lower-middle-class culture coagulated, celebrating the nuclear family, 
experimenting with new values of civility . . . and creating a narcissistic, 
individualist fantasy.”23 In other words, the autostrada offered a domes-
ticated use of cars, but still kept the promise of (risk-free) speed.

Later in the book, I will address the (different) paths of mobilizing a 
motorscape and taskscape in the United States and Europe. Here we can 
state that the autostrada emerged as a time-space apparatus, with the 
role of increasing mundane driving performance. As suggested by Billig, 
these performances acted as “enhabilitation,” where “thoughts, reac-
tions and symbols become turned into routine habits.”24 In these ways, 
the motorways both were legitimizing and favored the shift toward a 
different use of motor vehicles, (i) asserting motorized transport as a 
national and economic priority, (ii) simplifying its sociotechnical system, 
and (iii) reassuring drivers about the manageability of motor vehicles’ 
time-space coordinates. The target was a “desensitized physical expe-
rience” of driving.25

A large set of agencies and financial resources was required in order 
to achieve this aim. After World War I, “we also witness a shift in the 
way the car was seen by central government, industry, and car and 
touring clubs alike: whereas in the previous period the car was per-
ceived as a seemingly autonomous artifact providing the motorist with 
an individualized pleasure . . . , now the automobile was taken up in a 
system of maintenance by a service infrastructure, and of registration 
and taxation by a bureaucracy on several governmental levels.”26 It is 
not surprising to note how the state, especially the Italian Fascist one, 
backed (to some extent) the motorway proposal both for its practicality 
and for its symbolism. Altogether, similar to Jeremy Packer’s commen-
tary on the United States, in Europe the “disciplining of mobility orga-
nized though traffic safety is . . . a means of keeping the system running 
smoothly, even as it often works as a means of keeping systems of 
social inequality intact.”27 Later, automobility domestication and danger 
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6 Driving Modernity

avoidance became a “biopolitical obligation to life,”28 a central element 
of 1920s political discussion. “Adventure, the secret behind the success 
of the emergence of automobility, threatened to collide with order, the 
secret behind the successful persistence of automobility during the 
interbellum.”29 In this vein, the autostrada could have been enlisted in 
the fight for control, overturning the anarchist violent and bottom-up 
use of motor cars to a top-down management of movement: “You do 
not control people with a highway. But by making highways, you multi-
ply the means of control.”30 This would have led to the creation of good 
drivers, who could also easily be good and obedient citizens.31 The 
autostrada can therefore also be framed as a form of social engineering, 
and like other social engineers, Puricelli “had a vision of a future society, 
and ways to form it.”32

Motorway Politics, between Tradition and Modernity

The 1920s motorway advocates openly targeted the middle class as 
future drivers, offering that social strata a better future in which they 
could combine the latest outcome of technology (motor vehicles) with 
traditional lifestyles (family oriented), and the achievement of aspiration 
(such as the petty-bourgeois desire to live in the countryside in one’s 
little villa). Puricelli, in 1922, went further, forecasting that also a cook 
(una cuoca) could one day drive a motorcycle (and avoid any engage-
ment in social revolution, as Lenin wished a few years earlier), if only a 

“virtuous cycle” could occur. What was needed was

therefore, propaganda on the use of motor vehicles and the prompt 
replacement of horse-drawn carts. . . . Therefore, a new development 
of the road network; therefore, new popularization of car use; therefore, 
a garage in every house; therefore, every family with a car: the clerical 
worker, the laborer and also the [female] cook with a motorcycle, with 
a sidecar, with a little truck; therefore, distance annihilated; therefore, 
country life, well-being, pleasure. . . . Here is the ‘virtuous cycle’ for 
mankind: the road, the car and prosperity—in those happy countries with 
motor vehicles for the roads and roads for motor vehicles.33

Motor vehicles (including here the usually historically forgotten 
motorcycles) would no longer be a special object, but a “working tool,” 
to quote the title of a 1921 TCI (Italian Touring Club) campaign in favor of 
motor vehicles.34 The motor vehicle as a personal mobility instrument; 
the motorway as a catalyzer of this process, permitting widespread 
motorization, and housing developments in the countryside, with a 
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Introduction 7

positive cascade effect for individuals and society as a whole. Indeed, 
for the “road lobby” the motorway had a social and political function. It 
was Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli, the Italian Touring Club’s influential presi-
dent, who wrote that with the motorway everyone could finally leave 
the crowded cities and move to the countryside. The combination of 
cars (or motorcycles and sidecars) and motorways enhanced the tradi-
tional model of the garden city movement, because it was now possible 
to avoid (at least for those blessed with a motor vehicle) the discomforts 
and fixed schedules of tramways and trains.

The car owner who has to commute . . . from within the radius of 25 km 
from Milan takes the train, although the trip to the station, the ride on 
the train, and the time spent to reach the final destination takes double 
the time of traveling by car. Those who have to travel 30 or 40 km simply 
renounce purchasing a car. Those who must travel to have dinner with 
their families at the countryside villas cannot do so: it would be practically 
impossible with an average speed of 30, maybe 40 km/h without endan-
gering their own and others’ lives.

[However,] the Varese area [about 40 km from Milan], which has some 
thousands of little villas for professionals, could be the evening desti-
nation of similarly small cars or motorcycles if it were possible to travel 
without dust, at 60 to 80 km/h, and with complete safety of the drivers 
and others.35

The motorway would be targeted at middle-class elements, com-
muting between the city and the countryside, without forgetting the 
use of the new autostrada for tourist and commercial purposes. The 
motorway became the incubator of a new Italy, modernized but not 
transfigured, speedy but also idyllic. “Let the car have, for the first time 
in Italy, its own safe road, so that mankind’s activities can progress more 
easily and deftly. Let the automobile have its own safe road, so that the 
humble cart, pedestrian or cyclist can travel more safely and untroubled. 
Let the automobile have its own safe road, so that those looking for a 
day of peace and serenity, away from the frantic pace of city life can 
have a more intimate and complete joy, penetrating and understanding 
the divine beauty of the Italian landscape.”36

This, then, was the weak link in Italian progress: the awful conditions 
of the roads. But once transformed, they could become the springboard 
of modernity. We have here a mixture of modernity and tradition, the 
technologizing of everyday life and the hope of achieving a pastoral 
lifestyle. Here comes the pertinence of investigating the fascist relation-
ship with technology, and the manner of framing this link, keeping in 
mind the categories of an “alternative modernity” and palingenesis.37 As 
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Jeffrey Herf recalled in his groundbreaking work on “reactionary mod-
ernism,” fascism also had to deal with two poles: how could “national 
tradition be reconciled with modern culture, modern technology and 
modern political and economic institutions?”38 This dilemma was, as 
we know, even more relevant after World War I, and naturally it was a 
crucial point also for Italian fascism. It is not the ambition of this book 
to investigate in detail the relationship between fascism and technol-
ogy, but this link is crucial once we analyze 1920s motorway plans. In 
addressing this research path, we need to say that the role of science 
and technology in Fascist Italy is a topic largely underrepresented in the 
national debate,39 and to be fair, dwarfed by the attention claimed by the 
more notorious Nazi German parallel.40

We must consider that the 1920s Italian motorway plans were maybe 
too visionary and a little bit odd for a country like Italy that was still 
agricultural. However, they were real, and they had real and tremendous 
impact: we must take them seriously. In this vein, we need to reframe 
a banalized view of Mussolini’s regime, which emerges—also in histo-
riography—as a “somewhat harmless dictatorship.”41 This benevolent 
and dismissive attitude toward Italian fascism can be extended to Italian 
technology in the interbellum, in which the Italians are considered pos-
sibly creative, but not suited to technological challenges, emerging as 
romanticized rascals at best.42 We have also a dominant historiograph-
ical approach, which posits a robust cultural and political dependency 
of Italian fascism on Nazi Germany: the most recent works, however, 
have unveiled counterflows, in which Italian Fascist social and tech-
nological experiments were followed abroad with great attention, and 
often replicated. The motorways emerge as the most evident example 
of the above, going beyond Nazi Germany: aside from other European 
milieus, we know that English experts were visiting Italian motorways 
in 1929,43 and that “Puricelli’s plan from 1932 . . . circulated in American 
policy circles in its revised 1940 version.”44

This leads us to frame the role of experts in Fascist Italy. The experi-
ence of World War I bestowed a great relevance on technocrats, mainly 

“for initiating a change in attitude toward a belief that the state has to 
accept responsibility for the running of the economy and large techno-
logical systems.”45 This means that also in Italy we can speak of “the hour 
of the experts” as typical of the whole interbellum Europe,46 in which 
technocrats were striving for long-term planning and implementation 
of large-scale projects, a line of action which, eventually, also “often 
made them prone to follow authoritarian political concepts.”47 Addi-
tionally, focusing on Italian society, “it seems—though more research is 
needed—that engineers, surveyors, veterinarians and agronomists saw 
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in the Fascist movement the chance not only to confirm their status 
vis-á-vis the working class, but to improve their status in relation to the 
older professions.”48

In this regard, the Italian motorways should not be framed in terms 
of a cost-benefit analysis, which would lead to economic inconsis-
tency and to transport policy flimsiness. The Italian motorways should, 
instead, be regarded according to the concept that technology tran-
scends market needs. As for the Nazis, I go so far as to state that also 
Italian fascists “sought to present themselves to engineers as a move-
ment dedicated to emancipating technology from its misuse by market 
interests and then to placing it in the service of the state.”49 In this vein, 
technology could be a bridge between past (tradition) and future (a 
transcendent future), in which engineers were the main celebrants.50 
In other words, the “juxtaposition of permanent technology and eva-
nescent capitalism”51 was an important theme in the reactionary mod-
ernists’ milieu and this line of thought seduced Italian technocrats as 
well, as part of this “myth of renewal.”52 This myth, this transience, was 
achievable also via “megalomaniac structures like the planning and 
building of national freeway networks.”53 So, how should motorways 
be defined within this perspective? How should the desire for speed and 
thrill be combined with the middle-class search for reassurance, espe-
cially after World War I? How can technocrats’ ambitions be combined 
with political goals? How was fascism able to mix all those elements, so 
apparently distant from each other, and still present such a pastiche as 
a coherent outcome?

It seems to me that Thomas Rohkrämer’s work on Antimodernism, 
Reactionary Modernism and National Socialism offers a fitting perspec-
tive. While innovation is accepted by fascists as central, they present 
technology under reassuring aesthetics. This can also be said for Puri-
celli’s program, more precisely once he offered an understandable 
modernity, in which technology was not portrayed as openly encom-
passing any political flag (in its visual form or otherwise), and in which 
the choreography of the motorway embeds elements of the past. So 

“while the industrial sphere was thus supposed to be functional and the 
political sphere awe-inspiring, the private sphere was aiming to give a 
feeling of warmth and cosiness.”54

The technical age was accepted as a practical necessity, but not cel-
ebrated in a technical style; people had to fulfill their function, but 
relaxation and distraction were granted; and culture was consciously 
employed as an escape from a dreary or horrifying material reality. In 
this respect, the National Socialists arrived at a more sustainable lifestyle 
within modern reality than the modernists: in their openness to compro-
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mise in all but their core beliefs they accepted that the demands of the 
modern functional age were only bearable if allowance was made for 
compensation and escapism.55

Puricelli proposed top-notch modernity and speed, but designed the 
tollhouses constructed along the motorway in quasi–art nouveau style. 
The order given to the motorway personnel to give a military hand 
salute to any driver passing through not only reinforced social ranking, 
but also tempered the motorway’s hypermodernity into recognizable 
(and traditional) performances. So, speaking of Fascist Italy, “the political 
language in this way carries scientific values, but without referencing 
technological, logical, concise and rational scientific jargon. On the 
contrary, the scientific language aims to assimilate the rhetoric of the 
political language.”56

Motorways beyond Transport, and Their Impact beyond Italy

This volume aims to address the history of Italian motorways well 
beyond the history of transport, and well beyond Italian borders. As 
stated, road renewal was the core of infrastructural enhancement, and it 
was perceived as a tool to force modernity: good roads were often seen 
by prominent and ruling groups on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean as 
fundamental tools to drive economic and social development, as well 
as a physical and figurative symbol of modernity in the territory and in 
society. Using Gijs Mom’s words, “the emergence of the limited-access 
highway is presented as a turning point in the history of mobility.”57 
Such infrastructural planning has parallels with the beginning of the 
twentieth century when an extremely fast, large, and unquestioned 
diffusion of car culture around the world was observed (unquestioned, 
at least, by some parts of society).58 The implementation of modernity 
and—most relevant to this volume—of transport modernity, was pre-
sented and represented as an unavoidable and linear process, though 
it had a messy and complex realization. We should not consider the 
Italian 1920s motorways as projects that were clearly defined, planned, 
and implemented by several extraordinary political and entrepreneurial 
figures. On the contrary, this volume centrally assumes that the Italian 
experience of road renewal was messy, complex, and even accidental: 
like the early 1920s fascist economic decisions that were indeed “an 
instrumental action rather than a coherent, long-term policy,”59 1920s 
motorway programs were short-sighted, regional in scale, and left to 
the enthusiasm of the local supporters and to the wishes of the empiri-
cally based decisions of Mussolini. I assert that Piero Puricelli conceived 
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motorways by chance (if he actually did invent them, an assertion that I 
investigate in this book), in an attempt to achieve other goals. Moreover, 
Mussolini’s regime supported those plans because it was pleased—and, 
sometimes, forced—to by circumstance, including the need to repay 
some of its sponsors.

In approaching this large theme, we can count today on a broad 
historiography. The construction of a road system adapted for the use 
of automobiles has received much attention from historians in the past 
few decades. The research has offered a wider understanding of the 
mobility shift that occurred in the twentieth century, exploring prom-
ising new fields, such as the social use of the roads, the technical and 
political aspects of this change and—last but not least—road renewal 
as a step to generate genuine mass motorization. In other words, auto-
mobile infrastructure is no longer seen as granted by invisible hands, 
but as the result of social and political decisions, as well as the outcome 
of technical and social attitudes and behaviors. This process was not 
smooth at all, but involved resistance, compromise, mediation, and 
failure, and involved many players.

Moving back to the Italian motorways in the interbellum, the above 
framework gives me the opportunity to offer innovative elements of 
examination, as well as different axes of interpretation.

1. The motorway projects did not land in an empty landscape; on 
the contrary, they were the result of the particular Italian situation. 
A part of the book is devoted to the history of the “ordinary” road 
network, because it is necessary to understand that network’s 
characteristics and its mismatch with the shift toward new auto-
mobilism landscapes in order to fruitfully investigate the motor-
way proposals.

2. Additionally, the infrastructure contractors emerge as a leading 
force, driving the action. I call this constellation of actors the “road” 
lobby (similar to the “road gang” acting in the United States in the 
1940s60) and I argue that—at least in Italy—the automobile indus-
try (or “car” lobby) was rather tepid about, even opposed to, any 
monumental road programs beyond the cities. As shown below, 
further elements must be considered, such as the still-influential 
Italian Touring Club (TCI), and the Italian Automobile Club (ACI), 
both of which offered support to the road lobby.

3. On the political side, I argue that during the 1920s the Italian 
context had an inherent contradiction between the proclaimed 
will to modernize the transport arena and the weakness of any 
political action to support this goal. According to the evidence 
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presented here, the (small) infrastructural gains in 1920s Italy 
were not a triumphal march to modernity, nor were the different 
interests subjugated to an intrusive dictatorship that was able to 
forge a new nation and pave the country with thousands of brand 
new motorways.

The third point moves us back to the idea that the leading force in envi-
sioning motorways was a group of contractors with strong interests in 
the road construction field, in alliance with (already) declining but still 
powerful car user associations.

So while we can expect fascism to be a turning point in the mobil-
ity (and, by extension, modernity) field, all the research (on roads, rail-
ways, and aviation) shows that although Mussolini’s regime did achieve 
relevant, widely recognized, and visionary outcomes, its role seems 
much less coherent and comprehensive than previously thought. What 
fascism did, more modestly, was find acceptable compromises with 
the leading actors. For a decade after World War I, any step toward the 
implementation of the road system was linked to the prewar program, 
while the variegated and ambitious plans on the floor after 1922 were 
largely designed by industrialists, and not by fascism or central public 
apparatuses. This is true beyond the motorway case: as Eric Lehmann 
also noted regarding fascist aviation,61 far from being a solid, monolithic, 
and sturdy producer of transport infrastructure and systems, fascism 
had no clear strategy or master plan, and, instead, showed indecision 
and contradictory governance. However, as Mussolini understood well, 
building 84 kilometers of “hyper-modern” motorway shifted attention 
away from the inadequate (for motor vehicles) 20,000 kilometers of 
road network.

On top of this, it was not Mussolini or any other Fascist Party member 
who was the driver of this game. We know that Piero Puricelli, Silvio 
Crespi, and the Italian Touring Club were—backstage—calling the shots, 
creating a wide social acceptance of the master narrative in the mobility 
field, and spreading the gospel of modernity conceived through the 
rallying cries of speed, technology, and efficiency. The lobby showed 
significant ingenuity, proposing an extraordinary variety of flexible 
administrative models, not to mention detailed surveys and construc-
tion programs. Those experts had a good grip on the international 
debate, promoting inquiries into foreign reforms and taking part in 
global umbrella associations (Italo Vandone, as a TCI delegate, partic-
ipated as early as 1908 in the first PIARC conference; Silvio Crespi was 
leader of the League of the Nations transport committee; while Piero 
Puricelli himself was a resolute business traveler).62
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As the history of Italian motorways shows, these actors were surely 
visionary but they were playing a game that was too big for them. The 
indefatigable “road lobby” lost the main battle, but left a strong heritage 
nonetheless. The colossal road renewal plans faced long delays—ulti-
mately implemented only in the 1960s—because of their huge scale. The 
proposals advanced by those contracts and industrialists were surely 
innovative, imaginative, and leading the European trends. However, as 
soon as the fascist system had definite domestic consensus, it exploited 
(and very generously paid for) the scheme that fit Mussolini’s party’s 
needs better, with no further consideration of the proponents. The 
National Road Agency—formed in 1928—allowed the regime to show off 
its centralized attitude, put an end to seventy years of provincial council 
control of the main roads, and created a brand new bureaucratic orga-
nization, which was easier to lead than the complex and unreliable min-
istry staff (not to mention the treacherous provincial administrations).

This trivialized and banalized road management did not obscure 
the visionary idea behind motorways. The media success of the Italian 
1920s autostrade and their presentation as pacesetters of the future was 
a favorite theme of fascist propaganda. The Italian air raids on South 
and North America in the 1930s certainly wouldn’t have convinced too 
many Italians to become pilots, but they did spread the very idea of 
aviation as (fascist) modernity.63 In the same way, while motorways did 
not make every Italian a driver, they made the concept of motor vehicles 
appealing—no longer a tool for wealthy people, but an everyday device 
for commercial and practical uses.

But although it was envisioned and developed nationally, the appeal 
of the 1920s Italian motorways went beyond domestic borders. The 
Milan–Lakes motorway “became a Mecca for civil engineers as well 
as municipal or governmental officials interested in a modern road 
adapted to automobile traffic,” while Puricelli was seen as the “Spiritus 
rector,”64 and “Father” (“père”)65 of all European motorway proposals. This 
book is focused on the Italian motorways built in the interbellum, but it 
investigates how they influenced European and non-European discus-
sions. In the 1920s and 1930s, thousands of foreign technicians, policy 
makers, and journalists visited the Italian motorways, contributing to 
making them an icon of modernity, the feature that motor car diffusion 
needed for its rapid growth. Most likely, the audience was waiting for 
this kind of groundbreaking sociotechnical system, and, at the same 
time, its success was carefully planned. Already in April 1923, Mussolini 
and Puricelli, a month after the start of construction, proposed Milan as 
the seat for the 1926 Permanent International Association of Road Con-
gresses (PIARC) conference. Milan was chosen precisely because of its 
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role in the motorway programs. The PIARC conference further boosted 
the international recognition of those projects; fascism obtained a great 
propaganda success, while Puricelli dreamed of European and non-Eu-
ropean motorway schemes (and works, including a 1920s motorway 
plan for the Beijing–Sea route in China). If, in Italy, Puricelli’s star had 
already declined in 1927, the zenith of that worldwide debate was the 
period between 1928 and 1932, during which the idea of European 
motorways was conceived as a political and economic tool. Politi-
cal, because the building of a European network was seen as a tool 
to consolidate the ephemeral diplomatic distention following the 1928 
Kellogg–Briand Pact; economic, because the 1929 crisis was becoming 
evident and the motorway construction work could be used as a sort 
of European New Deal. Puricelli’s restless dynamism made Italy part of 
that plan, but the 1929 crisis was too strong to support those dreams. 
The rise of Hitler in Germany was the final blow, enclosing each country 
within its nationalism and putting a European plan out of reach, even 
though the Nazi regime exploited and developed the Italian example to 
a level that was unheard of, making Autobahnen one of the main pillars 
of its propaganda.66

Who Conceived the Motorways?

There is little doubt about the role of Piero Puricelli in the events sur-
rounding the motorways. He was the motorway “inventor,” its enthu-
siastic prophet, its planner, and its builder. He was more than a road 
engineer or a talented entrepreneur. Born in Milan, he obtained his 
degree in Switzerland, took over the family company, specialized in 
road construction, and made the company into the main Italian player 
in the sector. During World War I he already understood—a lot better 
than his Italian peers—that road renewal was relevant as part of a larger 
discussion about modernization, and through his entrepreneurial activ-
ities he built a large and strong network of supporters.67 He visited the 
United States as early as 1919, and later sent one of his assistants there 
to develop a better grasp on the technical and social developments 
on the other side of the Atlantic and to be able to imitate the mech-
anized construction systems in Italy. In the same period, he founded 
(with the Italian Touring Club) and funded a road materials laboratory 
(1919); conceived, planned, and built a racetrack in Monza, still in use 
today (1922);68 founded and funded a chair devoted to road engineering 
at the Polytechnic University of Milan (1925); and coordinated a road 
renewal inquiry on the entire Italian road network, which included 
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Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) project financing (1925–1927). He 
had a good relationship with the socialist Milan city administration, and 
very likely also generously financed Mussolini’s party. Puricelli was the 
president of the city annual fair and later vice president of the Bureau 
of International Expositions. He was appointed senator in 1929, and in 
1940 was made count of Lomnago.69 He was also a man with fortunate 
timing when it came to motorways: a few months after his proposal 
for a motorway connecting Milan with the Alpine lakes, Mussolini was 
appointed prime minister. Two weeks after this appointment, Mussolini’s 
government approved (and cofinanced) Puricelli’s project. Puricelli not 
only built the motorway in sixteen months, but soon implemented a 
project of renewal for 20,000 kilometers of Italian roads.

However, if I have no doubts about Puricelli’s extraordinary presence 
and energy, he was not always passionate about his creation. For Puri-
celli the motorways had an instrumental business role, which is shown 
very well in his private letters and confidential reports. By 1925, he was 
already claiming that the Italian motorway fever could have negative 
effects on the road renewal programs, while between 1929 and 1931 he 
was simultaneously fantasizing about mammoth continental European 
road plans and dismissing many—if not all—of the Italian proposals for 
new construction as flimsy and inconsistent. So I believe that his motor-
way projects should be framed first and foremost as a business cam-
paign of personal and professional affirmation: for Puricelli they were an 
extraordinarily valuable (and successful) public relations strategy, which 
further boosted his relevance in the Italian and international industrial 
landscape. This also explains Puricelli’s political role, a role that has 
been forgotten by historiography. Despite the fact that his archives are 
not accessible, and probably will never tell us the whole story, we can 
say with confidence that Puricelli acted as a hidden ambassador for 
Mussolini. We find him visiting foreign dignitaries and even prime min-
isters of Germany, France, and Austria in the same weeks that diplomacy 
antennas were twitching. He was in Germany to meet Hitler in 1934 
while the Dollfuss crisis affected the diplomatic agenda, and in Paris in 
late 1935 when the Italian government was promoting French and U.K. 
neutrality about the forecasted Ethiopia invasion.70

Puricelli, naturally, was not alone. He was primus inter pares in a very 
large network, in which it is difficult to differentiate between a real, pas-
sionate engagement with modernity and more trivial economic targets. 
The Milanese economic and political establishment was largely tied up 
in the 1922 motorway program. The program matched the widespread 
ideas of speed, efficiency, and novelty, but it also appealed to the desire 
to open a new period of infrastructural development, explicitly recalling 
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the golden era of nineteenth-century railway fever. The Milan estab-
lishment was also charmed by the idea of being at the core of such a 
program, not only in terms of entrepreneurship, but also geographically, 
with Milan at the center of the network. So the motorway programs 
mirrored the city’s ambitions of modernity, dynamism, and up-to-date 
infrastructure developments. Of course, some entrepreneurs were 
happier than others to develop motorways: Piero Pirelli (rubber indus-
try) and Ernesto Reinach (lubricant oil) had additional reason to support 
Puricelli’s ambitions. The same can be said about the Milan Automobile 
Club, or the Italian Touring Club, considering the latter had (and still has) 
its headquarters in Milan. However, the involvement was broader: the 
entire Milanese bourgeoisie, as well as the socialist local administra-
tions, rotary club members, and bankers, industrialists from all sectors, 
top-ranking road technicians, Lombardy Chambers of Commerce, and 
provincial councils. It is difficult to believe that experienced bankers 
like Giuseppe Toeplitz considered the motorway to be good business. 
More likely, they considered Puricelli’s proposal as a pie in which to put 
their fingers, aiming at potential long-term benefits, and maybe fas-
cinated personally by the audacity of such a big vision for the future. 
As happened for the railway fever in the nineteenth century, in 1922 
the Milan–Lakes motorway generated a domino effect and irrepress-
ible enthusiasm: in every city from Naples to Bergamo, local commit-
tees mushroomed with the aim of building motorways. However, just 
a couple of years later, Piero Puricelli found himself unable to control 
his own creation. And, as early as the late 1920s, Mussolini’s regime no 
longer saw any appeal in financing motorway programs; following the 
1929 crisis, new motorways were definitively out of the question.

In comparison with the big vision and multitude of plans, the actual 
outcomes realized in Italy in the 1920s and 1930s were meager and 
incoherent, left to the fate and will of local committees and to the power 
of their patrons (and their limited aspirations and short-term specula-
tions). Altogether, only 500 kilometers of motorway were built, without 
any real coordination by the central authorities, although Milan was at 
the center of the embryonic network. After 1933, in the same period 
that Nazi Germany began a program that overshadowed any previous 
outcomes, the Italian government found itself constrained to buy back 
the private motorway companies. The government took on the man-
agement of the few motorways that had been built, while Puricelli lost 
his empire.
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The Italian Motorways and Their Historic Legacy

The history of the Italian motorways is still an underdeveloped area. 
While Puricelli pops up today in many publications dealing with the 
European technocrats and we have good investigations of the inter-
bellum European motorway lobby, Italian historians have given little 
attention to the country’s motorways. Lando Bortolotti’s works, pub-
lished back in the 1980s and 1990s, are an exception. They were pio-
neering publications, breaking down the rhetoric of Italian primacy in 
building motorways (the first in the world), and those texts are still a 
major source of information on this issue. On his own, Carlo Mochi 
offered a careful reconstruction of the entire Italian transport policy 
throughout the twentieth century,71 while in the past two decades, in 
parallel to a renewed international debate,72 Andrea Giuntini, Federico 
Paolini, Enrico Menduni, and Stefano Maggi, among others,73 have 
added to the literature.

The legacy of the 1920s motorway program is controversial: the 1929 
crisis crushed Puricelli’s companies (although he himself received very 
generous severance pay). After World War II, he was too involved in the 
fascist plot to be back on the stage, and most likely not interested in 
defining a new political role for himself.74 In the 1950s, during the launch 
of the new national motorway programs, the events of the 1920s were 
an embarrassment due to the involvement of Mussolini. The plans from 
the 1920s and 1930s were surely on the desks of the new planners,75 but 
the new building season followed other models and rhetoric, and the 
Italian technicians (usually those from the prewar period) did not need 
any creation myth to legitimize their actions—even less one as politi-
cally cumbersome as Puricelli’s.76 They looked with admiration at the 
United States model and the International Road Federation’s activities.77

The 1973 oil crisis showed the limits of the motorway (and motor 
vehicle) model, leading to self-reflective analysis. The private compa-
nies involved in the motorway business started to show interest in their 
remote history, which culminated in some self-celebratory volumes 
and articles devoted to rediscovering the 1920s plans, after carefully 
removing any political or ideological implications. After a long pur-
gatory, Puricelli was often presented as a visionary, albeit an ingen-
uous and politically clumsy genius.78 According to a simplified vision 
of technology history, motorways were the outcome of a one-man 
band, Piero Puricelli. Experts and technicians of motorway engineering, 
such as Francesco Aimone Jelmoni,79 a pupil of Carlo Isnardo Azimonti 
and planner of the Milan–Naples motorway in the 1950s, Giovanni Da 
Rios, and Savino Rinelli, in their 1970s and 1980s publications, depicted 
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 Puricelli as a visionary entrepreneur, audacious to the point of fearless-
ness, with a strong vision that was unaccomplished due to bad luck. In 
this rosy version of his profile, it was only thanks to his 1920s plans and 
construction that 1950s Italy was able to implement a modern program 
after World War II. The misunderstandings of Puricelli’s contemporaries 
or even the aversion of the fascist leaders prevented him from reaching 
his ambitious and idealistic goals.

Engineer Puricelli had from the beginning a realistic and rational concept 
of the real function of motorways, and foresaw with astonishing clear-
ness the developments and diffusion they should have had. We feel we 
must say that due to a mix of circumstances and external factors, the 
prevailing (and not prudent or careful) interference of the political powers 
of the times [i.e., the Fascist regime] and the enthusiasm generated by the 
first proposals together mutated the correct implementation of Puricelli’s 
ideas. These were, therefore, incorrectly understood, promoted by means 
of superficial opinions and poorly considered assessments, which were 
sometimes malevolent.80

For Jelmoni, the inauguration of the first completed leg of the Milan–
Lakes motorway in 1924 was a landmark, though its historical relevance 
was not fully understood. It was in that moment that it was possible to 
define the true profile of Puricelli: a genius. “Nobody could have imag-
ined what that first short (but for the period, great) motorway would 
represent. Really, nobody? No, one person understood: a gentleman 
just in his forties, tall and sharp, with pleasing manners, an open and 
charming smile that sweetened his severe face; that gentleman who, 
in a frock coat and top hat, was next to the [Italian] king in the motor 
vehicle during the inaugural trip from Milan to the lakes: it was the engi-
neer Piero Puricelli, count of Lomnago, the first in the world to conceive 
of the motorway.”81

In opposition to these hyperbolic statements, other views of Puricel-
li’s actions soon emerged in the Italian literature, developed in a new 
season of studies of the fascist period. Lando Bortolotti, after his 1978 
book on the fascist housing policy, painted the Milanese entrepreneur 
critically, depicting him as a champion of arrogant and ruthless specu-
lations, with muddy relationships with the finance world and shadowy 
dealings. Puricelli was indifferent to the cost of his “bizarre” initiatives 
because he was backed by ample political protection, including by Mus-
solini himself. Puricelli was an antihero, ready to suck money from the 
treasury, cunningly using public resources to implement his lavish—and 
pointless—motorway programs. The political system was vulnerable to 
this plot, making it possible to create a useless and meaningless motor-
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way network for a country with practically no cars. For Bortolotti, the 
costs of the disgraceful operation were a burden on the public treasury, 
while the profits enriched the unscrupulous and swashbuckling con-
tractors. Puricelli emerged as the villain of that period.82

The most recent investigations frame Puricelli in a broader context in 
which the motorway programs were (correctly) only a part of a wider 
professional and financial biography. Annabella Galleni and Nicola De 
Ianni worked on Puricelli’s professional adventures, opening a new 
stage of studies on road renewal in the first part of twentieth-century 
Italy.83 Their archival research and their historical analysis allow us to 
better understand Puricelli—his success and his failure. His role as a 
visionary is confirmed, defining him more as a pathfinder than as a 
classical contractor, with an international vision of his company in his 
mind. Puricelli was, in other words, an entrepreneur, able to move easily 
in the finance salons, with strong contacts with political actors (dem-
ocratic, socialist, and then fascist), and with international ambitions for 
his business. However, he was overwhelmed by his ambition, by too 
many speculations, and, to be fair, by a new financial landscape that 
emerged after the 1929 crisis.

This Volume

This volume has, like any other book, a history itself. My historical inter-
est in Italian and European motorways is now fifteen years old. I have 
spent this time reading, exploring historical archives, and discussing the 
topic with many colleagues. As a major outcome of that activity, in 2007 
I published a volume in Italian, through the Turin publisher Trauben—a 
book that can now be enjoyed in English. However, this volume is a 
lot more than a translation. After the Italian version was published, I 
continued to work on the topic, publishing other papers, articles, and 
essays in Italian and English journals and books.84

Therefore, this book includes additional material, newly written, in 
order to position the Italian case study to an international audience, and 
to better highlight the relevant international connections, impact, and 
influences of the Italian motorway programs of the fascist era. In this 
volume I not only considered the evolution of my research and thought, 
but also the rich changes that have occurred in the historical debate on 
roads, transport, and mobility.

The volume is organized in eight chapters, which describe, in roughly 
chronological order, the Italian motorway history in the interbellum 
period. As explained above, to better understand the reasons behind 
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the Italian motorway programs, the first chapter explores the history 
of Italian roads before motorways, between national unity in 1861 and 
Mussolini taking power in 1922.

The second chapter describes the early 1920s construction proposals 
and their outcomes, also presenting the main actors, while chapter 3 
focuses on the propaganda uses of this work and on the 1926 Interna-
tional Road Congress (PIARC), which represents the peak of propaganda 
using Italian motorways. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the weak elements 
of the motorway projects, and how the above elements clashed with or 
integrated into the wider fascist politics regarding transport.

The analysis of a large-scale event like the Italian motorways often 
results in losing a grip on some details. For that reason, chapter 6 is 
devoted to a single motorway, the Turin–Milan, detailing a case study 
and scrutinizing the role of Fiat in the motorway business.

Chapter 7 analyzes the final 1930s crisis in the motorway field and 
the state’s role in covering the debts in order to save its prestige, while 
chapter 8 explores the late 1930s and the long-term legacy of the inter-
bellum plans.

Finally, the conclusion analyzes the success and the originality of the 
Italian motorways in a European framework, claiming that Puricelli’s 
proposals were part of a debate about Europe, in which motorways 
were icons of a political and technological achievement, autonomous 
and independent of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. models.
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Figure 0.1. Italian motorways built from 1922 to 1943. 
Source: Author elaboration from Aipcr/Piarc 1909–1969 (Paris: Aipcr/Piarc, 1970). 
Courtesy of World Road Association.
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CHAPT ER 1

5
The Roads before the Motorways

Road Policies in Italy in the Second Half of the 1800s

When compared with other European nations, mid-1800s Italy had a 
noticeable deficit in its roads network, which was accentuated by the 
peninsula’s complex orography. It was a country that had achieved 
national unity late, in 1861. Even more, the development of a coherent 
roads network program was prevented by the contemporary railway 
frenzy, and by the scarcity of resources.1

The lack of a systematic project of road growth and improvement did 
not mean there was a lack of initiatives: The political establishment of 
the time saw the theme of transport as one of the fundamental aspects 
of nation building, but efforts were disjointed, without a precise policy, 
and too often had no real effects. Naturally, the political and adminis-
trative difficulties caused by unification also significantly impacted the 
roads sector. A few years after unification, in 1865, the country had new 
national laws on the Italian administrative system, which had a double 
impact on the roads field. First, there was a new systemic framework for 
the public works sector, including a precise listing of the roads, which 
would be categorized as state, provincial, and municipal roads (in its 
turn derived from the eighteenth-century French model). Second, there 
was a clear definition of the activities of the local authorities for the 
whole country: in particular, the provinces acquired a broad adminis-
trative autonomy.2

The 1865 roads classification took a long time to complete. It was a 
multifaceted operation that involved municipalities (although not all 
would prepare the lists), provincial councils, and the ministry of public 
works.3 The results varied according to the different regions: Lombardy 
and Veneto had a dense roads network; Piedmont and Emilia-Romagna 
had a reasonable provision. Elsewhere, from Liguria to the south of the 
country, the roads network was mostly limited to several major road 
axes, and almost completely lacked local roads.4

The national government undertook several initiatives to improve 
the situation, promoting road construction, particularly at a local level. 
The first example of this was the 1868 law no. 4613, on the “ Compulsory 
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construction and renewal of municipal roads.” The intention of the 
legislature was to rectify the lack of resources and willingness that 
characterized the roads sector at its weakest administrative level (weak 
both in resources and technical competence), that is, the municipali-
ties. The law instated state and provincial subsidies, a special municipal 
tax to raise funds, the re-establishment of feudal corvée obligations, 
and army deployment to defend construction sites (or to control the 
workers?), even requiring the soldiers to provide manual labor for build-
ing. The compulsory roads law was designed to reproduce the effects 
of France’s 1836 law “sur les chemins vicinaux,” which had allowed the 
transalpine country to endow its entire territory with an efficient roads 
network.5

In 1869 another law was approved, for the “construction of national 
and provincial roads in the southern mainland provinces,” to fortify the 
provincial and national roads in the Italian south and make those areas 
accessible: an answer to the peasant riots against unification, which 
lasted for a decade.6 In 1875 and again in 1881, further interventions 
were approved to construct a substantial number of provincial roads. 
The “Law 30 May 1875 for the construction of roads in the provinces 
most lacking” approved state spending of 47 million lire (about USD 
220 million today), to be used for the construction of sixty-two pro-
vincial roads. Almost this entire sum was destined for the south, and 
the construction was entrusted directly to the state, with responsibility 
passing to the provinces once the necessary works were completed. 
The subsequent “Law 23 July 1881 authorizing spending of 225,126,704 
lire (about USD 1 billion today) for the construction of new special roads 
and hydraulic works in the fifteen years from 1881 to 1895” abundantly 
added to the amounts dedicated to provincial road construction out-
lined in the 1869 and 1875 laws. In addition, it raised the annual amount 
destined for compulsory municipal roads from 3 to 4 million (USD 13 
and 17 million respectively) and detailed a hefty list of road works.

Despite the severity of the laws, the broad substitutive powers, and 
even the direct assumption by the Ministry of Public Works of the ter-
ritorial works, the road sectors could not change the state of things 
merely through decree. The inertia of the various actors involved in 
the road construction program—starting with the municipalities and 
provinces—could in fact slow down the projects discussed in Rome 
beyond measure.

Beyond the historical hypotheses that we can advance, we should 
not forget that despite the action and even energy displayed by the 
legislators with the various laws, an inherent contradiction within the 
sector weakened their fervor. As in the pre-unity regulations, the 1865 
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law of administrative unification stated that if a railway ran parallel to a 
national road, the latter would be officially downgraded to a provincial 
one. Given that in the second half of the 1800s, Italy was in the grip of 
railway fever, it is obvious that the state was continually ceding tracts 
of national road to the provincial administrations—unbalancing the 
scales—and progressively reducing its own commitment in the roads 
sector. At the same time, while the number of national roads decreased 
as they were assigned to local authorities, the state, using the savings 
obtained, was financing the same provinces now responsible for the 
devolved roads. So on the one hand, the state assigned the fundamen-
tal function of long distance transport to the trains, but at the same 
time, through new laws and regulations (which were as draconian as 
they were unrealizable), it recognized that the roads were an essential 
element for national cohesion.

In other words, blinded by the railway myth but obliged to act upon 
roads, the national ruling class oscillated visibly between the desire 
to abandon the entire sector to local authorities tout court and the 
firm desire to finally open the territory to mobility (and control). The 
single—ambiguous—way out was to involve the municipalities and the 
provinces in the roads sector even more dramatically. This explains the 
abundance of regulations, the redundancy of the laws, and the increase 
in roads listed as needing specific interventions. It also explains the state 
subsidies to the provinces and municipalities, which were necessary to 
stimulate local authorities that were either reticent or lacking in means.

The Roads Problem between the 1800s and the 1900s

While the first decades after national unity in 1861 can be seen as the 
height of state action in the roads sector, 1894 saw the approval of law 
338. This law indefinitely suspended the application of regulations for 
compulsory roads, defaulting on any support for local roadways. This 
did not mean that the minor municipal and rural roads were in good 
condition, or that the municipalities were able to find the resources to 
carry out the minimal works that everyone hoped would be completed. 
Rather, the push for works and the support of the provincial and munic-
ipal authorities that had persisted through the unification phase had 
abated. In addition, the law on compulsory municipal roads “had been 
a semi-failure, despite the pressure exercised by the specifically created 
intricate bureaucratic organization. Between 1869 and 1904, only 22,158 
kilometers of these roads were realized: very few, if you think that . . . 
calculations indicated that to match France and England they needed 
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to construct 257,000 kilometers, and just to raise all of Italy to the Lom-
bardian level, 121,000.”7

The vast implementation difficulties that faced the 1868 law on com-
pulsory roads—and that made the results so tenuous—were already 
evident at the time.8 But the needs at the base of the law, that is, the 
insufficient quantity and quality of the Italian roads network, still had 
not been satisfied.

Overcoming the political crisis at the end of the century, in 1903 par-
liament approved a new tool to support municipal roads. It enacted a 
law for the construction of roads connecting inhabited centers with 
the railway stations,9 a support that was more precise and specific in 
its aims. The objective of the law was not the generic construction of 
local roads, and certainly not rural ones, which were the focus of the 
first attention of journalists and deputies,10 but rather the realization of 
roads between the principal inhabited centers and the closest railway 
stations. It was an apparently modest objective, somewhat defeatist 
regarding the more generous intentions of the 1860s and 1870s laws, 
but in reality it contained precise motives of realism: as Carlo Cattaneo—
one of the most brilliant (and critical) observers of the Italian public 
works initiatives—had indicated as early as the 1840s, the existence of 
feed roads to the railway stations was one of the conditions of success 
of the railway.11 The 1903 law on access roads to the railway stations 

“established that the municipalities that within eight years built roads 
or parts of roads to access their namesake railway stations would have 
the right to a subsidy from the state, equal to half of the effective costs 
sustained, and a subsidy from the province, equal to a quarter. . . . Equal 
subsidies would be granted to municipalities that constructed access 
roads to the nearest railway station, as long as the road was not longer 
than 25 kilometers in length, and comprised the existing roads for an 
eventual connection.”12

The more modest objectives, with their precisely defined ambi-
tions and procedures, did not however mean that brilliant results were 
achieved. As in the past, the intentions were tied up in a thousand oper-
ative difficulties, such as the traditional diffidence of the local authorities 
to activate state contributions, the customary reluctance by the central 
authorities and their agents to enact the substitutive procedures, and 
the lengthy realization times. The disagreements between ministry, pro-
vincial councils, and municipal administrations over the various aspects 
of the law multiplied, muddying a mechanism that was supposed to be 
rapid and efficient.

The data shows that between 1904 and 1911 the increase in the roads 
network was, in total, little over 10,000 kilometers, of which 1,600 were 
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in the south.13 The situation, in general difficult, was untenable in the 
south of Italy, where the municipalities could not contribute even a 
quarter of the total costs of road construction, as the law required. To 
try to offer solutions for the problem, in 1904, 1906, 1908, and again in 
1910, special laws were approved for Basilicata and Calabria, the regions 
with the biggest problems. The laws for aid were intended to be tem-
porary and limited, but the disastrous conditions of the infrastructure 
and the multiple difficulties of the plans inevitably prolonged the period 
of help.14

Although the Italian road system referred to the classical French 
model of three-tier networks (e.g., state, province, and municipality), in 
the first years of the 1900s the national political debate moved toward 
radical modifications of the administrative mechanisms. The constant 
and gradual reduction of the roads managed by the state (between 1866 
and 1910 the length of national roads went from 14,000 to a little over 
8,000 kilometers)15 was matched by the equally constant and gradual 
increase of the provincial roads (which went from just under 10,000 to 
more than 40,000 kilometers in the same period). This led to the idea 
that the best configuration could have been to delegate all care of the 
roads to the provinces.

After an inconclusive governmental attempt in 1902, it was Giolitti’s 
ministries that took on the first research aimed at reform: in 1909 the 
Minister of Public Works, Pietro Bertolini, promoted a commission and 

“a dedicated administrative study” on the management of the public 
roads network.16 For the first time, a broad technical and political debate 
was opened on how to manage the roads network and it strongly advo-
cated the idea that the state could completely abandon the sector. In 
1911 a law was proposed (but not approved) to delegate the responsibil-
ity for all extra-urban roads to their respective provinces. The provinces 
would have received a state contribution of 1,200 lire (about USD 4,500 
today) for every kilometer of road they took responsibility for, while 
the municipalities would have paid a contribution of 200 lire (i.e., USD 
700).17

Partly due to the pressure from the Unione delle province—the asso-
ciation of Italian provincial administrations—the reform project involved 
the national government even more deeply, with three new commis-
sions announced for 1912 by the new minister of public works, Ettore 
Sacchi.

Regarding road management, the board of directors [of the Union] 
advises, if not the realization of immediate reform, then at least a display 
of conviction by the government regarding the necessity of reforming the 
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 legislative system governing roads. Three ministerial commissions have 
been created with the relative official participation by Union representa-
tives, with the objective of studying:

a) The revision of the list of provincial roads.
b) The legislation on private roads. . . .
c) The assumption of management of the national roads by the 

provinces.

The third ministerial commission is to do preparatory work, which is cur-
rently done by the central government offices, the district offices of the 
Civil Engineering Office, and the collaboration of the interested individual 
administrations. The questionnaire printed at the request of the Ministry 
of Public Works demonstrates the evident intention to study the problem 
with the aim of attributing the cura viarum to a single entity, without, 
however, that entity being financially burdened.18

In the cited questionnaire, the ministry expressly asked the provincial 
administrations if and how they could manage the national roads. This 
pleased the provincial administrations, as they would finally see the 
entire roads network entrusted to them: the valid reasons—practical, 
financial, and organizational—that supported their request actually con-
cealed other motivations of a political nature. Becoming the sole, total 
manager of the roadways meant that the provincial authorities would 
have an irreplaceable infrastructural role and that their political weight 
would grow accordingly, assuming a decisional function on a national 
scale.

The hopes of the provinces were well founded, as in June 1912 the 
prime minister, Giovanni Giolitti, leaned in their favor on the theme of 
roads during a presentation to the Chamber of Deputies.

I believe that in substance, the best solution would be this: that every-
thing should be a provincial road, that is, that the state cedes even the 
national roads, passing to the provinces what they are now spending 
on national roads; and that the provinces provide for the entire roads 
network by reallocating the spending governed by law. If we had just one 
roads network, the total cost would be a lot less, because we would not 
have three technical bodies: the state, the provinces, and the municipali-
ties, which must provide this service; and also, with unified maintenance, 
we would have a more perfect roads network.19

It should not be forgotten that this proposal came from entities 
usually endowed with efficient maintenance services: many provincial 
administrations were at the avant-garde of the roads sector and had 
developed competences and functions that were comparable to the 
ministerial ones. At the frontline of this struggle were those adminis-
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trations that had experienced strong social and economic demands, 
particularly for modernization of the roads network: Milan, Turin, 
Rome, Naples, almost all of those of the Po valley, followed by several 
in  southern Italy.

The parliamentary inertia, the widespread resistance to the dispersion 
of decision-making processes, the heedless opposition of the ministerial 
apparatuses—which were fearful of losing control of the sector—led to 
doubts over the effective managerial capacity of the provincial authori-
ties, above all in southern Italy. In the words of Minister Sacchi, “while on 
the one hand it’s doubtful if all the provinces are able to assume such a 
serious duty, on the other, we would like the important innovations to 
be surrounded with effective guarantees to ensure the integrity of the 
roads network, given the difficulty of the problem, which various com-
missions have studied, without finding sufficient data for an appropriate 
solution.”20

Once again, it was the old problem of a central state that was 
inclined to entrust the roads to local authorities, but that at the same 
time feared the loss of control over a central aspect of territorial man-
agement, above all in those places where the technical capacity and 
financial resources were the weakest. The entire process of delegation 
was additionally hampered by the officials of the civil engineering office. 
The work of the 1912 commissions ordered by Sacchi was conditioned 
by ministerial bureaucracy, which slowed the pace of the fact-finding 
surveys prepared by the minister—or, at times, simply prevented them 
altogether.21

Leaving aside these contradictions, the reform projects all had a 
small common denominator: the awareness of the impasse in which 
the roads sector found itself. This meant that, following the end of the 
conflict, the terms of the discussion in 1919 were the same as they had 
been in 1898, when a solution for the roads sector had been loudly 
called for in the course of the first meeting of the provincial representa-
tives.22 However, the war, economic development, the request from the 
local authorities to “devolve,” and finally, the establishment of the Fascist 
regime made the question much more complex than it had been at the 
start of the 1900s, leading to new and unexpected solutions.

The Postwar Proposals for Decentralization

Starting in the 1920s, the development of motoring, although limited, 
called for profound changes to the roads, requiring—including in Italy—
radical evolution of the technology used (cement or bitumen instead 
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of dirt roads or macadam),23 modification of routes, reduction of level 
crossings over railways, and the construction of bypasses around 
built-up areas. At the same time, a new perception of roads as public 
spaces took hold, as the types of users were transformed and regula-
tions of use became increasingly stringent.24

The roads sector reform proposals advanced in the early 1920s not 
only involved the administrative aspects, but they also touched on 
technical elements (curve adjustment, incline correction, widening). 
The drive to modernize the roads—which in the preceding decades 
had come firmly from several cycling associations, such as the Italian 
Touring Club (TCI), or from some of the provincial administrations—was 
by now the expression of a heterogeneous pressure group that included 
the TCI, the ACI (Italian Automobile Club), the motoring industries, the 
rubber industry, the petroleum and cement cartels, and the most rel-
evant contractors for public works.25 The Italian automobile and truck 
market needed to be supported by adequate infrastructure: improve-
ments to the roads network were claimed to be indispensable for a 
broader modernization of the Italian transport system.

These were also the themes of the “Postwar Central Commission,” 
established in 1918, which contained a sub-committee for “Commu-
nication and transport,” presided over by Senator Maggiorino Ferraris. 
Motoring had become one aspect of the roads problem, and therefore 

“brought to the attention of the sub-committee one of the most recent 
and appealing aspects of progress favoring rural Italy: motor services, 
which have had such gratifying development in so few years.”26 After 
celebrating the advantages of the automobile, the report noted how the 
development of motoring put “the importance of roads for the national 
economy into perspective.” The increase required “prompt, system-
atic, decisive measures, partly because Italy, in its entirety, has not yet 
achieved the roadways necessary for its economic progress.”27

In January 1920, in keeping with the choices of his predecessors 
(and following the indications of the Postwar Central Commission), the 
Minister of Public Works, Edoardo Pantano, ordered the umpteenth 
commission study. The study would “take into account the variations 
occurring in the traffic currents, the development of mechanical trac-
tion, and the widening of the state borders and the changed military 
needs; examine the national roads network and propose how to make 
it a systematic asset that better corresponded with current needs, also 
studying the eventual modifications to the regulations in force for the 
classification of the roads; and where it is deemed opportune, also study 
modifications to other regulations on the laws for public works, con-
cerning provincial and municipal roads.”28
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The principal work of the commission was therefore to reformulate 
the regulations, with particular attention to technological progress, and 
to formulate proposals to modify legislation regarding local roads, envi-
sioning, when appropriate, provincial management of the state network. 
The delegation of functions from the state to the local authorities—that 
is, “decentralization” and “devolution” in the terms of the day—remained 
the main option.29

Caught between centralization and decentralization and between 
preexisting infrastructural requirements and limited resources, and 
immersed in the postwar political crisis, the debate on the roads 
network was confused and contradictory. The oscillating policies were 
unable to clarify a clear line of action for the government, parliament, 
and the various public actors involved. This ambivalence—which will be 
described in its essential details shortly—mirrored the more general state 
of confusion of the political class, unable to overcome the problems that 
had broken out during the global conflict. The country was by now 
embedded in the spiral that would carry it into the fascist dictatorship.

While the work of the Pantano commission continued, the decree 
of 19 November 1921 declared it possible for provincial administrations 
to substitute the public works office for national roads maintenance 
throughout the entire kingdom. In other words, the result hoped for 
by the provinces had been achieved, with the only—understandable—
constraint being the ministerial agreement. In fact the delegation of 
national roads maintenance to the provinces never occurred; addi-
tionally, as the provincial representatives bitterly noted, the plans were 
opposed by the ministerial officers. These officers actually had opposing 
intentions: to subsume many provincial roads into the national scheme, 
with a ministerial structure governed by them to look after it all.30 But 
while the public powers and their bureaucracy were involved in a bitter 
battle, private operators were not standing still. In 1921 the engineer 
Italo Vandone—director of the Experimental Roads Institute of the TCI 
and appointed by the Touring Club to the ministerial commission31—
published a broad article in which he proposed subdividing the nation’s 
roads into four classes. Vandone abandoned the traditional scheme that 
assigned road maintenance based on the proprietary entity. He imag-
ined a new subdivision, based on the importance of the road, estimating 
the distribution of kilometers in the Italian network among the various 
classes.32 His idea was to break from the classical ternary subdivision 
from 1700s France, and instead introduce a system closer to the English 
one. In the United Kingdom, Vandone noted, the counties were the 
appointed maintainers of all the roads, but the national government was 
present through its technical supervision and a contribution to the costs.
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The TCI proposal presented political and organizational elements of 
particular interest. Arranging a subdivision by class (type) and not by 
ownership would result in modernizing reform for the sector, overcom-
ing the refusals of the public works office—because it did not directly 
target the responsibilities of the office. It would also provide an exit 
from the debate over which local authority—province versus region (the 
latter were likely to be created)—should be responsible for the roads. 
The success of the English roads reform of 1909 and 1919, with the 
formation of a Road Board and then Road Department, as well as the 
American legislation on highways in 1916 and 1921,33 influenced the 
ministerial commission appointed in turn by Minister Pantano. In 1923, 
this body concluded its activities with a proposal to the ministry to cede 
all extra-local roads to the provincial administrations and to create a 
new roads classification with four categories.

The government was pressured by conflicting proposals, both of 
which had rich material and symbolic interests. Forced to move forward 
for political motives and unsure of which choice to make, they insti-
gated a reform in 1923 that was a masterpiece of ambiguity.

Pushing them to this choice was the force of several interests in 
play, outlined concisely above, but there was also the wavering of the 
first year of Mussolini’s government. The authoritarian direction did 
not translate sic et simpliciter into a clear governmental orientation in 
the administrative area. Statolatry was yet to come, and meanwhile 
the fascist government made choices that followed the indications of 
the preceding government, accompanied by economic interventions 
of a strict free-trade mold:34 fascism, inasmuch as it subverted the 
democratic political system, was not yet a stably constituted regime. 
It has been noted that “the reforms that the fascist government made 
between 1923 and 1925 were, for the most part, only the realization of 
projects elaborated during the preceding liberal-democratic govern-
ment, and were as such not inspired by concepts of centralization and 
nationalization.”35

In other words, the groundbreaking profile of the fascist govern-
ment was tempered in the administrative field by inertia and a certain 
continuity with the past. So, in November 1923, when the reform of 
the roads sector was approved, accompanied by a new roads code, it 
reflected the work of the commission and the two decades of debate 
on the role of the state and the provinces in the roads sector, but at the 
same time it was burdened by the traditional doubts of state bureau-
cracy and the uncertainty of the government over ceding ground to 
subjects—in this case the local authorities—that fascism only partially 
controlled.
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The 1923 Reform and Its Failure

After twenty years of debate and fifteen years of commissions and 
studies, on 15 November 1923, royal decree 2506 was issued, govern-
ing “Regulations for the classification and maintenance of public roads.” 
It was also known as the “Carnazza decree” or “Carnazza law,” after 
the minister of public works, the Sicilian social-democrat Gabriello Car-
nazza. The selling point of the reform was that it abandoned the roads 
classification established in 1865 in favor of a new subdivision of the 
roads into four categories, following the English model. The mainte-
nance of the first class of roads was entrusted to the state, with the 
option to delegate the task to the provinces; the second and third cate-
gories of roads were entrusted to the provinces, with the option for the 
Ministry of Public Works to take on the responsibility of maintenance; 
the fourth category of roads was entrusted to the municipality.

However, the law did not increase financing for the roads sector, 
imposing an insurmountable constraint on the program to modernize 
the roads. Article 21 of the decree established that: “‘No increase in 
allocation can be made at the expense of the state balance for expenses 
relative to the implementation of the above regulations,’ that is, the state, 
with the same amount of 58 million [about USD 65 million today] that it 
spent on maintaining around 10,000 km of national roads with not very 
intense traffic, now proposed to provide for maintaining all the most 
important roads in the kingdom.”36

Two elements further tangled the already complex situation. The 
reform addressed only the maintenance of the roads, expressly leaving 
the old 1865 regulations concerning the ex novo construction of roads 
for motor vehicles intact. This was not a secondary question because, 
for example, the rectification of a curve or enlargement of a lane could 
be considered either as maintenance interventions or as new construc-
tion. This could have led to infinite disputes among the various public 
authorities about how to classify such interventions, and who should 
consequently bear their cost. In addition, the 1923 law subdivided 
maintenance expenses for every class among the various entities (state, 
province, and municipality), with the consequent imaginable increase 
and superimposition of bureaucracy.

The inherent contradictions and byzantine procedures formulated 
by the reform were the direct consequence of a partial and imperfect 
decentralization, and the highly superficial level of attention that the 
fascist government paid the roads problem. In other words, the Car-
nazza law was a bluff. The government found itself facing the dead-
line for the mandate of reorganization of public administrations set for 
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December 1923, and wanted to give the impression of a regime that 
was attentive to the transport sector and able to support developmen-
tal needs. Pressured by greater urgencies, the government reluctantly 
approved a reform that it had no intention of implementing, but that 
seemed decisive for a few years. Confirming this deceptive front, the 
government never promulgated the regulations of the reform, nor the 
planned law on the construction and maintenance of the roads.37

Despite their unfinished and ambiguous nature, the 1923 regulations 
represented a crucial passage in the history of Italian roads, which led to 
important decisions in the reallocation of public funds. The fundamen-
tal innovation was the retraction of the ban—existent since 1855 and 
reiterated in 1865—on national roads running parallel to railway lines. 
The new policy, an inevitable development in road transport, aggra-
vated the disparity between northern and southern Italy. “It must be 
remembered that, while the railway was more developed in the richer 
provinces, the national roads barely existed there at all. . . . With the 
new law, many of the once-national roads declassified as provincial 
now became part of the first class, with the consequence that the state 
contributed to 50 percent of their maintenance.”38 In other words, given 
that the local resources remained generally constant, there was a net 
increase in infrastructural investments, thanks to the state contributions 
provided for in the new law. However, “in the poorest provinces, where 
the railway network was less developed, the exact opposite occurred.”39 
In substance, the 1923 law favored the richest areas and penalized the 
poorer areas, aggravating the infrastructural problems of particular geo-
graphic zones, those that had always had fewer resources.40

Partly due to the disparities created, the government decided to take 
time and a provisory regime was settled until 20 June 1925. This admin-
istrative confusion and the power vacuum in the roads sector opened 
ample space for private interventions, as we will see in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

5
1922: The Motorway from  

Milan to the Prealpine Lakes

The First Proposals for a “Special Road for Motor Vehicles”

The idea of a more “efficient” use of the roads was not a twentieth-cen-
tury invention. As historians have noted, road renewal has always 
received strong attention from policy makers,1 who needed to gain and 
retain control of the people, vehicles, and animals present on roadways.2 
The arrival of motor vehicles further pushed experts and car enthusiasts 
(usually overlapping with the members of the ruling groups) to have 
better roads suited to motor vehicles, as well as a new age of traffic flow 
management.

The roads of the early 1900s, even those surfaced in macadam, were 
not able to withstand the weight and the speed of motor vehicles.3 The 
rapid establishment of the automobile therefore posed new infrastruc-
tural problems, to which, early in the century, two possible solutions 
were offered: adapt motor vehicles to the roads, or adapt the roads 
to motor vehicles.4 The latter was the mainstream action by experts 
and policy makers, and as early as 1908, European coordination was 
envisioned: in order to harmonize the renewal process, an international 
conference on roads was announced, to be held in Paris. It aimed to 
coordinate interventions in the “war on dust” produced by motor vehi-
cles as they drove along the old dirt roads. The next year, the foundation 
of the Association internationale permanente des congrès de la route (or, 
using its English acronym, PIARC, with the telling motto of “Roads-Life”) 
was a part of the new awareness of the roads issues, opening the way 
to a process of renewal of the roads built in the 1910s and 1920s.5

Together with the renewal of roads came the radical idea to construct 
tracks for the exclusive use of automobiles. Such roads would have 
routes, inclines, and characteristics perfectly adapted to the needs of the 
new means of transportation.6 Several of these proposals were justified 
not just by the desire to support the development of  motorization, but 
also the protection of other users.7 Moreover, the provision of exclu-
sive roads for motor traffic would fully exploit the potential of the new 
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means of locomotion, which would no longer be impeded by slow ani-
mal-drawn wagons and “undisciplined” and “dangerous” pedestrians.

Limiting ourselves to Italy, the project of special roads for the exclu-
sive use of automobiles can be traced to 1906. In that year, the engineer 
Giuseppe Spera presented a brochure for the construction of an autovia 
(motorway), a “road for the exclusive use of automobiles” between 
Rome and Naples.8 A similar idea was suggested in 1914 by Francesco 
De’ Simone, head engineer of the Naples municipality, whose city plan 
proposed to relaunch commercial relations between Naples and Rome. 

“And to tighten the interests between these two great cities, it would 
be opportune to link them with means that are more direct, rapid and 
economical than that of the so-called direct [railway] line in construc-
tion. This could be achieved with a great artery running through an 
Apennine tunnel, and then following the route of the ancient Appia road 
over well-known ground. . . . On this artery, with a broad carriageway, 
an active tram service would be installed, and a smooth surface with 
many lanes for automobiles and other means of rapid communication.”9

Among the heritage of World War I, there was also a much vaster use 
of motor vehicles for commercial purposes and, in parallel, the devel-
opment of domestic and international motor tourism.10 That trend was 
lubricated by the sale of numerous military trucks to civilians, which 
further enlarged the vehicle fleet, increasingly casting it less as elite and 
more for daily use.11

It was in this context, between the need to modernize the roads and 
the timid but constant growth of motorization, that Milanese engineer 
Emilio Belloni put forward his proposal. Belloni’s idea was to improve 
the road connection between Milan and Venice with the construction 
of a “direct permanent road” reserved for motor vehicles and subject 
to a tax for use.12 His project for a permanent road dated back several 
years, and included an equally poorly defined “road” ranging from Paris 
to Moscow,13 but he rededicated himself decidedly to the project in 
1921 with the support of the Milan Chamber of Commerce. The latter 
announced a “convention of representatives from the interested prov-
inces, municipalities and Chambers of Commerce, to discuss the pro-
posal of engineer Emilio Belloni.” The convention would “take place 
on 23 June 1921, with the participation of delegates from the invited 
administrations and fourteen other requests to participate by letter and 
telegraph.”14

In Belloni’s project, the permanent road between Milan and Venice 
would not pass close to the cities between the two poles (Bergamo, 
Brescia, Verona, Vicenza), but would cut an almost straight line across 
the plains. As Bortolotti notes in his 1994 book, it was an “unsustain-
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able route, which the good Belloni would have discarded if only he had 
read the shrewd essay [dating back to the 1840s] of Carlo Cattaneo 
on the Milan–Venice ‘Road of Iron.’”15 The project’s lack of geographic 
and economic sense could be traced to its underlying blueprint, which 
evoked the 1700–1800s idea of navigable canals in northern Italy, reject-
ing the cities too close to the Alps. Sketched out in this way, the project 
was merely a connection between the port of Venice and the city of 
Milan, expecting exclusively commercial traffic. Nonetheless, the eco-
nomic feasibility of the proposal was submitted for study to a commis-
sion composed of Senator Angelo Salmoiraghi, president of the Milan 
Chamber of Commerce, and engineers Guglielmo Gentili, conservative 
politician and provincial deputy of Milan, and Giovanni Gay, socialist 
and assessor of the Milan municipality. In November of 1921, the com-
mission issued a positive judgment, claiming, in somewhat vague terms, 
that the project had “well-founded technical and economic bases and 
therefore merited being adopted and promptly translated into reality by 
the public authorities directly interested.”16

There was sporadic and little news about Belloni’s project over the 
course of 1922,17 but compared to proposals from the past, the Milan–
Venice road offered novel elements. Although it was a flaky project, 
without economic credibility, it was visionary. It was presented and 
welcomed in the major Italian Chambers of Commerce, was circulated 
widely in all of northern Italy, and went from a roughly sketched idea 
to a topic of public discussion. Perhaps it was the favorable welcome 
and great interest for Belloni’s project that moved another engineer, 
Piero Puricelli, at the end of 1921 and the start of 1922, to advance his 
own proposal for a special road for automobiles between Milan and the 
Lombard prealpine lakes.

Piero Puricelli’s Initiatives

Between 1921 and 1922, Piero Puricelli prepared a pamphlet in which 
he presented a project to construct a “road network for motor  vehicles,” 
connecting Milan with the Como, Varese, and Maggiore lakes.18 The 
project was highly accurate in its interpretation of the automobile phe-
nomenon and in its hypothesis of how to construct a road network 
for motor vehicles. In first place, Puricelli underlined the difficulties of 
transport in Italy, pointing out that

an objective gaze at the Italian reality of communication leads to this 
desolate conclusion:
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The railways: many new lines have not been constructed due to lack 
of means, although they are necessary and desired, and some [of those] 
have already been investigated by committees or local authorities. The 
existing lines, apart from the question of high and complicated tariffs, do 
not give any security of prompt transport nor guarantee the integrity of 
the goods being sent.

The roads: this network, far from being complete, should lead to the 
railway centers and absorb all the local traffic, but in practice, does not 
respond to this scope due to poor maintenance.19

In order to achieve better performance, the transport system should 
be modified to favor motor vehicles, for eminently economic motiva-
tions. Motorization represented a factor of progress and rationalization, 
for which there should be a corresponding process of reorganization 
and renewal of roads.

Industry and modern commerce employ the automobile on the road in 
the same way that calculating machines are employed in offices. Such 
are the times.

The roads now maintained (so to speak) in macadam, could still offer 
a lot of service, or rather, before trying new systems of paving, we must 
start to rationally maintain, . . . the paving already in use. The day will cer-
tainly come in which the roads, even if well-maintained, will not be able 
to handle the increase in traffic, and then we will impose a distinction of 
roads for kinds of traffic and, like the distinction between railways and 
roads today, these latter will be subdivided for diverse needs.20

The project of an automobile roads network therefore was rational-
ized as favoring industrial and economic process, but at the same time 
it was a manifesto of the future destiny of the roads in an epoch that 
some claimed was marked by motor vehicles. On one side were the 
old roads, earmarked for local traffic of animal-drawn wagons; on the 
other was the new roads network—modern, fast, destined solely for 
automobiles.

The roads for motor vehicles will be real industrial roads and magnificent 
instruments of work.

The present report has precisely the scope of illustrating the need for 
construction in Italy of a first roads network for motor vehicles. Outside of 
Italy, this road is not a novelty. . . . Such a road will be a great line of easy, 
rapid connection between the grand Lombardy industrial centers, and 
therefore a necessary remedy to the railway’s insufficiencies, as well as a 
healthy unburdening of the ordinary roads.

No one can doubt the advantages that such projects reflexively carry 
for the existing roads network, which will automatically find the circula-
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tion of motor vehicles reduced to almost zero and where consequently 
the transit of pedestrians and animal-drawn vehicles can occur in the best 
conditions with a noticeable decrease in the cost of roads maintenance.21

A real road for motor vehicles, in Puricelli’s vision, was one of savings 
and speed: with optimal conditions and stable paving. Automobile 
drivers would see consistent savings in consumption, and would also 
finally be able to use the full promise of their vehicles, no longer occu-
pied with zigzagging cyclists, slow carriages, tight curves, dangerous 
bumps, etc., all elements that prevented drivers from deploying the 
potential of their automobiles.

Driving your powerful machines, capable of 100 [km] per hour, and your 
light, small cars, leads to disillusionment due to the modest average that 
you achieve, almost always inferior even to the modest permitted speed 
of 50 km[/h]. It becomes a physical martyrdom due to the fatigue of the 
shaking, the steering, the braking, and distress of the dangers, disputes, 
and fights with undisciplined wagons. Finally, it is a surprise because the 
effective consumption is always a great deal larger than the theoreti-
cal one and the availability of the means is often truncated by the need 
for frequent repairs to the delicate organs of the mechanically perfect 
machine that the road ruins. And then . . . the duration . . .22

Drivers’ problems included such things as the inadequate roads, “the 
indifference, indiscipline and the insolence of the carters and wagon 
drivers, and the variety of the regulations and customs on which side 
of the road to stay on.”23 The “motor car road network” would abandon 
all the disadvantages of the old artery: as it would be created ex novo, it 
would be perfectly matched to the needs of the new means.

The characteristics of this new road for motor vehicles should be different 
from those of the ordinary roads:

a) the new road will avoid passing through inhabited centers, in order 
to permit greater speeds with lesser risk, but will not skip the indus-
trial centers so that people can access the new artery with their 
vehicles. . . .

b) the routes will be shorter than the provincial roads. . . .
c) they will avoid, as much as possible, crossing railways, and will 

absolutely avoid level crossings. . . .
d) according to the altimetric profile of mountainous territories, road 

routes should result in the least possible number of curves and 
maximum radii.24

This roads network, that is, what would come to be known as a motor-
way but was yet to be named, was to be constructed between Milan and 
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the prealpine lakes. It included the industrial areas of the zone, northeast 
of Milan, while the lakes themselves were the classical vacation places 
of the Milanese bourgeoisie, who were the main owners of automo-
biles at the time. According once again to Puricelli, “without any hesita-
tion, the Lombardy region, which extends from Milan to the Maggiore, 
Como and Varese lakes, should be given preference and precedence. 
Milan—a great metropolis, rich with energy and full of activity, primed 
for further development; the world-famous Lombardy lakes, populated 
by enchanting villas and gardens; between Milan and the Lakes, one of 
Italy’s most productive industrial zones.”25

These few points show the force of Puricelli’s proposal, which was 
at once more realistic and more visionary than all of the projects that 
had been advanced until then. Puricelli proposed the idea of a rela-
tively short connection, roughly 80 kilometers of motorway, in the most 
motorized provinces in Italy, on a route that offered a high amount of 
traffic for the national context. The works would additionally satisfy both 
the industrial interests of the area northwest of Milan and the tourism 
that gravitated to the lakes, guaranteeing a solid clientele, up until then 
unsatisfied by the current state of the transport networks. Finally, and 
not least, Piero Puricelli was a major Italian contractor, with important 
and broad contacts in economics and finance.26

However, Puricelli’s proposal contained not just a road project, but a 
radically innovative idea for transport that included the construction of 
special roads for automobiles, with characteristics that had never been 
seen before in Europe. Puricelli’s project went beyond a mere calcula-
tion of existing traffic, which was characteristic of Belloni’s project, for 
example, and plastically assumed the inevitable development of motor-
ization: with little effort, he illustrated the strong limitations of the ordi-
nary road network, which could impede this kind of exciting evolution. 
The futuristic proposal of roads just for automobiles was positioned as 
a logical conclusion: futuristic but always based on the solid knowl-
edge that the future modernity and progress would be grounded on 
motorization.

His brochure on the project, ready by March 1922, was narratively 
engaging, probably the fruit of Puricelli’s decision to involve Umberto 
Grioni’s notorious Milanese advertising agency. He could also count on 
the staunch support of Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli, the charismatic president 
of the Italian Touring Club. At the start of 1922, the Milanese entre-
preneur “printed a few copies of his report Road networks for motor 
vehicles—Milan–Lake Como, Milan–Varese, Milan–Lake Maggiore, dis-
tributing it in Milanese racing and industrial circles, and presenting it 
together with the president of our association, so that he could see 
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if the idea merited the patronage of the Italian Touring Club. With his 
usual rapidity and sure perception, L.V. Bertarelli understood the entire 
nature of the initiative, which is seriously documented in the previously 
mentioned report.”27

The Touring Club and Puricelli’s Enterprises

The relationship between Puricelli and the Italian Touring Club dated 
back several years, to a common interest in the transport sector.28 Since 
its foundation in 1894, the TCI (Touring Club Italiano) paid particular 
attention to the theme of mobility, continuously lobbying the govern-
ment: the TCI advanced detailed proposals for legislative reform, while its 
representatives were present on ministerial reform committees. Between 
1917 and 1918, a road materials laboratory, the first in Italy and well ahead 
of similar European and North American centers,29 was housed at the 
TCI, proposed and financed by Piero Puricelli.30 In 1918, the TCI went 
further and acquired the only Italian technical journal in the roads sector, 
Le strade (The Roads), founded in 1898 by engineer Massimo Tedeschi.31 
Some of the TCI’s more notable initiatives include touristic guides (aimed 
at cyclists as well as motoring tourists), the publication of a complete 
series of road maps, and the placing of warning signs at the most dan-
gerous points of the roads network. This last initiative was carried out 
with renewed energy soon after World War I. It was an evident support 
of the circulation of motor vehicles, and received consistent contribu-
tions from companies in the automobile sector, such as Fiat, Pirelli, and 
Standard Oil.32 In spring 1921, the TCI board of directors approved a long 
report, published with the programmatic title “For Automobiles and Bicy-
cles: ‘Tools of Work’” in the highly widespread social journal Le vie d’Italia 
(The Routes of Italy). The report was a precise compilation of the barriers 
to automobile development in Italy and the also numerous advantages 
that motor vehicles offered in terms of transport efficiency. It praised 
the role of trucks and buses in promoting connections to extra-urban 
areas, and noted that the car was “a wonderful multiplier of personal 
efficiencies,” particularly “in cities and industrial regions.”33 Taxation of 
fuel and cars—the TCI lamented—was excessive, a constraint on the 
desirable growth of motorization. But the national roads system was just 
as lamen table: “Italian road assets, understandably neglected during the 
war, have entered, following the armistice, a period of ruinous decline.”34

This portrait of a suffering roads network naturally interested Piero 
Puricelli. After earning a degree in engineering from the Institute of 
Technology in Zurich, he entered the family construction company and 
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was soon in charge. The roads activities and management of several 
quarries were an excellent starting point, and the Milanese entrepreneur 
knew how to take full advantage of it. The vertical control of production 
processes, from gravel extraction to contracted works on public roads, 
was improved thanks to agreements with the Gola e Conelli company 
of Milan, the biggest company of roads machines in Italy,35 and with the 
development of intense political and financial relationships. Puricelli 
consolidated his relationship with the provincial administrations, soon 
becoming much more than their supplier, and positioning himself as an 
interested ally within the debate of Italian roads management. It is also 
worth noting his meeting with engineer Giacomo Tedeschi, trustee of 
the Banca Commerciale Italiana (Italian Commercial Bank, better known 
as Comit). The meeting with Tedeschi led to a strategic alliance between 
Puricelli’s enterprises, in the form of a limited society since 1914, and 
Comit. Since 1920, the president of Comit had been Cristoforo Benigno 
Crespi, father of Silvio Benigno Crespi, who was in his turn the head of 
the Italian Automobile Club and future president of the limited company 
Autostrade.36 The alliance with Comit would see Puricelli take a seat on 
its board of directors in 1928 and go on to be vice president until 1943. 
He was also appointed president of the Milan Fair Agency and nomi-
nated as a senator in 1929.

Puricelli’s profile emerges as an upper-class Renaissance man, well 
integrated in the Milanese social and financial circles of the day, an 
entrepreneur who strongly developed the family business—but, at the 
same time, a more complex figure. The noteworthy and unscrupulous 
development of his businesses confirms his attention to entrepreneurial 
matters, although Puricelli was always ambitiously open to new endeav-
ors, frequently characterized by visionary elements, often giving little 
thought to their financial aspects.37 During World War I and immediately 
after, the Milanese businessman constructed an extensive relational 
network. Then, between 1922 and 1927, as we will see further in the 
next chapter, he showed his unbridled activism in the roads field. He 
ranged from the promotion and construction of the Monza speedway 
in 192238 to the proposal of a private entity to manage state and provin-
cial roads (1926–1927) and the establishment of a roads engineer chair 
at the Polytechnic University of Milan in 1925.39 The motorway projects 
happened within this context of entrepreneurial and social affirmation: 
in today’s terminology, Puricelli used these elements as an extraordinary 
tool for company public relations.

The project reverberated soundly among Milanese entrepreneurs, 
politicians, and policy makers because the motorway program matched 
the Zeitgeist of the city. After the 1870s, Milan “changed into an industrial 
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city,” becoming the main Italian financial center, as it is today. It also had 
a wider meaning: at the verge of the twentieth century, Milan “was iden-
tified with its industries, in which industry was a synonym of modernity 
in the economic field, as well as in social behavior.”40 So, the opening in 
1882 of the Gotthard railway tunnel, or the city’s inauguration—in 1883—
of “the small thermo-power station in via Santa Ragedonda, among 
the first ones in the world”41 were not just technological achievements, 
but were identity-building factors, confirmed by a growing population, 
which reached about 800,000 inhabitants in 1921. Milan was not just a 
busy economic city, but a cultural hub in the Italian landscape, seat of 
the most prestigious national newspaper, Il Corriere della Sera, as well as 
of many of the principal publishers. The title of Italian “Capitale morale” 
(moral capital of the country), facing off with Rome as the purely politi-
cal capital, was an appellation that summarized the city’s self-esteem 
as well as its economic and social achievements. The motorway project 
perfectly fit this landscape, promising innovative technological out-
comes that were avant-garde and something to be proud of, backed by 
a (supposedly) solid cost-benefit analysis.

From Plan to Approval

Even before submitting his proposal to the TCI, Puricelli “prepared the 
plan, . . . collecting supporters including attorney Mr. Bolchini, Dr. Piero 

Figure 2.2. Second Milan–Lakes 
project, 1923. 
Le autostrade da Milano ai Laghi (Milano: 
Società anonima Autostrade, 1923). 
Courtesy of Autostrade per l’Italia S.p.A.

Figure 2.1. First Milan–Lakes project, 
1922.
Piero Puricelli, Rete stradale per auto veicoli 
Milano–Lago di Como Milano– Varese 
 Milano–Lago Maggiore. Relazione (Milano: 
Umberto Grioni, s.d. [1922]). Courtesy of 
Autostrade per l’Italia S.p.A.

Figure 2.1 does not appear in 
the Open Access edition due 

to rights restrictions.

Figure 2.2 does not appear 
in the Open Access edition 

due to rights restrictions.
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Pirelli, Commander Ernesto Reinach, Commander Ernesto Vaccarossi, 
and Piero Ostali.”42 Reassured by these first positive informal meetings 
and sure of the converging interests, it is not surprising that 

The Touring [Club] put all its influence and organization at the service 
of the good idea. To this purpose, the [TCI] president appointed a study 
commission with many experts to examine the project from every point 
of view. The aim was to create the elements that would lead to effective 
action by the public powers, so that they would consent to and favor the 
realization of the project itself. This commission met for the first time 
on 11 March 1922 and was subdivided into several sub-commissions to 
examine the project in terms of technical, economic, and legal elements, 
not to mention the necessary propaganda.43

The commission boasted the most important names of the Milanese 
upper class, many of whom were founders of the Rotary Club, such 
as Bertarelli and Puricelli, Silvio Crespi, Piero Pirelli, Giuseppe Toeplitz, 
and Ernesto Reinach. But it was the municipal council member, social-
ist Alessandro Schiavi, who prepared the agenda that was voted on at 
the meeting in March 1922.44 During the sub-committee meetings, the 
unarguable need emerged to find a concise but easily understandable 
name for the “special roads for motor vehicles”: rejecting the autovie 
(literally “car ways”) that had already been in use from 1906, the word 
autostrade (literally “car roads”) was suggested, but it is not known today 
by whom. In the course of its activities, the legal sub-commission pre-
pared “a ‘framework for a law to establish an agency for motorways 
[autostrade],’ which was personally presented by the president of the 
TCI to the government and the major competent authorities, illustrat-
ing the spirit and the scope, and obtaining the best assurances of a 
benevolent examination of the question.”45 The proposal demonstrated 
how the Milanese committee and the TCI had passed from planning 
to realization, finding a political advocate in Minister Luigi Rossi, in the 
summer of 1922.46

The rapid end of the last democratic government in October 1922 
was an unexpected but favorable event for the creators of the motorway. 
Testimonies from contemporaries, often written just a few months later 
and not yet polluted by the ritual and apologist tributes to the Fascist 
regime, all agreed that the project accelerated under the first Mussolini 
government. Italo Vandone, fully involved in the business, noted as 
early as February 1923, with some surprise, that “the new directors of 
the public policy instantly seem not just benevolent toward the project, 
but enthusiastic.”47 Today a detailed reconstruction can be made of the 
events between the end of October 1922, with Mussolini’s appointment 
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to office, and January 1923, when the agreement for the construction 
of the motorway was signed.

In September of 1922 the newspaper Il Popolo d’Italia (founded and 
directed by Mussolini) had already printed words of approval for Puri-
celli’s motorway project.48 The next month, Mussolini was appointed 
prime minister, and he seemed extremely interested in the initiative, 
coming as it did from Milan, the city that had guaranteed his political 
fortunes. It did not take great political savvy to understand the aspects 
that appealed to him, even those beyond his personal link to Puricelli 
and Crespi.

As Carlo Mochi notes, the trauma of possible socialist subversion 
conferred “a strategic collocation on the functioning and improvement 
of transport activities. On the one hand [this latter objective] became 
almost emblematic of a rediscovered social order and the return of 
respect for state rule. On the other hand, it returned to a tacit pact, 
sanctioned by the middle classes, of a newfound consolidation of social 
hierarchy, deeply shaken by the growth of political weight and negoti-
ation power of the working classes.”49

The motorway seemed innovative, and met the Fascist regime’s need 
for “palingenetic” initiatives, complementing a series of other initiatives 
that had had a strong impact on public opinion, like the special com-
missioner for the railways.50 Alert to this mood, the advocates for the 
motorway—as Bertarelli recalled in January 1923—were persuaded to 
drop “those reasons of opportunity that had originally suggested the 
adoption of an independent agency as the organ for the execution and 
management of the motorway and instead reintroduced as a better 
option the idea of a limited company, as previously explored.”51 In this 
way, the project was far more consistent with the ambitions of the new 
government, with one less obstacle to its realization. This was also 
linked to the change of pace of the first fascist governments, which 
until 1925 managed a wave of privatization of public utilities, includ-
ing telecommunications, and even suggested the privatization of the 
(government- owned) railways company,52 a goal soon abandoned. In 
this framework, the concept of a concession gained momentum, and 
this new political landscape was immediately well understood by Puri-
celli and his partners.

On 13 November 1922, Piero Puricelli and Arturo Mercanti, director of 
the Milan Automobile Club,

had a first meeting with the honorable Mr. Finzi and the honorable Prime 
Minister Mussolini, in which the support of the government was assured, 
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considering the economic advantages deriving from the execution of the 
work proposed and the social benefits for the relief of unemployment.

In the meeting, the honorable Mussolini asked his government collab-
orators to arrange for the legal needs by the end of the month, in order to 
ensure recognition of the public utility of the work.

The prime minister then asked that he himself be able to inaugurate 
the works with the first strike of the pick on the first of January 1923, and 
to have the work completed in the shortest time possible. “Within a year,” 
he said, evidently recalling the astonishing rapidity of the completion of 
the Milan speedway in the royal park of Monza.53

From that moment on, the events ran with a speed that undoubtedly 
showed Mussolini’s unconditional support. On 18 November, five days 
after the meeting between Mussolini and Puricelli, the limited company 
Autostrade was constituted, funded with a symbolic initial capital of 
20,000 lire (about the same amount in today’s USD), contributed in 
equal parts with the TCI and the Milan Automobile Club. Less than two 
weeks later, on 1 December 1922, a month after the constitution of 
the cabinet, Mussolini’s Council of Ministers authorized the Ministry of 
Public Works to draft a convention “for the construction of a great road 
between Milan and the lakes, . . . destined exclusively for automobile 
and truck traffic.”54 The haste to begin the project was such that the 
deliberations approved on 1 December were not “sufficient to establish 
the relative decree.” And so on 17 December, a new ministerial approval 
finally authorized the concession.

The government decree equated the motorway to a public work, 
with the relevant rights of expropriation. This further guaranteed it an 
annual state contribution, which however, would need to be repaid. The 
promoters now had to source the necessary capital for the effective 
construction of the motorway: with that aim, on 5 January 1923, at 
the Milan Chamber of Commerce, a public presentation of the initia-
tive was made. This invited the participation “of the representatives 
of the provinces and municipalities, and notable citizens, to illustrate 
the project of construction and management of the motorway.” Aldo 
Finzi, undersecretary of the interior (and manager of the secret funds 
granted to Mussolini),55 represented the government at the meeting, at 
which Bertarelli and Crespi presented the project and asked for share 
subscriptions.56 Meanwhile the Autostrade company increased its share 
capital, due partly to investments from Puricelli and Comit. The honor-
ary presidency of the society was filled by the TCI president. The effec-
tive president was Silvio Crespi, the vice-president was Stefano Benni 
(future president of Confindustria, the Italian industrial association), and 
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the CEO was Piero Puricelli. The board of directors included the names 
of Piero Pirelli, Arturo Mercanti, and Ernesto Reinach, among others.

On 26 March 1923, as promised, Mussolini participated in the cer-
emony of the first strike of the pick, which started the construction work 
for the motorway.57 The affair had unfolded so quickly that it had even 
caught its promoters off guard: in the spring of 1923, after the approval 
of the convention, Puricelli still did not know the technical details of the 
future motorway.58

How Were the First Motorways Made?

The construction works on the motorway between Milan and the 
lakes, formed by three different trunks and a total length of 84 kilo-
meters, were effectively begun only in June 1923, once all the nec-
essary authorizations had been obtained.59 The Milan–Varese section 
was completed, inaugurated on 21 September 1924 by King Vittorio 
Emanuele III, accompanied by the new mayor of Milan, Luigi Mangia-
galli, and obviously, by Puricelli.60 The event was covered by the highly 
popular Domenica del Corriere weekly newspaper, and was even given 
the cover of the 5 October 1924 edition. In June 1925 the trunk between 
Lainate and Como was opened, while on 3 September 1925 the last tract, 
between Gallarate and Sesto Calende, was also opened to traffic.

Figure 2.3. Celebration for Benito Mussolini during the inauguration of the 
Milan– Lakes works, 1923. 
Piero Puricelli, Le autostrade e la Milano–Laghi (Milano: Bestetti e Tuminelli, 1925). Cour-
tesy of Autostrade per l’Italia S.p.A.

Figure 2.3 does not appear in the Open Access edition  
due to rights restrictions.
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But what kind of motorway would users find, in this first realization 
and in all those roads completed between the two wars? Like all subse-
quent Italian motorways of the period, the Milan–Lakes motorway had 
just one carriageway to serve both directions, which was 8 meters wide 
and had two lateral shoulders of a meter each.61 The subdivision in lanes 
was purely theoretical, as there was no center line, nor any road surface 
marking. The users had to stay on the right while driving.62

The entrance to the motorway was from ordinary roads and could 
occur only at determined junctions, equipped with tollhouses, and non-
motor vehicles were excluded.63 On arrival at the motorway, motorists 
found a closed gate, which the road inspector, who lived in the toll-
house with his family, would hasten to open. Just as in railway stations, 
drivers would purchase a ticket by declaring the route they intended 
to take. The cost of driving the Milan–Varese tract, for example, for a 
vehicle of average engine size, was 17 lire (USD 13 today). It was not a 
cheap deal for those times.64

Once he had sold the voucher, which had to be shown to the road 
inspector at the exit tollbooth by the driver, the (always male) employee 
would open the gate and check that no other vehicles were coming 
down the motorway, and then leave the way free for entrance. A “road 
inspector cyclist” policed the motorway. All employees wore a uniform 
and were required to greet “every car in military style.”65 The motorway 
closed at night: “the hours of service, which correspond with those 

Figure 2.4. Inauguration of the Milan–Lakes motorway, 1924. Puricelli, Le auto-
strade e la Milano–Laghi.
Courtesy of Autostrade per l’Italia S.p.A.

Figure 2.4 does not appear in the Open Access edition  
due to rights restrictions.
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of the daily opening and closing of the motorway, are from six in the 
morning until one at night.”66

Jelmoni—on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the Milan–
Lakes—drew on his personal memories to describe the procedure of 
entering the motorway. The result was a truthful account, but one that 
is intentionally tinged by folklore to emphasize the primitive aspects 
of the first motorway constructions, especially compared to “modern” 
post–World War II realizations.

These motorway entrances would be on one side or the other of the road, 
but on one side only, with the so-called “tollbooth” next to it. This was a 
little house, with slightly elaborate architecture, wanting taste and which 
perhaps was meant to be picturesque. 

This was where the “toll collector” lived with his family, and he col-
lected the toll (at night, however, they all slept, and you might have to wait 
a half hour for him to wake up). These entrances were the point of direct 
access for motor vehicles in both directions on the motorway (but who 
could have ever imagined acceleration and deceleration lanes then?). This 
therefore entailed, for those turning left, crossing the lanes, because (nat-
urally) overpasses did not exist. Nor, in reality, were they needed, since 
the traffic that traveled on the motorway back then, and in following 
years, was far enough apart that it was possible to cross the road without 
great danger. After all, the diligent toll collector—if it wasn’t raining or too 
cold—would go into the middle of the motorway, and, inspecting first one 
then the other horizon, guarantee the safety of those entering.67

In effect, the design of the Milan–Lakes motorway was such that 
the flow of vehicles in each direction interfered with traffic in the 
other direction while entering and exiting the road, but it was true that 
motorists were relatively scarce. For example, the Milan–Lakes motor-
way had an annual average of a thousand motor vehicles per day, with 
an average distance traveled less than the total length, equal to about 
half the distance.68 Considering that the opening hours spanned 20 
hours, this meant that in each direction, about ten cars an hour would 
pass a single point, one every 6 minutes; on the Bergamo–Brescia, the 
stretch of road with the lowest traffic, the average was one every 10–15 
minutes.69

The frequency of passing cars in the 1920s was the subject, after 
World War II, of several statements by engineer Bruno Bolis, one of the 
shrewdest engineers of the era. He confirmed the statistical data.

When the motorway was born in Italy between 1922 and 1924, the speed 
and intensity of the traffic was still very modest and did not cause partic-
ular problems. Between 1925 and 1930, on the Milan–Como, one drove 
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at a maximum of 70km/h (from personal memory) and along the entire 
route did not meet more than four or five cars. The visibility on hills in 
the road appeared insufficient as early as those years, but the access 
to the tollbooths and the collection of tolls meant that one did not get 
bored. Next to the desired entrance, one would stop, the toll collector 
would run over and, checking the voucher, indicate the exit road and 

Figure 2.6. Milan–Lakes motorway, 1924.
Source: Puricelli, Le autostrade e la Milano–Laghi. Courtesy of Autostrade per l’Italia S.p.A.

Figure 2.5. Milan–Lakes motorway, 1924. 
Puricelli, Le autostrade e la Milano–Laghi. Courtesy of Autostrade per l’Italia S.p.A.

Figure 2.6 does not appear in the Open Access edition  
due to rights restrictions.

Figure 2.5 does not appear in the Open Access edition  
due to rights restrictions.
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supervise the maneuver; a short track connected the motorway to the 
state or provincial road.70

In other words, the Italian motorways of the era were desolately 
empty, seen not just through our own eyes, but also through those of 
contemporaries, and even more so through the eyes of foreign guests, 
who began to visit a few years later, animated by strong interest and 
curiosity. Recalling those events a couple of decades later, Bolis noted: 

“Around 1930, attracted by the fame of the motorway, engineers arrived 
in Milan, especially from South America, and often made their base at 
the Polytechnic University: I was required to accompany them on their 
visits. The motorways in that time were almost deserted and we often 
had to wait more than a quarter of an hour before we saw a car pass. . . . 
I’ll never forget the sense of astonishment of several of those visitors 
and the guaranteed final questions: But why did you do it? Where’s the 
traffic? What’s it for?”71

The absence of traffic, and the perfect road surface in sheets of 
concrete, covered with “a layer of Mexican bitumen,”72 made the travel 
experience unique in Italy (and Europe) for the time, offering—at least 
as long as the company that owned it ensured good maintenance—
the possibility to drive at maximum speed of motor vehicles. It was an 
almost unbelievable thing to be able to drive in a car on a road without 
holes, without suffering juddering, without causing dust, and without 
encountering animal-drawn carts that noticeably slowed the speed.

Unused to such traffic conditions, the drivers often forgot the limits 
of their vehicles and ruined their motors. The problem was widespread 
enough that, a year after the motorway opened, during the international 
congress of roads held in Milan in 1926, Edmond Chiax, vice-president 
of the French Automobile Club,73 contested the idea that the motorway 
represented a savings on oil and fuel. “I believe that the motorway con-
sumes more oil than on ordinary roads. Mr. Puricelli, like Mr. Michelin, 
must have observed that the drivers get overexcited and are not careful 
of the speed or the heating of the motor.”74 It was Édouard Michelin 
himself, present at the congress, who responded to the observation, 
confirming that, in fact, only an expert driver, perhaps only a profes-
sional, paid attention to the risk of pushing his car beyond its limits, 
although the motorway was incomparable in the safety it offered.

Before arriving in Milan, I was curious enough to drive the motorway. 
On the road leading to it, we did an average of 46 km per hour and ran 
the risk of three accidents. Once we entered the motorway, we drove at 
90–100–110 km per hour; all of a sudden, my driver slowed and told me: 

“The oil is at 111° and it can’t go higher than 114°.”
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So we slowed down. So, on an ordinary road in good conditions, with 
reasonably intense circulation, I did 46 km per hour, while on the motor-
way I did an average of 79 km per hour without risk of accidents. I think 
this constitutes a great success.75

As in the case of the railways, the motorways were intended to inte-
grate the system of ordinary roads. While to use the train one had to 
buy a ticket, one could use the motorway in exchange for a toll, obvi-
ously proportional to the length of tract used. The earnings were meant 
to cover the expense of management and construction. Regarding 
financing, the government had issued a decree—after the signing of a 
convention—that entrusted the construction and management of the 
motorway to a limited company with private holder rights to a multiyear 
concession, usually of fifty years. When the appointment expired, a final 
transfer back to the state (the state buyback) would take place.76

The relationship between the state and the constructing entity, the 
framework of which followed the old institution of railway concessions, 
was formalized in the following characteristics:

 – obligation for the concessionaire to construct and manage the 
motorway and collect the tolls;

 – surveillance from the state over the construction and management, 
including fixing of the toll fee; . . .

 – devolution of the motorway to the state on the expiry of the 
concession.77

The exceptions to these arrangements—common to all the Italian 
motorways opened between the two wars—were Rome–Ostia and 
Genoa–Serravalle, both constructed directly by the state, with the 
former not subject to a toll.

The costs of completing a motorway were, for the times, not low, 
and the expenses differed greatly depending on the functions and dif-
ficulty of the work, the need for bridges, viaducts, and tunnels, and the 
attention paid by the concessionaire company to the fairness of the 
subcontracts. They varied from a cost per kilometer of 875,000 lire (USD 
900,000 in today’s value) for the Turin–Milan to around 4 million lire 
(nearly USD 5 million) for the Genoa–Serravalle Scrivia.78

As for the method of financing, the resources for the motorway con-
struction had different origins. One part came from the share capital 
of the limited company that held the concession. This capital was 
collected through voluntary subscriptions, which rarely went over 20 
or 25 percent of the total. Another consistent part of the funds came 
from nonrepayable funds obtained from local authorities and the inter-
ested chambers of commerce. For its part, the state issued an annual 
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subsidy—generally for up to fifty years—which covered a third of the 
estimated cost. The limited company however, was obliged to repay 
the subsidy annually, before paying any share dividends. This meant 
that—in theory—the state would be reimbursed for its subsidy and the 
construction of the motorway would have cost the treasury nothing. In 
this scenario, the public sector would have profited from the buyback 
at the expiry of the concession as well as from the copartnership in the 
profits, as provided for, with enthusiasm, in the Milan–Lakes convention. 
The profits of the company, after any taxes, expenses, and the fifty-year 
depreciation rate were deducted, would be distributed using the fol-
lowing criteria:

 – up to 4% [of profit]: 95% to the shareholders and 5% to the treasury;
 – between 6% and 8% [of profit]: 70% to shareholders and 30% to the 

treasury;
 – over 8%: half to the shareholders and half to the treasury.79

Finally, to cover the remaining costs there would be bonds issued, with 
the earnings guaranteed by the state or local authorities. The role of 
private bodies was therefore rather limited and the public subsidies—
from the state, local authorities, and chambers of commerce—always 
covered the majority of the necessary finances. It must also be remem-
bered that many contractors became, despite themselves, motorway 
shareholders, receiving a quota of the payments for the works carried 
out in the form of shares.80
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CHAPTER 3

5
Motorway Mania in Italy in the 1920s

The Proliferation of Promotional Committees

The Milan–Lakes motorway established an example that many others 
very soon wished to follow. From January 1923—as soon as news of the 
governmental decree for the concession broke—dozens of proposals 
and projects followed on each other’s heels. They were often supported 
by promotional committees that were instituted specially for the occa-
sion, all determined to realize a motorway across diverse parts of Italy. 
The enthusiasm for these projects was shared by the TCI, which saw the 
opportunity for free private initiative in the face of the inertia of public 
actors. As Italo Vandone, TCI mastermind for road issues, stated,

we must conclude that the seeds sown with the Milan–Lakes motor-
way have rapidly led to the sprouting of many similar initiatives, which 
undoubtedly demonstrates, beyond an understandable regional emula-
tion, that the motorway concept effectively responds to the felt need for 
circulation. It is possible that the poor maintenance conditions of some 
of our principal roads have given rise to these initiatives. This would not 
be the case if these great road arteries had already received a modern 
renewal, in order to permit rapid and convenient circulation of motor 
vehicles and animal-drawn vehicles side-by-side. Private initiative there-
fore tends to substitute the slow and imperfect activity of public adminis-
tration where the extent of the traffic has made it too difficult to bear the 
damages of the unfavorable road conditions, and aims to take a standing 
jump over this obstacle by replacing ordinary roads with the motorway. 
This not only represents a more perfect solution to the problems com-
plained of, but also gives a free hand to private business.1

The spirit of emulation pervaded many projects, transforming the 
motorway into a tool with a thousand uses, a messianic work that 
responded to the most disparate of problems. Where traffic was still 
developing, the motorway was seen as a valid support of motorization 
and a solid alternative to the disastrous conditions of the ordinary roads. 
In regions with a low index of motorization, the motorway was instead 
seen as an indispensable catalyzer that could trigger the desired devel-
opment of motoring.
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This was the frame of mind of one of the most passionate supporters 
of the motorway in Italy, Francesco La Farina, a department head in the 
Ministry of Public Works, and also an official speaker on the theme of 
the motorway at the fourth roads convention organized by the TCI in 
1925.

We do not believe that preexisting local traffic, deduced just from the 
circulation and transit of private vehicles, should be an absolute con-
dition for the construction of a motorway. Rather, we think that given 
the scopes that a motorway can respond to and that we have alluded 
to, it is in itself an element of success in regions in which determined 
extremes (cities, populous centers, weather conditions) destroy the good 
roads suited for motor traffic. We also take into consideration that regular 
[transport] services, both public and private, could be located along the 
motorway. This observation is true for southern Italy and for many zones 
with a touristic character, which have been impossible to exploit until 
now due to the lack of good connections.2

The zealous Farina was actually pointing his finger at the main fea-
tures of the road-building policies, namely, “development by scarcity” 
versus “development by excess.” As reported by Mauch and Zeller, the 
post–World War II debate saw how “in some countries, especially the 
Anglo-Saxon ones, roads were built to supply a scarcity that blocked 
economic activities, while in continental Europe roads were sometimes 
built far ahead of demand in the hope that they would stimulate com-
merce through excess capacity.”3

Motorway enthusiasts in the mid 1920s tried to use both arguments, 
often related to the needs of the tourist industry,4 an easy way of over-
coming the resource allocation doubts linked to every project. The 
motorway project outlines of the early 1920s were actually often ideas 
and sketches done in completely individual style by engineers and other 
experts, referring to the zones that they operated in and knew best. 
Sometimes a rudimentary motorway project would gain passionate 
support from the local chamber of commerce or a group of import-
ant figures, who in turn created promotional committees and spread 
the proposal via brochures, publications, and even films.5 Among the 
most precocious motorway proposals, the initiative of Turin’s Count 
Secondo Frola is worth noting. As we shall see in more detail in chapter 
6, on 16 January 1923, he organized a first meeting for the construction 
of a Turin–Biella–Milan motorway. Similar haste was seen in Tuscany, 
where the Ente attività toscane society organized a meeting to discuss 
a motorway from Florence to the maritime coast, which has been the 
subject of deep historical research by Giuseppe De Luca.6 But the com-
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mittee for the Bergamo–Milan motorway was more rapid than either of 
these. A brochure created for the inauguration of the Bergamo–Milan 
motorway in 1927 tells us:

Bergamo, perhaps the most neglected of the Lombard sisters from a 
railway point of view and which had in vain hoped for a direct [railway] 
line from Milan to Bergamo, promptly recognized the possibility of making 
a significant improvement to its connections by means of a motorway.

The local fascist authorities immediately occupied themselves with the 
question. Finding cordial support from the Chamber of Commerce, the 
administrations of the city and province of Bergamo, and a group of keen 
citizens, they created the Bergamo Limited Company for the construction 
and operation of motorways, which was instituted on 4 March 1923 with 
a small initial amount of capital for the first preparatory phase of the 
preliminary draft and the request for a concession for the construction 
and management of the Bergamo–Milan motorway.7

In the meantime there was no lack of motorway connection pro-
posals: between Rome and Frascati;8 a coastal road between Genoa 
and Ventimiglia, the latter town positioned on the French border;9 a 
motorway between Milan and Bologna, via Cremona, Parma, Reggio 
Emilia, and Modena;10 one connecting Bergamo through the Stelvio Pass, 
including a tunnel under the Alps;11 a technical study by Puricelli on a 
Florence–Perugia–Rome trunk road;12 a proposal by engineer Belloni 
for a new motorway project between Livorno and Ancona;13 and the 
Palermo–Mondello motorway.14 A plan for a Naples–Salerno motorway 
was prepared during 1923 by the same local notables involved in the 
foundation of the local Rotary club.15 Also in the south, Francesco De’ 
Simone dusted off his old (and confused) project to connect Rome and 
Naples, sending it—in vain—to the prime minister’s office in the hope of 
finding interested patrons.16 De’ Simone explicitly cited the concession-
aire agreement of the Milan–Lakes and the Milan–Venice, imitating their 
founding characteristics.

The proposed arterial road—between Naples and Rome—will be reserved 
exclusively and solely for cars and primarily traffic of people and postal 
services, without, however, excluding adequate transport of valuable 
and perishable goods. This dedicated infrastructure will have a separate 
carriageway for the entire route, without level crossings, will go close 
to inhabited centers without entering them, and will cross roads using 
viaducts and cross railways via underpasses, thus allowing cars to travel 
at greater speeds without risk of collisions, without the need for inter-
mediate breaks, and with maximum liberty and safety for the drivers.17
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But De’ Simone—as early as 1923—went a lot further, and imagined 
a form of coordination of the various projects, dreaming up a national 
motorway system with two axes, one north–south between Naples and 
Milan, along the Tyrrhenian coast, and one east–west from Turin to 
Venice.

It should be part of this free-ranging fantasy that the Rome–Naples 
motorway proposal could be the start of a vaster conception and protract 
beyond Rome like a dorsal spine toward Tuscany, Liguria, and Lombardy 
and reach Milan, after a 650-kilometer route from Rome, thus shortening 
the distances of the peninsula, with its overly long geographical con-
figuration. . . .

In Milan the imagined prolongation could connect to the in-construc-
tion Milan–Lakes and with Venice, thanks to the planned Milan–Venice. 
This latter, when it is lengthened in its turn in the opposite direction for 
another 120 km west, would reach Turin, and thus gather together the 
north of our continent [country].18

With the exception of De’ Simone’s futuristic intuition, the motor-
way projects between 1923 and 1926 reveal geographically limited and 
uncoordinated characteristics. Every city advanced projects with a local 
flavor, formed of brief or very brief trunks, rarely planning beyond a 
regional scale. The only common point was Puricelli: the notoriety of 
the Milanese entrepreneur made him an inevitable reference point, to 
the extent that nearly all the motorway promotional committees con-
tacted him to ask for technical and logistical support. This was support 
that Puricelli was happy to give, freely and at his own risk, but with the 
promise that some of the construction work would be entrusted to him 
should the project be realized.

In 1925, to summarize the Italian motorway projects—with the brevity 
of citing only those where he was involved personally, including by 
founding ad hoc companies—Puricelli collected and showcased the 
fragmentary character of the proposals and the need for a new phase 
that could lead to a first master plan for motorways.

The gratifying results obtained by the “Milan–Lakes,” and moreover the 
concept of the opportunity of the motorway, has captured the public 
imagination, seeing that there are many projects on the table, and some 
have already entered or are entering a concrete and definite phase.

These latter include:
 – the “Bergamo–Milan,” already being executed by the Bergamo 

Company for the construction and management of motorways. . . .
 – the “Naples–Salerno” (50 km) in concession to the Southern Motor-

way Company;
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 – the “Rome–Ostia” (23 km) by the Motorway Company of Lazio.
But the field of planning is much vaster. From the studies and prelimi-

nary drafts already executed for the “Milan–Turin,” for the “Milan–Genoa,” 
for the “Genoa–Ventimiglia,” for the “Padua–Mestre–Venice,” and for the 

“Merano–Bolzano,” we arrive at a real master plan. With this, based on a 
single directive, governed by a single legislation, homogenized according 
to the particular usage [of motorways], we can join these sparse trunks 
of motorway, constructed or to be constructed, into one grand network 
at a national level.19

In reality, Puricelli was not so enthusiastic about the proliferation of 
motorway initiatives. In the same year, he denounced the excessive 
frenzy of promotional committees, writing that the “fervor of activ-
ity—regarding Italy—has perhaps run a bit ahead of the times, given 
that motoring is not yet adequately developed here.”20 He revisited this 
theme many years later in 1940, in a draft of a report discovered by 
Annabella Galleni. On that occasion, Puricelli retraced the activities that 
were carried out, arguing that there had been an excessive development 
of motorway planning. “As soon as the first motorway was launched 
on the road to realization, similar ideas appeared and bred. Every city 
wanted its motorway. Now the seeds that had been sown threatened 
to grow too quickly. Because this abundance of initiatives might shift 
the terms in which the real Italian roads problem was posed. Now the 
idea of the motorway should have, yes, been affirmed and developed, 
but it should not have twisted the real question and distracted from the 
first hypothesis of the real Italian roads renaissance: the renewal of the 
entire principal roads network of the country.”21

Puricelli found himself unable to control his own creature, afraid 
that the theme of the motorway would supplant that of ordinary roads, 
where, it should be remembered, he had focused his major business 
interests. However, the devious fascination of the motorway contami-
nated a good part of Italy, making the less prudent forget that without a 
solution for the provincial and national roads, the land motor transport 
industry could not advance. Lando Ferretti, journalist, former athlete, 
and future president of the Italian Olympic Committee, represented this 
viewpoint in February 1925 when he commented that motorways, while 
beautiful and commendable, nonetheless remained a useless trinket in 
the hands of a wealthy few. “With very limited development, very high 
costs, open only to the privileged few who can afford the most onerous 
tariffs, the motorway represents a luxury that honors the spirit of ini-
tiative and the genius of our people but must not make us forget the 
needs, in terms of roads, of 40 million Italians. . . . At the risk of being 
paradoxical, we must have the courage to state that the motorway has 
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contributed only a little more to solving the Italian roads problem than 
the construction of the Monza speedway contributed.”22

The Zenith of Puricelli’s Success:  
The International Roads Congress in Milan, 1926

The limits and difficulties of Italian motorway projects—despite Fer-
retti’s statements—had not yet made themselves overly evident. Mus-
solini’s enthusiastic support of Puricelli’s project and the extraordinary 
communicative and networking capacity of the Milanese entrepreneur 
meant that the Milan–Lakes motorway assumed a public relevance that 
was quite disproportionate, becoming an icon of the social interest in 
motorization.

The support of the fascist government, as we have seen, was deci-
sive in rapidly obtaining state approval. The impetuous diffusion of the 
motorway gospel, strongly promoted by the widespread TCI journal,23 
found fertile soil in Italian public opinion. The motorway was envisaged 
as a tool to bridge the gap with other European nations; even better, 
appealing to nationalism, it would place Italy at the avant-garde of the 
world. The fascist government understood very well that constructing 
84 kilometers of hypermodern road could have a multifaceted propa-
ganda benefit.24

And those elements of propaganda were also used on the interna-
tional stage the moment the occasion presented itself. In April 1923, on 
the probable initiative of the Italian Touring Club, the government toyed 
with the idea of holding the fifth international roads congress in Italy, 
receiving ready government approval to do so. As mentioned earlier, 
the first international roads congress was held in 1908 in Paris, and was 
then repeated in 1910 in Brussels, under the auspices of PIARC, and in 
1913 in London. After the congress of 1913, “Munich was fixed as the 
location for the next congress; but the war naturally interrupted this as 
it did any other form of international collaboration. When peace was 
achieved, the association restarted its activities and expressed the desire 
for the fourth congress to take place in Italy. The Italian delegates, in the 
meeting of the Permanent Commission [PIARC] that took place in June 
1920, could not hide their pleasure. However, regrettably, the govern-
ment of the time did not allow the gathering, citing as their reason the 
scarcity of accommodation and hotels to host the attendees.”25

The fourth congress was therefore held in Spain, in Seville, in May 
1923, but—after the poor showing of the liberal government—the occa-
sion was ripe to offer to host the following congress. Mussolini, under-
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standing the potential of the offer and the opportunity of the initiative, 
did not stop at gathering ministerial suggestions, and stated that “given 
the character of the congress, the proposal for the location could be 
Milan: this location is more advantageous than other cities, because 
of its motorway and position as the seat of the TCI.”26 During the 1923 
congress in Spain, the Italian representatives (who notably included 
Italo Vandone as the TCI delegate) therefore advanced their candidacy 
explicitly justifying it with the creation of the motorway network in the 
peninsula. “The organizing commission desires that this new Italian 
conception and creation is not just an attraction but a theme of the 
Congress.”27 In fact, the motorway became one of the six themes dealt 
with at the congress, and this decision “was naturally a pleasing agenda 
for us Italians, since it gave us the possibility to bring the results of an 
experiment conducted for the first time in Italy to the awareness of an 
authoritative international meeting. And so, with the cordial consensus 
of the Executive Office of Paris, the issues regarding the motorway were 
designated as the sixth theme [of the congress].”28

As can be imagined, the Milan–Lakes motorway went from the 
unusual roads experiment of a private company to a subject of discus-
sion and debate in the biggest roads organization of the time, guaran-
teeing international diffusion of Puricelli’s idea and giving the fascist 
government something to preen over. In addition, the international 
event increased Puricelli’s prestige and facilitated his access to the 
foreign market: he already had contacts and correspondence abroad, 
but after the Milan congress, he was able to write—in one of his numer-
ous memoirs—that by the end of the 1920s half of his engineers and 
technicians worked in “Spain, France, Switzerland, Poland, and Brazil.”29

As has been noted, well before the start of the 1926 congress—and 
in some cases before the construction of the Milan–Lakes—initiatives 
were developed in the European roads sector expressly aimed at auto-
mobiles, and with special characteristics. One of the earliest realizations 
in the motorway field was the German Avus (Automobil-Verkehrs und 
Übungstrasse), which in 1909 built a road without intersections in the 
Grunewald Forest, between Berlin and Potsdam, with work starting in 
1913. The Avus was basically a test and race road for vehicles, as the 
name suggests, with its use broadened to include sports competitions.30 
In 1924, the same year in which the first stretch of the Milan–Lakes was 
opened to traffic, the Studiengesellschaft für den Automobilstrassen-
bau (Stufa) was founded in Germany. This company planned a German 
motorway network, publishing an ambitious project for around 22,500 
kilometers of construction two years later.31 The general proposal was 
imitated by Hafraba, another company originally created for a motorway 
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project on the north–south axis of the country, connecting the Hanse-
atic cities (Bremen, Hamburg, and Lübeck) with Frankfurt and Basel.32 In 
1925 a motorway project between Cologne and Aachen and to connect 
Düsseldorf–Cologne–Bonn was proposed, and indeed the Cologne–
Bonn stretch of this latter project was completed in 1932, and was the 
only one effectively realized in Germany before the Nazi rise to power.

France also saw motorway plans advanced between the two world 
wars, including the routes Paris–Cherbourg, Paris–Deauville, Paris–Côte 
d’Azur, and Lyon–Saint-Étienne. The most advanced project was that 
of engineer Edmond Pigelet, who sketched a toll motorway between 
Paris and Lille. In 1927 he founded the Compagnie des Autoroutes, a 
private society that aimed to construct and manage the motorway. 
The Spanish,33 English, and Dutch motorway initiatives did not meet 
with better success,34 but they demonstrated the continental attention 
to the subject, and were often explicitly inspired by Puricelli’s project. 
Puricelli himself did not spare energy in spreading the motorway’s 
gospel. His companies were lobbying actively not only in Europe, but 
on a global scale, ranging from South America to China, and with the 
most different activities, from pamphlet production (among others, in 
1929 a Finnish-language booklet about motorways was printed, leading 
the national debate on road development)35 to project support, as in 
Germany, France, and Spain, up to direct engagement as contractor, as 
in Brazil, among other countries.

Puricelli was strongly engaged in the German plans: according to the 
German archival sources, in 1925 Puricelli was already in close connec-
tion with Prof. Robert Otzen, founder of Hafraba,36 stating that “the real 
aim of his plans was a European road network.”37 Puricelli was “a key 
inspiration for Hafraba’s initiators, such as Hermann Uhlfelder and Willy 
Hof,”38 and was soon a member of Hafraba’s board (Vorstandsmitglied). 
Puricelli’s ambitions went further, aiming to stretch Hafraba’s motorway 
toward Milan and Genoa, to close the gap between the constructed 
Italian autostrade network and the Hafraba project. To lobby for the plan, 

“in 1927 Puricelli organized a conference in Zurich together with Hafraba 
that inspired the Canton of Basel-Stadt to organize a meeting resulting 
in the Association pour la Route Automobile Alliant de Bâle à la Frontière 
Italienne, later transformed into the Association des Autoroutes Suisses.”39

This was a sort of transnational scheme, the first evidence of which 
was published by Puricelli in 1927. With the title of “Carta probabile della 
rete futura delle autostrade d’Europa” (possible future map of the Motor-
way of Europe),40 it was actually not a network, but a sum of national 
plans, often not even linked at all, as in the case of the road legs in Spain, 
Belgium, and the Netherlands. As Frank Schipper notes, the “straight 
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lines drawn on Europe’s map testified of their highly fictitious character, 
further underlined by the fact that the map did not take political factors 
into consideration,”41 let alone the predominance of Milan as the net-
work’s hub.

This all demonstrates that, even without the PIARC meeting, “the inter-
est engendered by the first motorway, and all of the studies, projects and 
initiatives that followed it, had caught the attention of foreign engineers 
and governments,” including in France, “where important committees 
have been founded, with the involvement of Italian experts,”42 as well as 
in Spain, Portugal, Egypt, and Argentina. But even U.S. technicians, to 
give one example, expressed interest in the Italian motorway, as in the 
1925 visit of “Professor Duff A. Abrams of the Lewis Institute of Chicago” 
(the current Illinois Institute of Technology) and director of the influen-
tial Portland Cement Association.43 In other words, the enthusiasm for 
Italian motorways was spreading well out of the country.

In this vein, the trajectory of the Spanish motorway debate seems 
particularly interesting. First, the Spanish discussion was openly fueled 
by the Italian example. Having similar background conditions, namely, 
a lack of resources and ordinary roads that answered badly to motor 
vehicle needs, motorways in the Iberian country were also conceived 
as a tool to force the onslaught of modernity. Second, as in Italy in the 
1920s, in Spain between 1927 and 1930 “we can count about twenty 
motorway proposals,”44 with the same concessionaire model that was 
envisioned by Puricelli in Italy,45 and that were loosely linked, with no 
real national network. And as in Italy, there was a party against motor-
ways, which claimed the motorway projects were distracting resources 
from the renewal of the ordinary roads.

However, the apex of success for the Italian motorways was at the 
PIARC congress in 1926, held in Milan, with the participation of almost 
two thousand participants and great journalistic clamor. On 6 Septem-
ber 1926, at the inaugural ceremony conducted by Senator Luigi Luiggi, 
all the Italian and foreign speakers glorified the Milan–Lakes motor-
way and its creator, while Gabriele D’Annunzio sent a poem—a tract 
of Alcyone—dedicated to Puricelli’s work.46 The laudatory tone of the 
presentations can be well summarized in the words of the president of 
PIARC, Frenchman Albert Mahieu: “We have also come to Italy to receive 
training, and I allow myself to congratulate the Italian engineers on the 
results already obtained, which they will present tomorrow. The results 
are the precursors to the creation of special roads for auto mobiles, 
putting Italy at the forefront of progress.”47

The head of the U.S. delegation, John A. MacDonald, in the poorly 
written minutes, also had words of praise for the Italian example. “For 
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about ten years the new means of transport, which we call ‘highway 
transport,’ has undergone such considerable development that today it 
should be possible to transport in our automobiles, at one single time, 
the entire population of the United States. We are therefore able to give 
you useful training on the effect of automobiles on the road, but we 
come also to return together to the past and understand what your 
experience has been and the effect of the perfected road on the popu-
lation of a country.”48

The next day, under the presidency of Carlo Isnardo Azimonti of the 
Milan Polytechnic University, the congress discussed the sixth theme 
of the meeting, “Special roads reserved for motor vehicles (Motorway).” 
The official orator on the theme, Michele Carlo Isacco, was an Italian 
top official at the Ministry of Public Works. Seven presentations were 
received at the congress, from Belgium (by E. Cauterman and P. de 
Graer), France (E. Chaix and G. Raffard, both from the Automobile club 
de France), Great Britain (Sir Lynden Macassey), the United States of 
America (Th.H. MacDonald, head of the Bureau of Public Roads, J.A. 
MacDonald, and W.G. Sloan), Italy (F. La Farina and A. Depetrini from the 
Ministry of Public Works), the Netherlands (D.A. Van Heyst, G.J. Van Den 
Broek, and P.J. Van Voorst Vader, Jr.) and Sweden (K.K. Adler).

Summarizing the presentations, the U.S. and British representatives 
were opposed to motorways such as the one being constructed in Italy, 
the Belgians and Swedish were keeping open minds, and the others 
were in favor.49 For Isacco—who would have the work of formulating 
the final resolution to be voted on by the attendees—there was no doubt 
about the worth of the motorway idea. He took comfort from the views 
of the many delegations from continental Europe, South America, and 
Asia. The congress therefore had to formulate an invitation to construct 
motorways not just where there was “heavy traffic [that] produces satu-
ration or congestion,” but also where “with its incoming prevalence, we 
should ensure that motorized traffic and its individual types (transport 
of passengers or of goods, rapid or slow vehicles) achieve maximum 
performance.” The enthusiasm for the motorways clashed with the fear, 
repeated in the debate, that their construction could lead to a ban on 
the circulation of motor vehicles on ordinary roads. The Italian orator 
took care to underline that “the motorway could not in general substi-
tute for the existing roads, and does not claim to exclude motor vehi-
cles from such roads, even when routes are identical.”50 Finally, Isacco 
commented on preventing traffic streams from crossing within the 
motorway, by creating entrance and exit junctions separated for both 
directions, unlike those constructed for the Milan–Lakes.
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Isacco’s conclusions were approved by the congress, although with 
the important abstention of the British and American representatives, 
who could not come to terms with charging a transit toll, and main-
tained that the motorways were extravagant and anti-economic.51 The 
vote of the Anglo-Saxon representatives confirmed a dichotomy within 
PIARC between the position of the continental European engineers and 
those from the United States and the U.K.: a difference of opinions had 
already been apparent in the Seville congress in 1923.52 This is also the 
perspective from which the closing session should be viewed. The reso-
lution hoped for the construction of motorways in Europe, which could 
give an idea of the atmosphere of confidence, if not exaltation, that the 
delegates of the old continent displayed for the theme. Proposed by the 
Italian delegates, including Vandone and Luiggi (but not Puricelli), the 
approved agenda read: “The congress hopes that at a subsequent event 
all the great capitals and the principal holiday locations of the continent 
will be united by means of motorways, and our resolution expresses 
that this idea is favorably regarded by the automobile clubs and the 
touristic associations of the various countries.”53

On 9 September, around 1,700 attendees from fifty-three nations took 
part in the visit to the Milan–Lakes motorway, forming an “imposing” 
convoy of buses,54 although not everyone found the experience inter-
esting or pleasing. The Dutch delegates were worried about the driver 
of their bus, who in their opinion was dangerously drunk. They were 
even less enthusiastic about the motorway itself, badly constructed and 
defined as a horrible cement scar in the middle of the countryside.55

On 13 September in Rome, the “solemn closing ceremony” of the 
congress was held, obviously “presided over by S.E. Mussolini.”56

Conflicting Intentions

The 1926 roads congress was accompanied, as was the tradition, by an 
exposition on mobility, similar to a trade fair. On the roads stand of the 
international exhibition, Puricelli exhibited both the details of the motor-
way in Liguria from La Spezia to Ventimiglia (i.e., from Tuscany to the 
Italian border with France) and the project, already sketched out in 1925, 
to endow “Italy with a systematic motorway network.”57 The concept of 
a “national” master plan was also relaunched by engineer Carlo Cesareni, 
an important second-rank politician, linked to Giacomo Suardo and 
close to Puricelli. In 1926 Cesareni published a map of motorways to 
be constructed only in northern Italy—imagining  motorways along the 
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axes of Turin–Venice, Milan–Genoa, and Genoa–Ventimiglia, in addition 
to the Milan–Lakes.58

What emerged, as Cesareni and Puricelli understood, is the need in 
the mid 1920s to achieve a new scale of planning, partly to overcome 
the impasse in which Italian motorway proposals had stalled: the funda-
mental limits of the initiative in the field were the enormous difficulties 
of finding resources for financing the works even partially. Even in cities 
like Turin or Brescia, where the manufacturing and automotive indus-
tries had a considerable presence, collecting funds was beset by a thou-
sand difficulties and years could pass before a sufficient critical mass 
was achieved to activate the projects. Elsewhere, the initiatives were 
drastically limited, like with the Naples–Salerno. In some less fortunate 
cases, the local committees remained in an embryonic state and were 
not able to even fund the preliminary studies or surveys of the works. 
The uncertainty of the operations, the precariousness of the forecasts 
for traffic, and, more generally, the scarcity of capital, made it difficult to 
achieve the minimum of share and bond subscriptions. Despite these 
limitations, the response of local politicians, particularly those of the 
Fascist Party, to this river of proposals was nonetheless enthusiastic. 

Figure 3.1. Bergamo–Milan motorway, late 1920s.
Author’s collection.
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The historically best-known initiatives were strongly supported by the 
local fascist politicians, while in general—with the exception of Milan—
the representatives of the economic and financial establishment were 
absent or in second place.59

If locally the fascist politicians were keen on motorways, the attitude 
of the central government, after the enthusiasm for the Milan–Lakes 
motorway, was instead very cautious. The success that smiled on Piero 
Puricelli’s 1922 initiative can be understood only if we frame it in its 
historical and political context. The substantial immobility of the public 
actors in the roads sector had made space for the initiatives of private 
actors, who were more alert and unscrupulous, and grasped the impor-
tance of the theme of modernization of transport and, more particu-
larly, of the roads. The fascist government had therefore conceded the 
construction of a motorway from Milan to the lakes to Puricelli, but, as 
had happened to the Milanese entrepreneur, Mussolini also found that, 
despite his wishes, he was obliged to humor the many local committees 
that claimed a motorway in their turn, and he tried to limit their excessive 
proliferation as much as possible. The government concession became 
the subject of bargaining between the head of the government and the 

Figure 3.2. Bergamo–Milan motorway, late 1920s.
Author’s collection.
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local fascist ras60 who supported the promotional committees. From 
1923 to 1927 only two motorways were approved: the Bergamo–Milan 
and the Naples–Salerno. In the case of the Bergamo–Milan, the activities 
of Giacomo Suardo, state undersecretary for the prime minister, were 
instrumental. Highly faithful to Mussolini, as well as the ras of Bergamo, 
he used all his influence to achieve the approval of the proposal. In the 
absence of deeper research on the Naples–Salerno (reduced in 1927 to 
just the Naples–Pompeii stretch), today we can only highlight Puricelli’s 
presence on the local committee61 and the direct interest of Mussolini, 
who in May 1925—returning from the southern Italian city—pressured 
the Milanese entrepreneur to plan the works.62

Mussolini’s original impetus had cooled, thanks as much to the 
evident economic difficulties of the committees as to the resurfacing 
of the ordinary roads problem. In 1925, the Ministry of Public Works 
relaunched the theme of the ordinary roads renewal program, with 
the proposal for a national Roads Agency, which naturally reduced the 
margins of maneuvering for the motorway adventure. There were also 
open critics, coming from the same Italian technical and auto motive 
world. The journal L’auto Italiana—as Federico Paolini notes—was, by 
September 1924, already caustic about Italian motorways. Making the 
evidence even clearer, their construction denounced the poor condi-
tions of the ordinary roads. “We mustn’t forget that while today in Italy, 
purely due to private initiatives, the first motorways emerge; the need to 
ensure appropriate and modern roads for automobiles has risen imperi-
ously from the current deplorable state of almost complete abandon-
ment of the majority of important roads in our country, made almost 
unusable by the intense traffic.”63

The same journal made a more circumstantial attack several months 
later, predicting—mindful of the railway story—a ruinous future for the 
Italian motorway affair, without imagining that the reality would be 
even more onerous for the public treasury.64 “We know well how these 
famous agreements of concessions for a certain number of years will 
finish. Either they will take advantage of the operation in a way that 
gives the state a company in disastrous conditions at the last moment, 
or a reshuffle will occur before the deadline that allows the concessions 
to be extended.”65

Enrico Cantalamessa, head of an engineering office in the province 
of Rome, made similar criticisms during the 1925 TCI roads convention. 
Cantalamessa, like many others, felt that motorways were a luxury that 
took already-limited resources from the roads sector, a concept that was 
to be repeated in the years to come.
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The motorway, in my opinion, is a luxury expense, while until now we 
have not yet heard anything but the poverty of the roads network. . . . In 
these conditions, spending many millions on a motorway seems exces-
sive, forgetting the real problem of equipping the entire roads network. 
When I hear that Italy is at the avant-garde of motorways, I ask myself if 
perhaps it is not true that Italy is a poor nation in regard to roads. I hear 
talk of the Naples–Salerno motorway; well, the roads in that region are 
the worst of all of Italy. They are spending 100 million [about the equiva-
lent in today’s USD] there to have an oasis in the middle of a desert.

We must remember that the cost of a kilometer of motorway is close 
to a million, a sum that could fix 40 kilometers of ordinary roads.66

In other words, after a promising start, and right in the moment that 
the entire world was celebrating the success of the Italian proposal at 
the fifth international congress of roads, the motorway projects were 
in trouble. However, the Bergamo–Milan and the Naples–Salerno, for 
which the concessions would be granted on 4 September 1925,67 re-
animated the hopes of the promotional committees, strong in the 
unshakable conviction of the validity of their own proposals and a 
deter mined perseverance.
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CHAPTER 4

5
The Ordinary Roads Problem

From the 1923 Law to the “Road Agency”

While the motorway projects had their troubled lives, nothing was done 
to implement a road network renewal, and a great confusion ruled the 
enhancement of ordinary roads. We have seen how the democratic 
government left Mussolini’s cabinet a reform proposal to decentralize 
the roads sector, which it adopted in 1923. We have also seen how the 
reform was at first disregarded, and later suspended by the same gov-
ernment that had approved it.

We should also keep in mind that in 1923, “the Ministry of Public 
Works was reformed with the objective of stimulating cooperation 
between the State and private firms—particularly the large electricity 
companies—for the promotion of public works. This reform allowed 
the expansion of the concessions system and provided great legal flex-
ibility, allowing public works such as the building of the motorways to 
be carried out either by the State or by means of concessions to private 
firms.”1 This attitude, which was in line with the economic policies of 
the Mussolini government up to the end of 1925, gave political space 
for maneuvering to those economic actors and industrialists who were 
interested in public works. And while the railway industrial lobby was 
still strong throughout Europe,2 the road-related interests were growing 
at a quick pace. The hope of achieving not just a motorway concession, 
but a contract regarding all of the Italian ordinary road networks, of 
about 20,000 kilometers, adding to that another 20,000–30,000 kilo-
meters of concession regarding roads administratively in the charge of 
the provincial councils, was a breathtaking perspective. The contem-
porary example (also comparable to transport) of the telecommunica-
tions sector privatization (which between 1923 and 1925 led to a pure 
oligopoly of two big groups)3 was encouraging, offering hope that a 
similar outcome would be implemented for the ordinary roads. Puricelli, 
as we will see in later in this book, was fully committed to the challenge.

However, although it was committed to a (cautiously) favorable policy 
toward the road interests, Mussolini’s government faced strong rivalries, 
both among transport sector interests (e.g., the railway lobby against 
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roads) and within the same sector (different players within the road 
lobby). As for the road lobby, Puricelli was surely 10 miles ahead of his 
peers in terms of political influence and network, as well as critical mass 
and technical competences. However, the entire road reorganization 
was too big even for his voracious appetite.

Additionally, despite the fanfare, the political situation was actually 
very fluid and the budget constraints very high, and neither Mussolini 
nor his closest supporters had much ambition to lock the government 
into stringent and binding action, preferring, as a first step, to focus on 
the railway company’s tight control and on the purge of “unfaithful” and 
highly unionized workers.4 The road lobby, with Puricelli leading the 
pack, was maneuvering backstage to achieve its targets: for a couple of 
years, the delay of any decision was a seen as positive, offering them 
time to construct a favorable political landscape.

On the other hand, the car lobby was less satisfied with the delay in 
the action. In 1924 Gino Olivetti, member of parliament and secretary of 
Confindustria, the Italian industrial association, complained about this 
derailment. In an article in October of the same year, he expressed the 
need to begin a new season for the roads sector. Olivetti believed that 
state intervention was indispensable, because the roads were a theme 
with national relevance, but his article, disguised as an impersonal and 
detached consideration on the poor state of the roads, was a clear accu-
sation against the choices of the government and the imprecision of 
the Ministry of Public Works. According to Olivetti, it was not prudent 
to “overturn an entire system of things if one does not have sufficient 
preparation for the new system. Now, in fact, planned preparation is 
missing, technical organization is not yet constituted, and there is not 
yet an adequate financing system. It is still not clear which of the old 
provincial roads belong to the third and the fourth classes. Not only 
that, but we do not know which methods the state will adopt for the 
maintenance of the roads it will take charge of, as the current roadbed 
system evidently cannot continue.”5

Although there were no direct answers by the government to his 
statements, ten weeks later Italy was thrown into a new political regime. 
On 3 January 1925, Mussolini gave a speech that stamped a decidedly 
authoritarian change of direction on Italy, conditioning the national 
political orientation. Mussolini was moving to full dictatorship, which 
meant a change of pace for his policies, a shift of alliance, and new 
political compromises. This development transpired over a couple of 
years, and there were some winners and some losers. In this framework, 
there was an abundance of reasons preventing the government from 
resolving the roads debate immediately. In the first place, although the 
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national government did not want to concede power to local authori-
ties, it could not burden itself with the minor roads. In addition, taking 
the roads problem in hand meant increasing the resources of the Min-
istry of Public Works or whichever entity was designated to manage the 
roads. A resource increase of the sort would open the delicate question 
of budget, and therefore the fascist government—like the democratic 
ones of the preceding decades—remained undecided on which option 
to choose. Finally, after the wave of privatization of the first three years, 
between 1925 and 1926 the government moved back to a traditional 
approach in public works, and the concessionaire system lost more 
appeal daily. However, this was not a matter of days, but of months and 
years: the hesitation regarding transport policies lasted for almost two 
years, from 1925 until November 1927. And while Mussolini was well 
known as a tactician, not all the actors necessarily had (or displayed) 
a clear strategy.6 After 1925, some protagonists were therefore out of 
synch—and not just due to incompetence or lack of knowledge—still 
believing that the (colossal) concession for the ordinary road was fea-
sible and achievable.

That was the case of the new Minister of Public Works, Giovanni 
Giuriati, who was in office from 1925 to 1929. Giuriati was apparently 
eager to reproduce the British model of the Road Department in Italy. As 
mentioned, the British Road Department had been instituted in 1909 in 
England as the Road Board, with a scope that encompassed functions 
ranging from direct construction to technical support and financing the 
counties. A new law in 1919 incorporated the Road Board into the Minis-
try of Transport, with the new name of Road Department, and classified 
the roads into three categories according to the amount of central gov-
ernment subsidy received. After the reform, the Road Department had 
the function of financing, monitoring and, in exceptional cases, taking 
over for the local authorities. In parallel, it also carried out research and 
experimentation at three technical test laboratories.7 It should not be 
forgotten that England was seen as a European model for automobilism 
development, as unveiled in the past years by interbellum automobil-
ism studies, emphasizing how much English road management was 
carefully followed by other European experts, and thus reframing the 
traditional approach that saw the United States as the only model.8

There is therefore little surprise in finding that the Italian road experts, 
in the mid 1920s, were also focusing their comparative studies on 
Europe. In the summer of 1925, just as the tireless Puricelli was pro-
moting and financing highway engineering courses at the Polytechnic 
University of Milan, Minister Giuriati asked a professor at the same uni-
versity, Albino Pasini, to study the roads problem. Pasini was charged 
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with “traveling personally to the major European countries, together 
with a top official from the Ministry for Public Works, Michele Carlo 
Isacco, in order to study in each individual country the organization and 
functioning of the roads services and to present concrete proposals for 
the solution of the roads problem in our country.”9

On his return from his expedition abroad, Pasini submitted a heavy 
report, comprising a comprehensive compendium of the systems then 
in use in the various European nations. The greatest attention was paid 
to the English system, which, according to his research, even the French 
could have used as a model. The author’s conclusions substantially 
recommended an adjustment of the 1923 road reform, modeled on 
the British example, but above all, an increase in spending. Essentially, 
Pasini recommended leaving all the extra-urban roads to the provincial 
administrations, while ensuring that they had a solid and flexible body 
of coordination and financing. Following the debate of the previous 
decades, and still under the conviction that the first fascist policies of 
privatization would continue, he felt there was a need for a “central 
roads agency, with full financial and administrative autonomy . . . This 
entity, to use a name that gives an idea of its independence, we will call 
the Road Agency. Talking of a central technical organization without 
adequate means will not resolve the problem.”10

The theme of financing was fundamental to unraveling the knot and 
the comparison with the spending in the other countries—which Pasini 
could not sugarcoat—gave a sense of the gap between Italy and the 
other nations. “A comparison with the English network could be inter-
esting, as it is the only one with large circulation in Europe that is mod-
ernized. The spending to maintain it, in 1924, was twenty-eight times 
greater than the amount spent on the same by Italy in the correspond-
ing year.”11 In essence, Pasini proposed setting up the Road Agency as 
an agile and decentralized organization (the opposite of what fascism 
would later achieve with the National Road Agency, or AASS). It should 
be endowed with robust financing, which he imagined in variable 
growing figures, up to a grant of 380 million annually (about the same 
amount in today’s USD), including bank loans.

The Pasini proposal, although it remained dead words, was acknowl-
edged outside of the ministry, demonstrating a new interest in the 
roads. While the traditional road contracts of the provincial admin-
istrations were routine for contractors, the bigger industrial players 
understood that “the renewal of the entire state road network consti-
tuted a still broader problem, both because of the resources required 
and because until then it had not actually been confronted. Private 
business understood it as a potentially enormous affair, for which it was 
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necessary to be equipped with adequate organizational and financial 
structures.”12

However, Pasini’s proposal said very little about how to acquire the 
finances needed, and was rather ambiguous about the legal form of the 
agency, leaving it unclear whether it should be a state-owned company, 
as was the case for the railways, or a concessionaire. Although the pro-
posal was written by an external expert, having the fingerprints of the 
client—e.g., the public works ministry—on the document was reassuring 
to those players most interested in the roads questions. The report did 
not stand alone, but was actually followed by an official declaration, by 
Giuseppe Volpi, just named Minister of Finance, to the Roman corre-
spondent of the Daily Express, in which he stated that the use of British 
capital was possible.13

The background of those attempts to drive the discussion was, as 
we have seen, based on the concession of public works to third parties 

“with annual installments including capital and interest” from the state. 
This was a model already present in Italian legislation and starting in 
1919 could potentially have been extended to all public works,14 a trend 
confirmed by the public works ministry reform in 1923. The activ-
ity of renewing and coordinating the ordinary roads could in fact be 
transferred in concession to a private company, with the capacity to 
advance the necessary finances to conduct the work, naturally with 
the annual state reimbursement. Obviously, such massive work could 
only be entrusted to a company, or a pool of companies, with adequate 
capacity for works on thousands of kilometers of road, that enjoyed 
a consolidated relationship with the provincial and national technical 
offices, and that could count on consultancy from the several faculties 
of engineering. And that, finally, had robust contacts with the banking 
world, in order to acquire financial capital. Puricelli’s holding company 
met all these requirements and he had already drafted some in-depth 
documents in 1924 and 1925 (files today unfortunately no longer avail-
able in the state archives).

In autumn 1925, the prime minister, Mussolini, seemed inclined 
toward the Road Agency solution, but refrained from saying whether 
this would be public or in concession. He referred to it both in a speech 
in October 1925 to the representatives of the Touring Club in Rome,15 
and in a telegram to the Minister of Public Works a few days later.

Dear Giuriati,
I forward you these notes. We must follow these ideas:
(a) nationalize the roads (except for the private roads);
(b) create a Road Agency under your control, regarding which Puricelli 

has sent me a specific project.16
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The government showed a desire to resolve the roads problem; 
however, they once again failed to carry out concrete acts, due in part 
to the great resistance and doubts surrounding the issue. Certainly, the 
prospect that Puricelli would become the only manager of roads in Italy 
was unpopular with the other contractors. The bureaucracy of the Min-
istry of Public Works showed strong resistance against all of the propos-
als advanced. In winter 1925, Mister Isacco, the ministry’s top manager 
encountered earlier in this book, sent two reports to the minister of 
public works, in which he substantially criticized the plan for a Road 
Agency and, aware that Mussolini had declared himself in favor of the 
option, selected Pasini’s report as the target of his unfavorable opinion.

Initially, Isacco observed that the data reported by Pasini on the 
extension of the Italian roads network and his estimated costs for the 
renewal were incorrect. Then he noted that it was the government itself 
in the preceding years that had abolished many independent govern-
ment agencies, while the Road Agency plan proposed to institute one 
ex novo. It would be a countertrend act, out of sync with the politics 
currently being practiced: it would be better to follow the indications 
of the 1923 law, that is, the creation “within the Directorate General of 
Roads [at the Ministry of Public Works], of a Technical Inspectorate for 
the maintenance and improvement of the roads.”17 Additionally, pouring 
salt into the wound, not many provinces would be able to meet the 
demands of decentralization. Finally, to create an organization like the 
Road Department in Italy, massive financing was required: to meet 
the expenses, such funds would need to be independent of the state 
balance. According to Isacco, meeting these conditions was currently 
impossible, and so the only achievable solution was to increase the 
powers of the Ministry of Public Works. Immediately, Minister Giuriati 
sent Isacco’s report to Mussolini, declaring the need to locate sufficient 
resources and confirming, as a subordinate alternative to the creation 
of a Road Agency, the second choice of “separating the General Direc-
torate of roads and ports in two, creating a single administrative organ 
for the roads.”18

Proposals from Puricelli and the Automobile Club

Although all the actors were rather ambiguous and careful, so to 
speak, to keep a foot in both camps, Isacco’s report certainly did not 
help provide a rapid solution for the problem, and it did not exactly 
reflect an approach that Puricelli favored. The opposing views and the 
bureaucratic inertia added up to a lack of political initiative, heightened 
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by the status of the economic resources. The government was also 
musing on the autonomy of local authorities, moving toward a proposal 
of abolition tout court of the provincial administrations. Obviously, if 
the provinces were abolished, all the extra-urban roads, about 100,000 
kilometers, would pass into the competence of the state, as Mussolini 
emphatically suggested. This would have enormous costs for the trea-
sury and would prevent the establishment of the Road Agency, which 
was based, as noted in the memo, on the existence of local authorities 
delegated to and financed by the state (including via private concession-
aires). There was enough to call for a new delay: the minister of public 
works in April 1926 prepared a decree that put off any decisions until 
1927. This choice was “made indispensable by the fact that the studies 
for the reform of the current situation were still underway, and required 
regulations that couldn’t be quickly achieved once they were issued.”19

So while in October 1925 the Road Agency seemed a step closer to 
being created, over the course of 1926 the situation was once again up 
in the air, although with the possibility that the private sector would take 
care of the modernization of the roads on behalf of the state. Puricelli, 
after the first advances of 1925, found himself first in line the following 
year to offer his companies as candidates to manage the public roads. A 
few days after the closure of the PIARC congress in Milan, in November 
1926, at the zenith of his success, the Milanese entrepreneur began a 
new, deeper colossal survey on the renewal of Italian roads, with the 
aim of defining the necessary work to optimize and maintain the 20,000 
kilometers of road. The work was begun by Puricelli’s technical office 
with “the approval of the Ministry of Public Works, which, to facilitate 
the task, agreed to involve the Civil Engineering office, while, at the 
same time, the individual provinces supported the company, placing 
the respective technical offices at its disposition.”20 Additionally, in 1927, 
Puricelli also reorganized many of his business ventures into a holding 
company, in order to be ready for greater financial ventures.21 Meanwhile, 
the outcome of the work by Puricelli’s engineers was systematic, with 
the preparation of seventy-six dossiers—one for each Italian province—
prefaced with a general report, estimations of cost, and the detailed 
plan of each road on a 1:25,000 scale map. The aim was not just the 
renewal of the road surface, but also the improvement of the routes, the 
elimination of dangerous curves, the enlargement of the lanes, and the 
modification of the crossing of inhabited areas, etc. The study, today lost, 

“was conducted and completed in three successive moments. The work 
regarding the ‘first-class’ northern Italian roads network, of 7,440 km, 
was completed on 31 March 1927, precisely six months from the start of 
the study. The work on the central Italian network, of 4,494.131 km, was 
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ready 1 July. And today—15 September 1927—we present the southern 
Italian and islands network, with a complex of 8,707.048 km.”22

The 1927 estimated costs for the northern Italian intervention were 
almost a billion and half lire (1.4 billion in today’s USD], equal to around 
200,000 lire per kilometer (USD 170,000]. This sizable financing would 
then need an additional 2 billion for the renewal of the central-south, 
coming to a total of 3.5 billion. But considering the very high costs, Puri-
celli suggested reducing the work to just 13,000 km of network, cover-
ing those with the most traffic, with a complete cost of a little more than 
2 billion lire (e.g., the same worth in today’s USD). The realization of the 
works would be entrusted to a limited company established specially 
and named “United Industries of the Road, entity for participation and 
financing,” with an initial capital of 50 million, which could be increased 
to 100 million (more or less the equivalent of today’s USD).

The proposal went beyond the ordinary relationship of public-private 
concession, suggesting a symbiotic relationship. To use the words of 
Annabella Galleni, it was not a simple integration “on an operative level, 
in which the most competitive and trustworthy company was chosen 
to enact decisions of public relevance, according to centrally defined 
times and priorities. Rather it was a self-attribution of duties, which was 
only fully understandable in the framework of ‘privatization’ of the state. 
This constituted one of the legacies of the most representative person-
alities of Italian industry in wartime production during the First World 
War (the so-called wartime mobilization).”23

In other words, in autumn 1927, Puricelli proposed relaunching the 
concessionaire policy, creating a public-private authority that would 
carry out the activity of road renewal. The Milanese entrepreneur 
wanted this authority recognized by private law, in its executive as well 
as financial nature, with a part of the shares “having preferred voting, 
with a shareholders’ agreement to ensure absolute control of manage-
ment.”24 The effective control of the realization of public works worth 
over 2 billion lire (worth about the same in today’s USD) would in this 
way be guaranteed to the possessors of a share portfolio equal to a few 
tens of millions, ensuring a restricted business group would receive 
state, province, and municipal contracts of enormous value never 
before seen in Italy. The “United Industries of Roads, entity for partici-
pation and financing” would in fact have carried out the works with their 
own financing, and would naturally be repaid 2 billion by the state over 
the course of twenty years. That meant “this new and specially formed 
entity must provide for the financing of the entire project, which must 
be executed in the most rapid manner possible through subconces-
sions: the state will pay for the work of renewal over twenty years with 
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guaranteed resources from the treasury, which represent the capital 
invested plus the amortization interest.”25

Sileno Fabbri, a cohort of Puricelli’s and national president of the 
Union of Provinces, hurried to clarify for the state that to settle the 
expenses, only half “the annual revenue that the state earned (directly 
or indirectly) from the taxes on customs, fuel sales, and circulation of 
motor vehicles” would be required.26 The Union of Provinces was one 
of the many pillars of support for Puricelli’s project. The TCI was going 
through a definite period of crisis, linked to the death—in January 1926—
of its highly active president Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli, but its support for 
Puricelli’s initiative could be taken for granted. The Italian Automobile 
Club (ACI, itself involved in changing its status to a semi-governmental 
organization, with the grand appellation of “Reale”) would, as we shall 
see, help the project of the Milanese entrepreneur (mainly due to the 
fact that its president Silvio Crespi was a member along with Puricelli of 
the administrative board of Comit and—as we have noted—president of 
Puricelli’s limited company, Autostrade).

In October 1927, Pruicelli’s activities became frantic. As established 
above, his technical office had just completed the study on the 20,000 
kilometers of national road, and Mussolini received the Milanese entre-
preneur himself at the end of October. Two days earlier, for the same 
purpose, Mussolini had met with Silvio Crespi in his role of president of 
the Italian Automobile Club, an appointment that the Milan press had 
emphasized strongly, taking it for granted that government interest was 
certain. Crespi had submitted a copy of Puricelli’s project to the prime 
minister, championing the government approval.27

Additionally, in the winter of 1927–1928 a solution to the controversy 
surrounding provincial authorities was found: their ongoing existence 
was confirmed but they would have reduced autonomy. Finally, in 
the late months of 1927, Mussolini had completed his move toward a 
complete dictatorship, and a new political landscape was settled. The 
solution to the road problem was within reach, with the establishment 
in 1928 of the National Road Agency, in Italian the Azienda autonoma 
statale della strada, or AASS. But before the formation of AASS however, 
there was no lack of faux pas, twists, and vendettas.

The Creation of the National Road Agency (AASS)

Puricelli’s true ambition—supported by the new political and economic 
landscape created by World War I—was to be the only manager of the 
Italian road network modernization process, but after the enthusiasm 
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of the first half of the 1920s, both his peers and the government were 
unhappy at how much power this would give him. It was Mussolini 
who, in expectation of a confidential government meeting on the 
roads theme to be held in November 1927, did not want to have Puri-
celli among the attendees. “Engineer Puricelli, whom Commendatore 
Chiavolini has invited in the name of the Hon. head of the government, 
has communicated that he can participate in the meeting that will take 
place on the 14th of this month for the problem of the roads. The Hon. 
Suardo believes that this invitation was a misunderstanding, insofar 
as he did not hear the Hon. head of government express his wish in 
words.”28

Although convoluted, this note from Mussolini’s secretary was 
unequivocal: Puricelli, the Duce wrote, “must not participate,” and the 

“not” was underlined three times by the head of government. The choice 
to exclude the Milanese businessman from the meeting that should 
have decided the fate of the roads was the effect of both the personal 
and political evaluation of Mussolini, and of the debate within the rooms 
of power triggered by the imminent reform. While the Ministry of Public 
Works and the office of the prime minister were rediscovering  Pasini’s 
1925 study, accepting its ideas and information (but avoiding any role 
for the provincial councils and even less prone to a concessionaire 
system),29 elsewhere an argument on the blatant support of the ACI 
(Italian Automobile Club) for Puricelli’s project had broken out, as it had 
infuriated the other companies in the sector. Such backing by the ACI 
was seen in many circles as excessive and inappropriate. In January 
1928, Puricelli himself responded to the criticism of the mixed interests 
between his companies and the ACI, in a confidential meeting with 
Arnaldo Mussolini, the prime minister’s brother, where he restated his 
defense in writing. What emerged, on the contrary, was a more sinister 
picture, in which the links between the public association (which was 
the ACI at that point) and the private interests of the Milanese business-
man were confirmed.

Puricelli believed that the criticism of the ACI’s support for his project 
was manufactured. He confessed with (suspect) candor that the ACI 
roads commission had repeatedly held their meetings at the offices 
of Puricelli’s company, to the extent that the paternity of the roads 
renewal project had become confused. The links were such that, nat-
urally, “the president of ACI was asked last October by the head of the 
government to present a report on the development of the association 
[ACI]. He decided autonomously to include both my project and my 
study.”30 Puricelli, who with good reason considered himself one of the 
greatest operators in the Italian and European roads sector, noted in 
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the letter that he did not feel troubled by such small-minded criticisms. 
But, evidently, this time the businessman and his allies had crossed the 
line. Romolo Vaselli, an important Roman contractor and a competitor 
of Puricelli’s, did not stop at discrediting his competition, but also, in 
record time by the end of November 1927, submitted his own proposal 
of renewal for the national ordinary roads.

In his memoirs, written after the Second World War, Vaselli describes 
his own proposal as “a tribute” by his company to the destiny of motor-
ing: it aimed at the “rational renewal of the first-class roads conceived 
and founded on solid technical and economic premises.”31 In fact, it was 
a blow at the heart of competing projects: in few words, Vaselli under-
lined that he had been compelled to “study a solution to compare with 
that championed by the ACI” due to his “astonishment upon reading the 
heavy burden that would be put on the state treasury.”32 Vaselli’s project 
would have avoided “exceptional financial requirements, as the sum 
currently supplied for the roads would be sufficient if integrated with the 
greater income suggested by the ACI. In fact, the economy would come 
from the savings on interest that the advance of the billions necessary 
for the ACI [that is, Puricelli] project would entail, and by the execution 
of the works gradually.” In other words, with the same costs, instead of 
renewing just 13,000 kilometers of roads as in the ACI/Puricelli project, 
Vaselli would renew all the first-class roads, all 20,000 kilometers. The 
savings were the effect of the simplicity of the offer, which consisted 
of the obligation “of the contractor to assume the maintenance, in this 
way ensuring its interest in doing and maintaining the works better . . . 
all done with an annual lump sum per kilometer, avoiding the need 
for the current technical and administrative offices for measurement, 
accounting, surveillance of execution etc. etc.”33

Perhaps Vaselli was not the only one to make a move in those fre-
netic days. According to testimony by socialist MP Lionello Matteucci 
released after World War II, in the 1920s Giovanni Agnelli, Fiat presi-
dent, wished to establish a sort of road management company and 

“presented a project. Mussolini had it examined and then called Agnelli 
and said: ‘I thank you, but with these conditions, the state will do the 
roads.’”34 Research done in the Fiat Historical Archives and the State 
Central Archives has not confirmed the reported testimony, but it seems 
valid to assume that the Puricelli and ACI initiative was also noted by 
Fiat top management.

In sum, the criticisms raised, the strong opposition to alternative proj-
ects, and the great confusion that resulted allowed Mussolini to make a 
decision in full autonomy, and to appropriate Puricelli’s project without 
entrusting him with the roads management. On 1 December 1927, the 
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major Italian papers reported verbatim from a press release from the 
prime minister, that

the head of the government has convened a meeting in Viminale [the 
Italian prime minister’s office] with the ministries of Public Works, Finance, 
Communication, the undersecretary of the interior, the president of the 
national federation of the provinces, Grand Official Fabbri, the president 
of the Italian Automobile Club, and Senator Crespi, to discuss and resolve 
the motoring problem as was projected in the report of the Automobile 
Club presented last 22 October. For the minor points of this complex 
problem that form the first eleven requests of the Automobile Club, the 
agreement has practically already been achieved in discussions between 
the individual ministers and Sen. Crespi: now the same agreement has 
been sanctioned by the head of the government. For the big problem of 
the roads, the Ministry of Public Works has proposed the institution of 
a National Road Agency [AASS] under its direct government, which will 
assume the work of renewal and maintenance of all of the roads that 
service the most intense national traffic.35

The National Road Agency was instituted by law on 17 May 1928, 
reporting to the Ministry of Public Works and assuming the duty of man-
aging a state network of 20,000 kilometers, much more extensive than 
the prewar network that the state had managed. The list of state roads 
determined in 1928 substantially retraced the first-class roads defined 
in 1923, enumerating the roads starting from Rome and where possible 
using the names of the consular roads of Roman times, in deference 
to the fascist imperial mythology.36 Although subject to the control of 
the Ministry of Public Works, AASS was nonetheless an autonomous 
organism, with a separate balance and managed by a board of adminis-
tration appointed by the government. The authority received an annual 
endowment of 180 million lire (about the same in today’s USD), plus a 
share in other fiscal revenue, mostly linked to motor traffic.

Puricelli’s and Vaselli’s proposals were, overall, not acceptable to the 
government because they implied a company taking on an excessive 
role, overshadowing other actors in the sector. In other words, if they 
had to speak of a government agency for roads, it could not be directly 
controlled by just one of the many players on the scene. While Puricelli 
was in line with the Zeitgeist of fascism’s wishes and policies up to 1926, 
he was no longer able to stand close to Mussolini’s new direction, let 
alone anticipate the government’s actions. This did not change the fact 
that, partly due to political pressure,37 AASS turned for the most part to 
the two major entrepreneurs of Italian roads, Puricelli and Vaselli, who 
obtained large contracts.38
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However, establishing a state authority for roads meant finding and 
directing resources for the works of maintenance and intervention for 
the roads. On the one hand, this would cut the already undernourished 
municipal and provincial balances, which during the dictatorial regime 
saw their percentage of spending on public works drastically cut. The 
provinces, at the beginning, were even obliged to contribute to the 
partial financing of AASS. On the other hand, it once again changed 
the sphere of the interventions: in 1928 for the first time, the spending 
on works in the roads sector carried out with partial or total financing 
by the state was more than that of the railways, reaching 425 million, 
and climbing to 868 million in 193039 (again, more or less equivalent to 
today’s USD].

Part of the income came from the taxation linked to motoring (taxes 
on purchase and circulation, imposed on fuel), despite the complaints 
of the car lobby, which nonetheless in 1927 saw the favorable institu-
tion of a public motoring register. Thanks to the register, mortgages 
on motor vehicles began to be legally recorded, making purchase by 
installment safer for the seller and cheaper for the buyer, and increasing 
motor vehicle sales. The constitution of AASS occurred therefore in a 
context that was much vaster than the pure and simple administrative 
management of the roads, inevitably assuming implications for eco-
nomic policies and industry support.
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CHAPTER 5

5
From the Pedemontana Project  
to the Construction Suspension

A “Formidable Powerful Unit”: The Pedemontana Motorway

The creation of AASS had important consequences for motorway 
policies: the interest that Puricelli and other companies had shown in 
motorways had been significantly watered down. With AASS on the 
stage, increased resources were available for the renewal of ordinary 
roads, and it was no longer possible to think of motorways as a future 
solution for the circulation problems.

Meanwhile, the slate could not be wiped clean after the enthusiasm of 
the 1923–1928 motorway proposals, which in many cases were still on 
the agenda. The legacy of the proposals, their inertia, and the strength 
of some of their sponsors made it difficult to get rid of them. However, 
their proponents faced serious challenges, and the collection of capital 
for new motorways proceeded with difficulty, to say the least. At the 
start of 1928, the Ministry of Public Works seemed concerned; the Milan–
Lakes (around 85 kilometers) had been in operation for some years, but 
the results were not particularly brilliant, either in terms of traffic or 
financial results. The motorway only produced 4 million Italian lire in 
revenue against the 7 million predicted by the plan’s estimations, while 
the average use was limited to seven hundred cars a day instead of the 
thousand that had originally been thought certain. The annual increase 
in traffic was modest, along the lines of 6 percent, while the conces-
sionaire society was saddled with a million and a half lire in payable 
interest per annum. Although demand forecasts in public works, and 
especially in transport-related initiatives, are typically inaccurate, with 
a strong bias toward overestimation of income and underestimation of 
costs,1 Puricelli’s motorway financial plans were even weaker in their 
predictions.

The other two short motorways approved by the government (Naples–
Pompeii and Bergamo–Milan) had their own issues. Even though the 
works for the two new tracts were underway (notably late, in the case of 
the first), this did not mean that the concessionaires’ hunt for capital was 
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finished. The financial plans proposed to the shareholders and the gov-
ernment were very superficial, as was the loose enthusiasm with which 
the local authorities had been encouraged to contribute to the works—
or had been forced to by pressure from the prefect. This now emerged 
in all its gravity, alarming the ministry, which wanted to avoid repeating 
similar improvised initiatives. With this negative framework, particu-
lar concern was reserved for the Naples–Pompeii–Salerno motorway. 
The convention that had been approved in 1925 was nothing but dead 
words due to inadequate financing, and in 1927 the concession was 
rewritten, limiting the construction to the Naples–Pompeii trunk (21 
kilometers). The new convention for the Neapolitan motorway reused 
the model of the Milan–Lakes, but—particularly important—the state 
accepted that reimbursement of its contribution would happen only 
after the share capital had been paid. In other words, considering the 
traffic forecast, the state guaranteed payment of dividends and would 
absorb the losses.2

The ministerial officials noted that “given the difficulties that the 
company has met and continues to meet now in arranging capital 
shares and bonds, in negotiating loans, and in collecting contributions 
from the local authorities, accurate investigations must be done during 
the preliminary investigations and questions of the concessions.”3 
Basically, the government officials felt it necessary to issue, as with the 
railways in the nineteenth century, uniform regulations for future con-
cessions, legislative coordination, and a “master plan” for motorways 
that would lay out the priorities of the works as well as a calendar for 
construction.

The concerns of the Ministry of Public Works were particularly current 
because of the imminent signing of the convention for the Florence–
Sea motorway. The history of the promotional committee of the motor-
way, the subject of a detailed work by Giuseppe De Luca, confirms that 
the idea was more a fleeting enthusiasm than a real requirement for 
the Tuscan region. The absolute absence of Tuscan industrialists and 
financers in the project implementation demonstrates how uncertain 
the construction program was and how sketchy the design of much 
of the track was. It was only the involvement of Puricelli in 1927, called 
by the committee to conduct a general revision of the project, that led 
to a less hasty redesign.4 The approval and decree for the motorway’s 
concession on 17 May 1928, the same day the AASS law was enacted, 
was therefore a surprise, considering that there were other motorway 
proposals that were more solid and mature, such as, for example, those 
for the Turin–Milan and the Bergamo–Brescia. De Luca’s research does 
not offer useful clarifications on this point, attributing it to the presence 
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of Puricelli in the Florence–Sea affair, whereas we know that he was 
involved in other committees (including those of the two other motor-
ways mentioned above) that had great difficulty in obtaining ministerial 
approval. Examining the dates, one suspects that the concession for the 
works on the Florence–Sea—of which Puricelli had the lion’s share—was 
perhaps a sort of compensation for the Milanese businessman for his 
previous surveys of the national roads network.

The convention for the Florence–Sea additionally confirms the epi-
sodic nature of Italian motorway development. However, those uncon-
nected decisions had their rationales. First, no one was in charge of 
making a master plan. Second, any master plan would have annoyed 
important local fascist leaders, who would have been unable to present 
their plans directly to Mussolini. Third, as Mussolini and the Ministry 
of Public Works’ officers knew very well, a master plan for the country 
would have inevitably implicated public support if the private company 
could not provide the resources, meaning a significant burden on the 
state treasury. In addition, the definition of certain and predefined rules 
would have reduced the field of government choices, transforming 
motorway policy into a predestined act, reducing the power of Mus-
solini and his entourage to make the choices of the sector.

These elements were also behind the decision to construct the Turin–
Venice route, an area with a more solid development of motorization 
and an apparently greater possibility of economic success for a motor-
way. Belloni’s 1921 Milan–Venice project was dug up, but with a new 
proposal that touched the intermediate cities and with two extensions: 
one toward Turin, where Senator Frola continued with his activities 
aimed at the construction of a motorway to Biella and Milan, and one 
toward Trieste and Fiume (in order to consolidate Italy’s eastern borders).

After Belloni’s idea came the proposal for a prealpine or foothill route, 
launched in 1925 once the works for the Bergamo–Milan were under-
way: the destination indicators placed on that occasion reported Milan 
in one direction, and wishfully indicated Brescia and Venice in the other. 
In the same year, a committee was established for motorway initia-
tives in Brescia,5 and similar initiatives were reported by the specialized 
press.6 They also reported the founding of new committees, in particular 
in Vicenza and Verona. In February 1928 the Pedemontana (foothills) 
proposal was “again in discussion at the convention held in Sirmione” 
at the initiative of the Verona committee. A little later, a convention was 
organized to reunite all the interested actors, to be held in Bergamo on 
20 May 1928.7

The Bergamo convention was the effect of persistent efforts by 
Suardo (who had recently left his government position) and Giuriati 
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(then minister of public works). The hope was to relaunch the motorway 
dream, using the goodwill toward the Pedemontana project as leverage, 
and demand that the government take action in the sector. While 1922 
had been a euphoric year, 1928 saw more determined attendees, who 
also had a sense of the difficulties of proceeding with the plan. With the 
knowledge of the problems of raising resources and with an increas-
ingly diffused hostility throughout the country, despite their propaganda, 
the promotional committees tempted fate, pleading for greater finan-
cial support from the state—which would nonetheless leave the limited 
companies as holders of the concessions.

The first step was to unite the different initiatives for the Turin–Trieste 
into one. The construction project for the Pedemontana had been 
developed by promotional committees and—despite the diffuse pres-
ence of Puricelli and his technical office—were “fragmented,” making 
it necessary to reorganize the planning. The promotional committees 
and the limited companies, wherever they had been constituted, were 
united into a cohesive organism, although the interests in play and 
the mutual rivalry made it difficult. The organizing committee of the 
convention seemed to have clear ideas, expressing itself with wartime 
metaphors: “Let us say now that the idea of a real fusion of the various 

Figure 5.1. Draft of the Pedemontana motorway, 1928. 
Italo Vandone, “L’autostrada Pedemontana Torino–Trieste,” Le Strade 5 (1928), 133–135. 
Courtesy of Touring Club Italiano.
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companies is premature in the current state of affairs, if not downright 
impossible. Instead—as is the opinion of many—establishing the union 
of the companies of the Pedemontana as a simple committee will be a 
formidable powerful unit, against which nothing can combat.”8

The idea that this was a fight was evident in everyone’s words. The 
first battle, the most difficult, was to gather the resources. However, the 
convention attendees showed great optimism. They recalled how the 
establishment of the AASS “has and does greatly favor the proposal of 
an intervention by AASS with as yet imprecisely defined support, an 
intervention greatly justified by the fact that this new state agency has, 
as part of its mandate, the duty to supervise the management of the 
motorway.” The next step was to convince the (tepid, if not hostile) 
automobile lobby itself of the validity of the motorway project, citing, 
if necessary, the example of Henry Ford. “Last year Ford proposed that 
Argentina construct, at his entire cost, a network of very modern roads. 
That Republic of South America, once out of the circle of several per-
fectly organized cities, has countryside that can be briefly characterized 
by the absolute primitive nature of its roads. . . . What one, in every 
way, wants to make clear is the advantage, the profit for many of our 
business class, for one reason or another, from subscribing to capital for 
these motorway companies destined directly or indirectly to increase 
the value of land, industry, and work.”9

They felt there could not be any doubts, in other words, because “in 
addition to everything, today there is the clear intention from the gov-
ernment to support the achievement of this work.” It was again Minister 
Giuriati who speculated, stating that “for more than two years, Engineer 
Puricelli has presented the government with a master plan for motor-
ways. It has not been forgotten. The first essential piece of this master 
plan is the Turin–Trieste. I cannot forget that since that moment, the 
prime minister has said to me that when we are able to start working 
toward the motorway master plan, we should commence with the 
Pedemontana Turin–Trieste.”10

The promoters of the motorway asked for double assistance from 
the government. The first was to obtain the same subsidies that had 
been given to the Naples–Pompeii for future concessionaire conven-
tions, that is, “to pay the dividends of the capital shares before repaying 
the government subsidy.” But the other request was to use the general 
funds of AASS. “Finally, others observe that on the ground covered by 
the Turin–Trieste there is a first-class roads network almost parallel to 
the Pedemontana; and for this network AASS has a sum for the renewal 
and a sum for the maintenance. But creating a new motorway parallel 
to that one, which is bound to absorb a major part of the traffic . . . will 
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consequently free the AASS from a significant financial weight, which 
the AASS should transfer to those who procure it, to those who, there-
fore, do work of high national interest on its behalf.”11

In other aspects, the debate was a cultural battle. It was not enough 
to launch the idea of the motorway, it had to be accepted by public 
opinion and become sufficiently strong as a concept in itself for the 
success of the project to be guaranteed. Additionally, the writers of the 
report on the convention made explicit criticisms of Puricelli, contesting, 
ungenerously and unjustifiably, that he was unable to understand the 
full potential of the motorway. Extending the services offered in the 
motorway to their maximum became the catchcry.

Let us say here that it is necessary to popularize the motorway with intel-
ligence and considered speed. This objective of a well-intended popu-
larization of the motorway was not valued as it should have been in the 
estimates for the first motorways. . . . And if we think of all possible ways 
to increase the income—advertising, refueling, auxiliary services, those 
public services for passengers and goods referred to above—we clearly 
see that the motorway in general, and the Pedemontana in particular, 
could represent something like a perfected and corrected railway. That is, 
it would have unlimited tracks, switches, platforms, etc., all much simpler 
to use, insofar as there is no need for warehouses, and for low and high 
speeds, which will allow a surprising autonomy. The motorway will in 
this way, in itself, find broad possibilities to produce and earn. We believe 
that the assets arising from this form of popularization will equal those 
earned from the simple traffic of private automobiles, which until now 
has served as the sole cornerstone to demonstrate the economic basis 
of the motorway.12

The idea of the social role of the motorway and the means of financ-
ing it therefore seemed clarified, but the question remained of how to 
unite the many existing projects into one. In essence, far from being a 

“formidable powerful unit,” the representatives of the various commit-
tees seemed to be a disordered army. The proposal to create a feder-
ation of the committees and societies pertaining to the Pedemontana 
was approved without discussion, but an entire afternoon was dedi-
cated to the wearying debate to establish who would take part. Who 
had the right to be part of the new institution? The representatives of 
the promotional committees, or only those of the limited companies 
that had already been formed? Within the Pedemontana united com-
mittee, who would make the selection? The prefect or the committee 
itself? And in those places where no committees, let alone companies, 
had been formed, like the area between Venice and Trieste, who would 
take part?
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Suardo, who was presiding over the meeting, worked hard to con-
vince the assembly to approve a final deliberation agreeing on the for-
mation of “a general steering committee to promote the Turin–Fiume 
motorway construction, comprising two representatives from each 
province, a representative of each company, where established, and 
a representative selected under the presidency of the prefect of all the 
entities to be convened.”13

“The Motorway is a Luxury”

The 1928 convention in Bergamo had demonstrated that individual 
projects could go beyond localism and emerge on the interregional 
scene, like the Pedemontana. It is not surprising that after the pioneer-
ing beginning, from 1928 to 1929 a new motorway fever relaunched 
the discussion and led to the effective construction of several routes. 
It became evident that there was a contradiction between the inten-
tion to construct a motorway with private resources and the lack of 
willing investors in an economic affair with very high risks. For its part, 
the public sector experienced difficulties gathering resources for the 
simple renewal of the ordinary roads, let alone for a massive motorway 
program. At the bottom of it was the evident lack of interest of the 
automobile lobby. Even Puricelli seemed inattentive to the creation he 
had spent so much energy on—he had seen it as a tool to gain contracts, 
but this was now obsolete due to the constitution of AASS.

Then there was even a party overtly opposed to motorways, whose 
uncertainty in the early 1920s had transformed into outright hostility. 
Ugo Ancona, senator and academic at the Milan Polytechnic, was an 
exponent of this group and in autumn 1928 in the journal Nuova anto-
logia (New Anthology) he criticized the motorway model and, in an easy 
prediction, forecast a greater cost to the state than that which had been 
estimated up until then. “What I cannot endorse is the excessive push 
for motorways. It is useless to say that they should be constructed pri-
vately, because the state always ends up contributing too, either directly 
or indirectly, especially in the south. . . . Now I say that the motorway 
is a luxury that can only be afforded by rich countries, when they have 
already put the ordinary roads in order (for automobile traffic). The 
motorway presupposes intense, rich traffic, without which it cannot 
help but be unprofitable, and must knock—sooner or later—on the state 
treasury doors.”14

The committee for the Pedemontana, formed with such difficulty 
and among such diffidence, had a brief life. Its composition was much 
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more complex than the May 1928 decision had made it seem. In theory, 
it required the prefect of each province along the Pedemontana to 
choose two representatives to be on the coordinating committee. 
This soon became a headache for the government representatives: 
although they were alert to the risk of creating useless hostility, they 
were constrained by the abundant lobbyists, and were sometimes 
obliged to choose between different committees active in their ter-
ritory. For example, between June and July 1928, the Milan prefect 
telegraphed the prime minister repeatedly asking for advice, in the fear 
that his choice might officially commit the government to a certain 
direction.15

The situation, already critical because of the difficulties of raising 
funds and the growth of hostilities, was getting out of Suardo’s hands. 
And so it happened that in September 1928, a prime ministerial decree 
nominated Suardo as the “Commissioner for the Pedemontana motor-
way.” The commissioner’s work was explained in the same decree, 
vague enough to go beyond the Turin–Trieste tract and cover a generic 
mandate of coordination on a national scale. According to the decree, 
Suardo’s nomination was “an opportunity for the important initiatives to 
construct and manage motorways in the diverse regions of Italy, espe-
cially the Turin–Trieste motorway, to be coordinated and integrated with 
a unity of intent, with the scope of achieving improved results in the 
general interest [and] considering moreover the need to issue uniform 
regulations to discipline, from a legal-economic perspective, the relative 
substance of the motorway concessionaires.”16

The appointment of the commissioner of the Pedemontana had a 
double intention. With it, Mussolini endorsed the political role given 
from then on to Suardo, including his constant presence in the sector, 
offering a great deal of hope to the supporters of the motorway 
program. As we shall see in more detail in the next chapters, Musso-
lini’s choice encouraged Fiat to intervene directly in the sector, now 
that clear government involvement had emerged. The appointment of 
a commissioner also gave Suardo greater discretion, making the coor-
dinating committee proposed at the May Bergamo convention obsolete, 
getting rid of the many headaches it was giving the prefects and the 
prime minister.

The institution of the commissioner of the Pedemontana also meant 
one more entity entrusted with the work of supervising and planning 
the motorway field. In fact, the motorway projects had to be approved 
by the High Council of the Minister of Public Works, subordinate to 
the eponymous ministry, while concessions were approved by prime 
ministerial decree. Meanwhile, the duties of AASS explicitly included 
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the function of “controlling the operation of definitively completed and 
inspected motorways.”17 This was a typical case of fascist polyarchy, 
that is, a “disorganized overlapping of institutions, bureaucracies, and 
lobbies,” in which “the governmental actions were aiming mainly to 
avoid ‘collisions’” among those groups, and, naturally, to rule them.18

The situation meant that the role of the commissioner was much 
more confused than might have been expected from reading the 
decree of the appointment, making its effective capacity to coordinate 
rather vague. While Suardo did his utmost to control the situation, those 
who were unsatisfied and disappointed were not slow to understand 
the multitude of actors involved and the overlap of powers that arose, 
and made sure to plead their causes at every opportunity, even directly 
with Mussolini himself.

From the moment of his appointment, Suardo understood the deli-
cate nature of the problem, and hoped that the commissioner would be 

“the only organ of coordination” of a project that promised to be any-
thing but easy. In a letter to the prime minister, he felt it was necessary 
to “pray that no initiative on the matter of motorways be accepted and 
no lobbyists be admitted to Your Excellency’s presence, to ministries, 
or parties, without the commissioner being alerted.”19 It goes without 
saying that this superimposition of roles and competences, with the 
inevitable clashes between public structures, made it necessary to have 
someone to make compromises and final decisions. Mussolini was only 
too happy to play this role, which was inherent to the political system, 
as it exalted the role of the dictator.

As had happened for the railway routes in the last half of the 1800s, 
the planning of the Pedemontana saw the presentation of different 
and alternative motorway designs. For example, an early plan for the 
Pedemontana discarded the city of Vicenza. This was answered with 
an alternative proposal from the local Chamber of Commerce “in which 
the people of Vicenza could be validly defended and protected.” The 
studies for the tract between Venice and Trieste were even more con-
fused: two generic plans existed, “one completely toward the sea, and 
one moved toward the mountains and longer than the other by several 
kilometers.” The first had the characteristics of a “direct” route, while 
the second was more attentive to the interests of the centers that lay 
between the two Adriatic ports.20

It is not surprising that in December 1928 the Venice–Trieste situ-
ation found itself “in unsettled management because of the different 
views of the interested provinces regarding the route, and because of 
financing difficulties, due to which there was an intention to ask the 
government for the same treatment as the secondary railways, with the 
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highest  subsidies, both for construction and for operation.”21 In January 
1930 the anemic financial means of most committees and companies 
involved in the construction of the Pedemontana became embarrassing. 
The committees not only lacked the resources to realize the works, but 
had to ask for public financing just to carry out the master plan. Suardo 
proposed constructing the Trieste–Fiume motorway as a priority, in 
order to complete the terminal tract. This living proof of future reali-
zation would guarantee Trieste that, sooner or later, the trunk toward 
Venice would also be done. “[I]t is absolutely necessary, if the initiative 
is to live and continue to have the consensus it currently enjoys, that 
the government offers the interested provinces and companies estab-
lished for the study and implementation of the motorway a guarantee 
of immediate commencement of a new trunk (Trieste–Fiume) or the 
assurance of support for even a part of the necessary cost to compile 
a master plan.”22

And Puricelli? What was his role in these events? He seemed to have 
taken a backseat position, and was not the same man who in 1922 
had launched the motorway project with enthusiasm and conviction. 
The materials gathered in the archives portray him as skeptical: some 
days before the convention for the Pedemontana, he sent Suardo a 
long report that was as meticulous as it was detached and, in several 
aspects, even defeatist (not surprising, considering that in those months 
he had just lost his lifelong target of the ordinary road management). In 
the first lines, the Milanese entrepreneur confirmed without hesitation 
that motorways should be constructed only where there was adequate 
existing traffic for their self-financing, without state subsidies.

I start from the conviction that motorways should be made where there 
is a combination of necessary elements sufficient to keep them alive with 
the proper means; where the saturation of traffic is such as to require 
the creation of a new road in addition to the preexisting ones; and, in 
every case, they should be provided for by private initiative or entities 
directly interested, without the possibility of asking for any real contribu-
tion from the state. In contrary cases, where these conditions are not met 
or these requirements would be difficult [to achieve], it is better to limit 
[the network] to already existing ordinary roads and to renew these in a 
manner more consonant with the needs of the traffic, maintaining them 
in an efficient state.23

Puricelli felt that several tracts of the Turin–Trieste perhaps merited 
interest, but in its entirety the motorway was entirely premature due to 
the insufficient traffic. Its realization would signify an inevitable financial 
burden on the state, because the local committees would not be able to 
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reach a sufficient critical mass to complete the works. Given the varied 
traffic conditions of the provinces, they would need to apply specifically 
tailored public subsidies, with the consequent recriminations and risk 
of more than one injustice. In regard to the criteria used in the past, it 
was necessary to

objectively recognize that in the specific case of the “Turin–Trieste,” 
whatever the desire to construct it, something needs to be modified. We 
find ourselves facing conditions that are different from those that were 
assumed to be necessary to evaluate the opportunity to construct a 
motorway. These necessary conditions have been superseded by needs 
of a general character [e.g., AASS’s foundation] and by national defense 
requirements. 

Moving on to examine the various trunks that the “Turin–Trieste” is 
divided into, the efficiency of the committees that have proposed the 
construction, and the local possibilities for financing, we must conclude 
that, with the current legislative and financial regime, on the basis of 
which the “Milan–Lakes” and “Bergamo–Milan” have already been con-
structed, we could additionally construct the “Bergamo–Brescia,” the 

“Turin–Milan,” and the “Verona–Brescia.” Except for some optimistic fore-
casts for the “Padua–Mestre,” it would be difficult for the remaining trunks 
to achieve the same results and if we wish to proceed in parallel and 
avoid that the entire work remains incomplete; it is necessary to modify 
the regime mentioned and do it so that, where a private involvement 
is neither sufficient or possible, it is supported by alternative sources.  
It is also necessary, however, for this new regime to create a single cri-
terion and have a single application as regards all the interested com-
mittees, because inequalities won’t be tolerated and it does not seem 
fair that the many competitors with one aim should experience different 
treatment.24

In other words, the realization of the works would need a single 
program of execution, with uniform regulations and subsidies for all the 
trunks. It was the only way that the work could be achieved completely. 
Implicitly, Puricelli was proposing his business for the execution of the 
work, which on balance would cost around 450 million lire (more or 
less equivalent to today’s USD, as are all the following amounts in this 
chapter). To reach the amount needed, a contribution from the state of 
150 million would be needed, as well as 50 million from local authorities, 
and 125 million in bonds to put on the market, guaranteed by the state.

Puricelli’s calculations, as the Ministry of Public works and Mussolini 
knew well, had always proved to be inaccurate and come to less than 
the actual costs; therefore, such sums were to be considered broad esti-
mates. Considering the reluctance of private capital to invest, this meant 
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enlarging the public financing by quite a lot. The money—in the best of 
hypotheses around 200 million lire coming from the state—would go 
to a public work of dubious benefit, particularly given the work on the 
ordinary roads that AASS was already doing in northern Italy. Moreover, 
proposals to construct motorways in Italy continued to lose ground, 
partly due to the fact that the two trunks opened to traffic in spring 1928 
(Milan–Lakes and Bergamo–Milan) were showing modest daily results, 
far from expectations.

The idea of entrusting the construction of the entire tract to Puricelli—
supposing that this was the true desire of the Milanese entrepreneur—
was not even considered. Instead, those portions of the Pedemontana 
that could count on powerful local protectors and had some hope 
of adequate traffic were approved, as had happened in the past. The 
Bergamo–Brescia (45 kilometers), under the watchful gaze of Augusto 
Turati (ras of Brescia and secretary of the national Fascist Party) and 
Suardo, obtained a construction concession first, in February 1929. In 
October of the same year, the Turin–Milan (126 kilometers, and strongly 
backed by Fiat) followed. Finally, in 1930, the works for the short Padua–
Mestre (25 kilometers) were approved. The construction of the latter 
happened together with the bridge—or “autobridge”—between Venice 
and the mainland, works that were connected.25

The Indefinite Postponement of Construction Programs (1930)

The outlook for other trunks of the Pedemontana was grim. We have 
seen in the preceding section how Suardo, in the first months of 1930, 
wrote to Mussolini indicating the need for state financing not just for 
the construction, but even for the preparatory surveys and projects. 
On the same day, the prime minister wrote to the Ministry for Public 
Works communicating his decision to release the concessions just for 
the tracts already agreed on, postponing the realization of the entire 
tract to a later time.

Dear Di Crollalanza,
I am sending you the enclosed, sent to me from the Hon. Suardo, 

Commissioner of the Pedemontana. It comes to [an additional cost of] 
204 million [about 180 million in today’s USD]. This is not the moment to 
launch the initiative. Let us limit ourselves to completing the Turin–Milan, 
Bergamo–Brescia, and Padua–Mestre trunks. In 1932–33–34–35 we will 
do the rest, until Fiume. Mussolini.26
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In fact, Mussolini’s choice reflected the indications in Puricelli’s 1928 
memo to authorize only those trunks that seemed to have a more solid 
traffic base. The Milanese entrepreneur was not an impartial witness, nor 
had his past traffic predictions for the motorway been very trustworthy. 
Once again, his expectations were inaccurate: with the exception of the 
Turin–Milan, the concessionaires saw limp traffic and inevitably pre-
sented insolvent balances.

Mussolini’s decision to postpone the entire Pedemontana gave the 
critics of the motorway projects a chance to air their views that they 
did not pass up. In the spring of 1930 they made themselves heard 
in the parliamentary discussion of the state budget. The accusations 
aimed at the motorway program were the same as those that engineer 
Cantamessa had expressed in 1925 and Senator Ancona in 1928: the 
motorways were a luxury, and their cost was ultimately borne by the 
state. The constitution of AASS and its roads modernization program 
made motorway projects completely useless: why would a motorcar 
driver pay a toll to use a motorway if he could count on good state 
roads? Why should the state subsidize the motorways if it was working 
to renew the ordinary roads?

In the discussion in both houses of parliament, by now completely 
fascist, of the budget of the Ministry of Public Works, dissatisfaction 
and direct accusations against the motorway system emerged. In the 
Senate, it was Silvio Crespi—president of the ACI and a recent supporter 
of Puricelli—who signaled the change in the motorway sector. At the 
approval of the Turin–Milan, the senator declared “now we have enough 
motorways,” outlining the future need for a Genoa–Ventimiglia, but 
highlighting the interventions of the ordinary arteries as a priority.27 In 
the Chamber of Deputies, the first to cast a stone at the motorways 
was Francesco Caccese, who moved a circumstantial j’accuse. Caccese 
demonstrated—according to the facts and with the fervent approval, if 
not open applause, of his colleagues—how the concessionaires had 
insolvent balances and how only the annual state contribution allowed 
the motorways to survive. According to the MP, the Milan–Lakes conces-
sionaire offered an annual share dividend of 0.2 percent; the Bergamo–
Milan did not even offer one; in fact, without the state contribution the 
company would have been insolvent. The Naples–Pompeii furnished 
the richest return at 3 percent, but only because the convention allowed 
for a particularly favorable reimbursement of the state contribution. The 
conclusion was that “the motorways were not absolutely necessary”; it 
would be better if “the state devolved that money to the improvement 
of the already existing road networks.”28
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When responding to the observations, the minister of public works, 
Arnaldo Di Crollalanza, had no trouble admitting that the government 
had applied the brakes to motorway programs and possible requests 
from other committees. “I can at any rate declare that the  government, 
upon the completion of the Pedemontana Turin–Trieste and the 
Florence–Sea, considers the construction of motorways sufficient for 
now, and so has decided to reject eventual requests for further subsi-
dies and contributions from concessionaires for the works underway.”29

Suardo continued to defend “his” Pedemontana, giving a long speech 
to the Senate in May 1930, which he managed to have published as a 
brochure. In effect, the Bergamo senator found himself in a “slightly 
embarrassing situation,”30 because “the suspension of the initiative for 
reasons of balance had produced some turmoil, particularly for those 
who invested money, because they see their legitimately conceived 
hopes growing distant.”31 Suardo proposed to relaunch the Pedemon-
tana project, not as a response to the needs of national automobile 
traffic, but as a strategic instrument of military defense and a weapon 
for Italian expansionism toward the Balkans. According to Suardo’s 
(biased and probably servile) testimony, Mussolini had known about the 
Milan–Venice motorway project by Belloni since 1916,32 and it had been 
Mussolini himself who had enlarged the “limits of the grandiose initia-
tive [Pedemontana] to the extent of thinking that the much opposed 
work, which we continue to believe in, must be . . . the initial tract of a 
vaster work for the future, destined to help Italian influence penetrate 
deeper into Eastern Europe.”33

But with the backing of Mussolini’s decision, neither Senator Rolandi 
Ricci, who supervised the balance of the Ministry of Public Works, nor Di 
Crollalanza retreated from their positions. The former rhetorically illus-
trated the reasons for the widespread caution toward new construction 
projects: “Why is there a diffuse sense of diffidence toward the multipli-
cation of motorways? Because private capital has run where there was 
traffic, but has also believed that it is enough to create a motorway to 
create traffic. They begged for motorways that were not necessary and 
not useful, founded on hopes that it did not seem wise to nurture. There 
are three motorways in operation and three in construction: today these 
need contributions. When the conditions of the balances are improved, 
when there are the means to satisfy less urgent needs as well, we will 
create those motorways that require financial help.”34

The ministry, for its part, was curt. Italian motorways were the effect 
of a particularly happy phase for public financing, but that period had 
passed; in the meantime, the constitution of AASS had changed the 
terms of the question.
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Public opinion in these times has not demonstrated a complete under-
standing of the motorway problem, which represents a brilliant Italian 
initiative for rapid communication by car. The problem must be viewed 
in relation to the needs of the moment, which was a setting that coin-
cided with a period of vast financial possibility in terms of public works. 
Certainly, even if state means had been more modest, some motorways 
would still have been curated by the government; but that period has 
passed . . . because the AASS has rapidly filled the gap and in several cases 
has left the Italian roads in conditions of absolute superiority.35

The words of the ministry, which followed Mussolini’s more authori-
tative decision, closed the brief and limited season of Italian motorways 
in May 1930. By that date, the Milan–Lakes, Bergamo–Milan, and Naples–
Pompeii had been completed (as well as the Rome–Ostia, which was 
not truly a motorway); the Florence–Sea, Bergamo–Brescia, and Turin–
Milan were still underway, while the Padua–Mestre was to soon open 
its construction site.

The postponement of works along the other tracts of the Turin–
Trieste, which Mussolini foresaw as temporary, lasting just a few years, 
became an indefinite delay.36 With the exception of the brief Genoa–
Serravalle (50 kilometers), realized a few years later, motorways in Italy 
were much spoken of but nothing more was done. In addition, the 
economic crisis of 1929 came on top of Mussolini’s decision, making 
any other motorway initiative in the country practically impossible. The 
decrease of traffic also made the imbalance between costs and bene-
fits clearer; there was no possible justification for new motorway proj-
ects under that lens. Instead, the open works were barely able to stay 
alive, while the concessionaires were overwhelmed by their negative 
balances.

The case of the Turin–Milan, analyzed in detail in the next chapter, 
perfectly illustrates the difficulties the concessionaires found themselves 
in related to the construction and management of the various motor-
way trunks. These difficulties were typical of all the Italian motorway 
companies, and were only magnified by the 1929 crisis.
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CHAPTER 6

5
A Case Study:  

The Turin–Milan Motorway

The Foundation of the Promotional Committee

As early as 16 January 1923, just a few days after the publication of 
the decree for the construction of the Milan–Lakes, several influential 
people in the municipality of Turin had “enthusiastically . . . constituted 
a promotional committee for a motorway between Turin and Milan.” 
Count Secondo Frola—from whom “the importance of the provision [for 
the Milan–Lakes construction] had not escaped”—had requested the 
gathering: Frola, “considering the density of the traffic between Turin 
and Milan and the benefits that such a modern means of communi
cation would bring to the development of the intense industrial and 
commercial relationships, promoted a meeting of personalities and 
representatives from public entities and associations.”1

Secondo Frola was nominated president of the promotional com
mittee; he was already a MP and was later appointed a senator, having 
been mayor of Turin before World War I and after the popular uprising 
in August 1917. The top brass of the committee, in addition to Frola, 
included the engineer Emilio Giay, a contractor and member of the 
Turin municipal council, and Giorgio Ermanno Anselmi, president of 
the Turin province administration. After the foundation meeting, the 
committee met again on 14 March 1923 and Frola informed them of 
the “encouraging reply from the Hon. Mussolini and Carnazza,” and of 

“a letter from Eng. Puricelli assuring his competent support.”2 The Turin 
committee formed a technical commission, presided over by Giay, to 
study a route, and, to cover the first expenses, they obtained a non
repayable contribution from the municipality of Turin.

The activity of the committee was reenergized in January 1924 
when, with the preliminary draft completed and the traffic statistics 
verified, its members examined the two proposed routes “on a large 
model of the region, expressly executed and kindly offered by Engi
neer Puricelli.”3 The first, called “North,” would better service Biella; the 
second, “South,” instead headed decidedly toward Vercelli and Casale 
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Monferrato. The committee selected an intermediate course between 
the two—different from the one that was eventually constructed—that 
would go from Turin toward Santhià, touch Vercelli and Novara, and 
eventually reach Milan at the head of the Milan–Lakes. Obviously, the 
second choice penalized Biella and its rich textile and industrial pole, 
provoking objections from the local representatives on the committee: 
to address their needs, a Santhià–Biella offshoot was approved.4 Mean
while, on 23 July 1924, the committee presented the final route—medi
ating between the poles of Biella and Casale Monferrato—preparing the 
definitive project to present to the Ministry of Public Works for the nec
essary approvals.5 The planning costs were covered by contributions 

“from the public authorities on the committee”;6 in January 1925 the 
project was presented to the Ministry and the High Council approved 
the proposal on 27 April of the same year.

Although it had achieved a good compromise on the motorway route 
and had a favorable reception by the ministry, the promotional commit
tee experienced some difficulties. The enthusiasm of the early days was 
dissolving in the effort to define the technical and financial specifics of 
the work and to obtain the necessary funding. In addition, every day the 
representatives of the municipality of Milan seemed more reluctant to 
get involved, particularly given the limited interest the Milanese showed 
in the motorway to Turin.

Insurmountable Problems

On 28 July 1925 there was a new meeting of the promotional commit
tee—this time in Milan—called to decide whether the managing entity 
of the motorway should be a consortium of local entities or a limited 
company. On the proposal of the new Milan mayor, Senator Mangiagalli, 
they decided to present their request in the form of a consortium of 
the Milan and Turin municipalities, with subsequent subconcessions 
to other managing entities yet to be defined.7 However, in February 
1926, the Ministry of Public Works rejected the two cities’ application, 
informing them that they had to define the nature of the concessionaire 
before the convention would be approved by the state. The committee 
opted to create a limited company, and to do so, on 30 April 1926 it 
convened a meeting of the “major interested industrialists.” The who’s 
who of the Turin and Milan financing and industry worlds participated 
in the meeting (Giovanni Agnelli, Riccardo Gualino, Piero Puricelli, Vin
cenzo Lancia, Silvio Crespi, Piero Pirelli, Senatore Borletti, Giuseppe 
Mazzini) but “none of those present at the meeting saw fit to follow 
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this procedure [to create the company].”8 It was evident that no one 
wanted to form the limited company and take responsibility, not even 
with the support of the promotional committee, for collecting the 50 
million lire necessary (more or less equivalent to today’s USD, as are all 
the following amounts in this chapter). An agenda, proposed by Ric
cardo Gualino, was voted on. It stated that, with the aim of completing 
the construction works by 1928, the capital subscriptions should be 
opened and closed within two months. If all the subscriptions for funds 
were achieved by 30 June 1926, the motorway concessionaire company 
would be formed; if not, the subscriptions would count as nothing.9

The 30 June deadline passed without the predetermined capital 
amount being reached, but the committee proceeded with its busi
ness nonetheless, determined to realize the work, and looking for addi
tional funds on the Milan stock market. With this objective, they held a 
meeting in Milan on 8 July of the same year, which did not produce any 
particular results, except for the appointment of a local financing com
mittee, which named Stefano Benni as its president. Meanwhile, Frola 
solicited nonrepayable contributions from various local authorities for 
a total sum of 25 million, with the promise of a contribution from the 
municipality of Turin as early as February 1927, but from the municipal
ity of Milan only the following year.

Although the committee continued well past the June 1926 dead
line, it was difficult to collect all the subscriptions. Further problems 
appeared in the summer of 1927, when the alreadydiscussed project 
to constitute AASS entered the stage. Benni resigned as the president 
of the Milan financial committee, citing the difficulty of raising capital 
for a project like the motorway. This was made more difficult now that 
the state roads would be put in order, and the new motorway between 
Turin and Milan would became useless. Benni’s resignation was the tip 
of the iceberg of problems in which the promotional committee found 
itself. The indifference of the Milanese toward the Turin motorway—
aggravated daily by the alarming results of the Milan–Lakes and the 
Bergamo–Milan—and the complications in realizing the project pushed 
Frola to a coup de theatre, and he proposed in July 1927 to construct 
only the Turin–Biella tract.10 In the hope of saving the entire project, a 
new meeting was held in November 1927 in which the Milan podestà 
(the substitute for the mayor during the Fascist regime) reiterated the 
lack of Milanese interest and advised the committee to indefinitely 
suspend the execution of the motorway, at least while waiting for a 
decision regarding AASS. However, faced with the pressure of all the 
Piedmont delegates (and most likely the Milan prefect), the Milanese 
podestà finally declared himself willing to make a nonrepayable contri
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bution of the same amount as Turin (which was ten annual payments 
of 700,000 lire each), convinced that the full capital for the construction 
would never actually be raised and the city would never have to pay.11 

Reassured by the subscription from Milan, the committee resumed 
the hunt for subscriptions, coordinated by a new financing commit
tee, which planned to print a propagandistic publication in January 
1928 and hold various meetings in Turin, Vercelli, and Biella (but not in 
Milan).12 Although the amount of capital subscriptions needed for the 
limited company had been halved to 25 million, not even this more 
modest sum was reached: by December 1928 they had only raised 14 
million, of which a good 10 had come from Turin and 2.5 from Biella.13

Fiat’s Intervention

The problems seemed insurmountable when, starting in 1928, Fiat 
became increasingly involved. Given the (theoretical) advantages that 
would be derived from the increase of automobile circulation, the car 
company had subscribed to shares for the constitution of the limited 
company, but the directors of Turin industry had demonstrated a certain 
coolness to Puricelli’s initiatives and had also demonstrated reluctance 
in the case of the Turin–Milan. The plans for a drivable road between 
Turin–Trieste, the government support for the initiative, the creation of 
the position of commissioner for the Pedemontana, and the hypothesis 
of a soontocome federation of the existing motorways in northern 
Italy were (ephemeral) indications of a new phase of planning. These 
elements pushed Fiat’s management to enter the motorway sector 
directly, via the management of the Turin–Milan. Therefore, as Giovanni 
Agnelli himself recalled, “[w]hen the fascist government launched the 
idea of the grand Pedemontana Turin–Milan–Trieste–Fiume,” and 
defined the precise willingness to finance the project by the state, “it 
seemed to me more appropriate than ever to cooperate with Senator 
Frola’s plan and so I became a promoter and financer of the master plan 
of the project.”14

On 21 July 1928, in his unofficial (and insincerely held) role of “pro
moter” of the Turin–Milan motorway master plan, Agnelli asked the 
prefects of Vercelli and Turin for access to the private land lots required 
for the preliminary construction activities. The request was received 
positively within ten days (an incredible achievement for usually slow 
Italian bureaucracy!), and on 1 August, the Turin prefect issued a pre
fectural decree granting access to the territory, with a similar deposition 
coming from Vercelli the following day.15 On 28 November 1928, with a 
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deed from lawyer Annibale Germano, the limited company Autostrada 
Turin–Milan (Società anonima Autostrada Torino–Milano or Saastm) 
was formed, based in Turin, with an initial capital of 500,000 lire, which 
could be increased to 25 million by a simple deliberation by the board 
of directors.16 The founding members were Giovanni Agnelli “in his role 
as Fiat president,” Silvio Ferracini, and Giovanni Vianino. Both Vianino 
(president of the confederation of Turinese merchants) and Ferracini 
were close to Agnelli (before the latter fell out of favor and was dis
tanced from his duties in the industrial association).17 Together, the three 
made up the first board of directors of the company.

The members of the promotional committee—who, from all evi
dence, hoped to obtain recognition and profit from the project—were 
in the dark about Fiat’s moves. Not even Senator Frola, who was pres
ident of the committee, was informed about Agnelli’s initiative until 
October 1928, when in a committee meeting “it became clear during 
the discussion that he was creating a limited company to construct the 
motorway.”18 An open conflict broke out between the old promotional 
committee members, who had so exhaustingly gathered the subscrip
tions, and the new society created by Agnelli. This conflict was naturally 
resolved in favor of the Fiat president, partly thanks to his support from 
the government and prefect. It was Suardo, in a “highly confidential” 
report sent to Mussolini in December 1928, who highlighted how in 
Turin there were “strong divergences, due above all to the old promo
tional committee continuing its activity—presided over by Senator Frola, 
who intended to exercise a sort of unacceptable patronage over the 
construction company. With the valuable help of Prefect Maggioni and 
Federal Secretary [of the national Fascist Party] Basile, the situation has 
been resolved, by liquidating the old committee, with due honor, and 
forming a new company.”19

Frola was appointed honorary president of the newly constituted 
motorway company, while, under Fiat’s thumb, the company benefited 
from the solicitation of capital subscriptions that the committee had 
carried out, and from the nonrepayable funds that the local authorities 
had committed, often begrudgingly, to a value of almost 25 million. 
Those events made it evident that the promotional committee had 
completed its work: it held its last meeting on 20 January 1929, with 
Frola absent, probably already ill,20 and declared its own dissolution.

Silvio Ferracini and Giovanni Agnelli used all the means at their dispo
sition to locate capital. They insistently “invited” the entrepreneurs who 
were members of the local industrial association to buy share subscrip
tions in the motorway company and managed to get the Turin asso
ciation to approve a contribution from its members of 30 lire for every 
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employee. “Certainly the contribution was not obligatory, but Agnelli 
insisted that the companies be pushed for an answer even if it were a 
negative one: the list of subscribers [and obviously of nonsubscribers] 
would be sent to the political authorities.”21 Meanwhile, in a report that 
was unsigned (but prepared by Fiat offices), Mussolini was asked to “let 
his disapproval be felt regarding the fact that, against 11 million share 
subscriptions in Turin, Milan had only reached 1.3 million lire, against 
the already limited forecast of 5 million lire. The direct interest of the 
head of government would certainly be useful to get subscriptions from 
banks, savings banks, and insurance companies.”22

On 15 April 1929, before the increase of share capital, the engineer 
Francesco Cartesegna—new motorway planner, in Agnelli’s complete 
trust—was appointed director general of the company, “given that he 
has in effect been functioning as director since the creation of the 
society.”23 In that role, he had ample power, which soon became total 
with his successive nomination as CEO.

After six years of preparatory works, great difficulties in raising capital, 
and fatuous and improvised financial planning, the motorway could 
only be realized because of the strength of the Fiat group in obtaining 
generous public and private contributions for the construction. Both 
due to the fact that the traffic was greater toward the prealpine areas 
than toward the ricegrowing zones of the plains, and because of the 
financial involvement of the Biella industrialists,24 Agnelli decided to 
modify the route. The motorway would now pass around 18 kilometers 
from Biella (a condition evidently considered adequate for local needs) 
and around 15 kilometers from Vercelli, having been shifted north.

The project was presented to the Ministry of Public Works in this form 
in April 1929, for the approval of the High Council, asking just four weeks 
for the approval, which was given on 19 May. On 12 June, Agnelli met 
with Mussolini, to whom he had already presented a financial plan with 
the complete cost. With the modifications made to the original project 
taken into account, the cost was now 145 million, covered by 30 million 
in capital shares, 20 million obtained from nonrepayable contributions, 
and 95 million “to be obtained through capitalization of sufficient gov
ernment annual contributions.”25 Mussolini, however, committed to an 
annual contribution that would cover only half of this amount (that is, 
a third of the costs), and so it was decided to cover the missing portion 
through “preferred bonds with the guarantee of the majority of the 
interested public authorities [meaning the Turin and Milan municipali
ties] that the work would be completed.”26

Mussolini’s commitment was followed by a contrary decision from 
the minister of finance, who “advised that the decision of the state 
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 contribution for the Turin–Milan motorway had been postponed indef
initely.”27 Determined to complete the project, Agnelli again contacted 
Mussolini and sent him a detailed memo that, as well as reminding him 
of the employment benefits that the motorway construction would 
bring, forewarned him that further delays risked ending the project due 
to the “default of several of the most important subscriptions so labo
riously achieved.”28 A telegram was also sent on 6 July 1929, reiterating 
the risk of a definitive cancellation of the project. “The Hon. minister 
[of finance] Mosconi telegraphed the decision regarding the motorway, 
that it is for now suspended. I understand that I must cease activity 
regarding the motorway for an indefinite period. Permit me to observe, 
Your Excellency, that such a suspension would nullify the subscriptions 
so laboriously collected, making any further actualization of the work 
impossible. I would appreciate your definitive decision in regards to 
this.”29

Mussolini’s response, sent through the Turin prefect, was not long in 
coming and represented the final point of the agreement between the 
government and Fiat: “Communicate to Senator Agnelli that the Turin–
Milan motorway question is defined, remaining with the understanding 
that the contribution of the state is limited to a third of the costs.”30 The 
delimitation of the government commitment finally made it possible to 
create, on 30 November 1929, the convention “for the construction and 
management of the Turin–Milan motorway,” subsequently ratified with 
a decree on 26 February 1930.31 The company had the concession for 
the construction and the management of the motorway for fifty years. 
The road—about 126 kilometers in length—would be constructed of a 
single carriageway with an entire width of 10 meters, of which 8 meters 
was for automobile transit and 2 meters was lateral shoulder, which was 
nondrivable.

At the termination of the concession, the equity would be paid to 
the shareholders and the motorway would pass into the possession 
of the state, which had committed to an annual contribution to the 
company of 3,725,166 lire for fifty years, to be repaid with the earn
ings. The company was authorized to capitalize the annuity in banking 
and insurance institutions; the tax discount, at the time, of 7.5 percent, 
determined an amount of 48,350,000 lire, that is, equal to a third of the 
estimated cost of 145 million lire. The remaining part was covered with 
the 30 million in shares, 20 million from the nonrepayable funds from 
the local authorities and around 50 million in bonds, with profit guar
anteed by the local authorities. The estimates for the first year predicted 
a transit of four hundred vehicles a day along the entire route and just 
as many along half, for an income of around 7 million. To this would 
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be added 1.5 million lire in income from advertising concessions and 
sales of petroleum products. The maintenance costs were estimated at 
630,000 lire a year; the management costs (including the amortization 
of capital) at 670,000 lire. There was also around 3.5 million lire in inter
est, the amortization of the bonds, and the return of the government 
annuities and their interest. The expectations, already positive for the 
first year, would be even better in the following years, because “every 
year there is a notable increase in traffic and consequently in two or 
three years of operation at most, an adequate return can be made also 
on the share capital.”32

Signing the Concession Agreement and the Start of Work

As recorded in the financial agreement, on 31 August 1929, the compa
ny’s equity was increased to 30 million and a new board of directors was 
appointed, composed of fifteen members, including Giovanni Agnelli 
and his son Edoardo, Piero Puricelli, and Curzio Suckert Malaparte, the 
famous writer, then director of La Stampa, a daily paper owned by Fiat.33 
In its first meeting, the board confirmed Giovanni Agnelli as president of 
the society, appointed Piero Puricelli and Tommaso Folia (president of 
the Constructors Association of Turin) as vicepresidents, and appointed 
Francesco Cartesegna as CEO.34

Despite Agnelli’s commitment and the small value of the shares—
which were each worth 100 lire—capital subscriptions proceeded 
slowly. Other than 4 million from Fiat and 2 million from the Indus
trial Finance Institute (the IFI was controlled by the Agnelli family), the 
biggest subscribers were some important Italian banks and industries, 
including Puricelli roads and quarries, Lancia, Michelin, the Italian 
cement company, and Alfa Romeo. Alongside the big groups, the book 
of shareholders shows capital spread between a myriad of small share
holders, who held a handful of shares: two, five, ten, at the most twenty, 
mostly in the hands of small firms or private individuals, almost all living 
in Turin or Biella.35 Despite these efforts, in October 1930, they were 
still 6 million short, with the IFI covering the shortfall—although just 
provisionally, because the tender conditions required “6 percent of the 
subscriptions for the project in company shares,” a percentage that later 
increased to 10 percent.36

The works for the first part of the project, meaning the carriage
way, amounting to over 45 million, were subdivided into thirteen lots, 
entrusted to eleven different companies with headquarters in Turin, 
Alessandria, and Milan. The works for the bridges, underpasses, over
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passes, and the like would be done by other companies, while the sur
facing was assigned exclusively to Ferrobeton, from Rome, and Puricelli 
roads and quarries, from Milan. The cement itself, for “economy of 
scale” would be purchased directly by the motorway company from the 
Italian cement company, which was also a shareholder in the motor
way company. The construction began on 15 January 1930, before the 
approval of the convention decree (26 February) and before the Ministry 
of Public Works approved the master plan.37 By 18 January, the publicity 
campaign on the employment effect of the work had already begun:38 
according to the company’s sources, the motorway works employed 
around a thousand people in 1930, and increased to sixteen hundred in 
December of the same year, and almost three thousand by April 1931.39 
The hike in employment can be seen as a direct consequence of the 
protests in the piazzas by the unemployed that happened in November 
1930 in Turin, following which Agnelli committed himself, at the request 
of the prefect, to taking on “manpower” (sic!) for the motorway works.40

The convention allowed the company to issue bonds for 50 million, 
to finance the last third of the works. These bonds were preferred, and 
guaranteed by local authorities that had been identified in the Turin and 
Milan municipalities, provinces, and provincial economic boards (which 
replaced the dissolved chambers of commerce). The affair of the guar
antees from local authorities had a tormented history that dragged on, 
eventually concluded only because of strong pressure from the central 
government.

The question of the guarantees was clear evidence of the widespread 
mistrust of uncertain, or even hasty, entrepreneurial activities—as the 
motorway works had proved to be. The ministry’s officers were also 
becoming less benevolent toward the motorway’s business. In March 
1931, Agnelli told the company’s board that “in consequence of the 
decrease in costs caused by the noted government provisions,41 the 
Ministry of Public Works intends to revise the annuity [of contributions 
to the works]. They have started negotiations in recent days; we will 
try to keep the reduction as limited as possible.”42 The strong drop of 
current manpower (sic) and prime material prices, linked to the 1929 
crisis, had reduced the construction costs, estimates of expenses that 
had of their nature been “prudential, as a way of producing large finan
cial contributions from the interested public authorities.”43 The addi
tional issues of decreasing traffic following the economic crisis, and the 
weakness of the financial markets, pushed Agnelli to reopen the tough 
negotiations about the state contribution, threatening in March 1931 
that he would withdraw the project and “asking for early buyout of the 
concession and its transfer to the AASS.”44
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Due to the new economic landscape generated by 1929 crisis, in May 
1931 the Fiat president went further, sending the government a renewal 
plan for the motorway: the state, according to Agnelli, should buy back 
all the Italian motorways, opening them to traffic and abolishing any 
form of toll, and cover the maintenance costs with an increase in the 
price of petrol. In substance, he proposed:

(a) the transfer to the state of the motorways and the assumption of 
their management by the AASS;

(b) the free use of the same;
(c) the imposition of an additional charge of 0.10 lire per kg on petrol, 

so that it provided for all the commitments, assumed by the state, 
of the public authorities and concessionaires, for the construction 
of the motorways.45

Besides the evident struggle between FIAT and the government, and 
Agnelli’s plot to enlarge the area of discussion, the basic conflict was 
about the malicious “exaggeration” of the costs of the motorways in 
order to increase the state contribution: just as the ministry was pro
posing a reduction, Agnelli threatened the withdrawal of the project, an 
act of blackmail that ensured that the contributions remained the same. 
Therefore, due also to a careful policy regarding subcontractors, who 
built the prewar Turin–Milan motorway for the lowest cost per kilometer, 

“the private business . . . enjoyed the advantages of the motorway, while 
risking only a fifth, roughly, of the cost of it.”46 Fiat, in its turn, controlled 
the society—which had equity of 30 million—with less than 20 percent 
of the shares. In other words, FIAT firmly and completely controlled a 90 
million lire business having only about 6 million in share value.

The First Years of Management

The motorway was opened to traffic on 28 October 1932, the anniver
sary of the march on Rome, a date ritually chosen for the inauguration 
of public works in the fascist era. As early as 25 October, Mussolini’s 
motorcade traveled the route for the first time from Turin to Milan. An 
enormous commemorative fasces “in wood and stucco” (promptly 
redone in stone)47 was placed in Turin at the start of the motorway, after 
the idea of a triumphal arch was abandoned.

The entire length of the motorway could be driven on, with only the 
ancillary works still needing to be completed. Several of these were 
particularly important, such as the organization of the refueling stations. 
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But by the annual shareholders’ assembly in March 1933 these were also 
completed, and in the context of the Italian panorama, the motorway 
had a fair amount of traffic. With the conclusion of the works, Piero 
Puricelli stepped down as a member of the board of directors, although 
not as a shareholder (which, considering the type of shares and the 
Italian stock market, he could not have done anyway).

The company had few variations in official appointments: Giovanni 
Agnelli remained in the office of president, and Francesco Cartesegna 
stayed on as CEO up to the 1950s. Starting from the completion of the 
construction works, the percentage of directors from the Fiat entourage 
became increasingly conspicuous. Meanwhile, from 1936, the Institute 
for Industrial Reconstruction (IRI)48—which had inherited the motorway 
company shares of several banks that had suffered through the 1929 
crisis—also took over the shares of the Puricelli companies, becoming a 
major shareholder in the company, with 15 percent of the total shares.

In 1933, the motorway had an average daily transit of 889 vehicles, 
with an average length traveled of around threefifths of the entire 
length of the Turin–Milan, and a preponderance of light traffic. The 

Figure 6.1. Turin, starting point of Turin–Milan motorway, early 1930s. 
Autostrada Torino–Milano Archive. Courtesy of SATAP, S.p.A.
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tolls that were applied were less than those indicated in the estimated 
budgets and were the lowest in the entire Italian motorway network, to 
the extent that they caused “complaints from its sister companies.”49 The 
toll policy was aimed at capturing the maximum traffic potential, and 
in effect, considering the times and the vehicle diffusion, the company 
obtained decent results. Still, the income never reached the 8,500,000 
lire hypothesized by the budget estimates, not even coming close, and 
in 1938—a year of maximum transit for the prewar period, with an 
average of 1,695 vehicles/day in both directions—the total income from 
tolls, concessions, and advertising was 4,425,859 lire. In contrast, the 
costs of activity and maintenance were higher than had been budgeted 
for, equal to a good 2,101,488 lire per year, added to the 2,000,000 lire 
depreciation rate of the motorway itself.50 This was three times higher 
than the estimates had allowed for.

It must be remembered, however, that the concession established the 
reimbursement of the government annuity in case of profit: by claiming, 
as it rightly should, the interest payable on the government annuity as 
a deductible expense, and creatively rounding the depreciation rate up 
to 2 million, activities closed not only without generating profits and 
dividends, but even in loss, and therefore without paying the state the 

Figure 6.2. Turin–Milan motorway, early 1930s. 
Autostrada Torino–Milano Archive. Courtesy of SATAP, S.p.A.
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reimbursement. From 1934 on this practice was contested by the Minis
tries of Finance and of Public Works, who suspected hidden profits,51 but 
the situation dragged on without final consequences for many years. 
Some solutions were discussed in 1939 by reshaping the government 
annuity reimbursement plan, but it was not until 1944 that the Ministry 
of Finance took action, ordering repayment of the annuities.52 However, 
by then the high inflation during the war and postwar period completely 
obscured the real value of the annuities that had to be reimbursed.
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CHAPTER 7

5
The 1930s: The European Utopia  
and the Nationalist Fulfillment

The Genoa–Serravalle “Truckway”:  
The Fight between Automobile and Train

The interruption of the motorway program in 1930 should not distract 
us from the fact that Italy was in a phase of favorable public policies for 
the development of motoring. The creation of AASS came in a context 
of a land transportation policy that aimed more decisively—but not yet 
in a unilateral way—at ordinary roads. During the 1930s, AASS developed 
an incisive portfolio of improvement of national roads, realizing long–
hoped for works of renewal and dust elimination. Although nationally 
the results were still uneven, by 1938 around 70 to 80 percent of the 
state roads network in northern Italy and Sicily was now macadam pro-
tected by a surface of asphalt and bitumen. This percentage sank to 30 
to 40 percent in the south.1

The activities of the central government were not only aimed at 
developing the roads network: the railways still played a relevant role, 
because of their effective importance for the transport of goods and pas-
sengers and in the imagery that fascist propaganda had created around 
trains.2 However, road traffic was favored. “Thanks to the approval of 
various provisions aimed at facilitating the heavy-vehicle road trans-
port of goods, the exceptional diffusion of trucks had begun, which 
between 1927 and 1928 reported an increase of 53 percent of products 
transported. The tonnage increased in 1928 to 42.8 million tons, and the 
following year to 55.9 million, and, despite the economic crisis, in 1933 
it touched 101 million.”3 The battle between the two systems of trans-
port particularly intensified after the 1929 economic crisis.4 The railways 
experienced a marked drop in their market quotas and their deficits 
were increased: the extent and uncontrollability of those financial trou-
bles reached the political agenda.5 To address the railway sector’s loss of 
competitiveness, the Italian government adopted a series of measures 
to protect rail transport: first, in June 1935, it instituted a compulsory 
concession system for the road transport of goods; subsequently, in 
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December of the same year, it introduced a tax on goods transported by 
trucks. These choices drastically reduced the number of trucks, which 
until that moment had skyrocketed, partly due to the lack of controls.6 
In other words, in Italy, “the system of land transport is characterized by 
two reasonably distinct periods: the first finished with the 1935 regula-
tion of road transport of goods, in which the interests of the automo-
bile industry had the upper hand over those of the railway lobby. The 
second finished at the declaration of war [1940] and was characterized 
by a division of roles aimed at a driven control of the market condi-
tions for freight transport on roads.”7 The construction of the Genoa–
Serravalle heavy-vehicle motorway falls into this framework, confirming 
the bias in favor of road transport made in the first half of the 1930s. In 
February 1932, it was again Mussolini, who became an overnight trans-
port expert, who decided unequivocally in favor of road transport and 
against rail. The evolution of traffic in the port of Genoa and the fear of 
an inadequate flow of goods toward the Padan plains led the Genoa port 
and industrial community to investigate opportunities for an additional 
railway line. This “direct” route would have meant a third axis passing 
the Apennines, assuring the future of the city. Mussolini—writing to the 
prefect of Genoa—instead directed them toward the construction of a 

“heavy-vehicle” motorway between Genoa and Milan.

In recent times, the Giornale di Genova newspaper published a series 
of articles on the direct Milan–Genoa rail line. Having reflected on the 
problem, I asked myself if it would not be better and more consonant 
with the times to build a direct heavy-vehicle motorway instead of a 
direct railway. It would cost the state less, offer a more rapid service, and 
carry the goods from the quay to the doors of the factories, or even more, 
to the doors of the factory warehouses. An important detail!

I don’t think that unitary cost of transport—effected with diesel trucks 
and with one, or occasionally two, trailers—would be higher than that of 
the railway. It would however be more rapid and convenient. The railway 
would remain for mass or less valuable goods. In your capacity as presi-
dent of the provincial economic board [that is, the former Chamber of 
Commerce], deliberate on the problem. And report to me. Mussolini.8

The project was promptly adopted, abandoning the railway idea 
and opting for the construction of a new heavy-vehicle motorway. It 
is significant that the classification of the new road was not actually 

“motorway,” a term perhaps worn out by overuse and evident lack of 
success. The preferred new term was “auto-camionabile,” translating 
as something like “auto-truckway,” and then more simply “camionabile” 
or “truckway.” There was no lack of engineers, even serious ones, who 
described the project as not just a change of classification, but as a 
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passage to a new phase in the field of road mobility. They included Italo 
Vandone, who in the pages of TCI’s journal Le Strade explained to his 
public that the motorway had been a kind of enormous playground for 
the sporting activities of rich vehicle owners, while now the “truckway” 
meant that industrial and commercial uses would dominate. “Here then, 
after the ‘motorway’ is the ‘truckway,’ a new and expressive word, which 
means a motorway in which the characteristics of a road for transport 
of goods in motor vehicles prevail, while in second place are those with 
what we may call sporting characteristics, that is, linked to the high 
speeds permitted by the modern motor car.”9

Given the situation of the motorway sector and the lack of adequate 
motor vehicle traffic, it was obvious that the state would take on the care 
and expense of the project. So in April 1932, the government appointed 
a “consulting committee” to study the “truckable road” between Genoa, 
Turin, and Milan (in which, remarkably, Puricelli did not take part). By 
May, they had established the route of the tract between the port and 
the Po Valley, with the truckway abutting the Serravalle Scrivia, from 
where the forks toward Turin and Milan would begin. While the planning 
toward Milan did not create any sort of problems, the choice of route 
toward Turin was between two different options, each with different 
supporters behind it. In summarizing the meeting for the head of the 
government, the Genoa prefect listed the difficulties encountered. “All 
those assembled approve the first trunk of the Genoa–Serravalle for 
immediate execution . . . The Milanese representatives voted to con-
struct the Serravalle–Milan trunk as fast as possible to Tortona [and] 
Voghera. Instead, the Turin representatives were not in agreement 
about the route, with the [Turin] podestà and federal secretary desir-
ing Asti, with a direct route to Turin, while others wanted Alessandria 
[and] Chivasso. The Hon. minister postponed the discussion to develop 
further reports and comparisons on this point, involving just the Turin 
representatives.”10

The Turin prefect Umberto Ricci, in evident cahoots with Fiat, had 
proposed in a memo in April 1932 that the Serravalle–Turin pass by 
Casale Monferrato and Chivasso, nominating the Turin–Milan motorway 
society to carry out studies for the project.11 This option notably length-
ened the artery, favoring the Fiat-controlled company. The prefect’s 
proposal triggered reactions from the other actors in the picture, who 
unanimously expressed themselves in favor of the shorter tract passing 
by Asti and Alessandria.12 This is not the place to deepen this theme, but 
it is interesting to note that several private groups attempted without 
hesitation to insinuate themselves afresh in the motorway sector the 
moment that even a small crack appeared. The role of the state, this 
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time not one of support but rather of full and exclusive presence in 
the construction, could guarantee secure resources that would not be 
subject to the unpredictability of private investment.

In any case, the truckway was limited to the 50 kilometers between 
Genoa and Serravalle: the new road was planned by personnel from 
the Servizio nuove costruzioni ferrovarie (new railway construction 
service), as would happen in 1933 for the German Nazi Autobahn, and 
its execution was entrusted to AASS, which elected to impose a toll.13 
The cost of the works, completed in 1935, was high, even considering 
the pass through the Apennine mountain chain, coming to around 210 
million lire (about USD 240 million today], which means about 4 million 
(USD 4.2 million] a kilometer.14 As stated above, the limited nature of 
available public resources exhausted the push for construction after just 
the Genoa–Serravalle trunk, postponing the remaining tracts, toward 
Milan and Turin, to an uncertain future, just as had happened for the 
Pedemontana. As with the other motorways, the truckway was a rela-
tively isolated event in the regime’s transportation policies—from which 
we cannot exclude a propagandistic desire to convey the image of 
public works as anticyclical to the economic crisis and part of the fight 
against unemployment.

Anyway, even if the Genoa–Serravalle was expressly aimed at a prev-
alently commercial use, the traffic along the length of the truckway 
was not “as intense as had been predicted.” To artificially sustain the 
income, the circulation of heavy vehicles on the ordinary “Giovi” state 
road, which ran parallel to the truckway, was prohibited,15 forcing trucks 
to use the motorway. However, the decision did not help remunerate 
the public capital invested in the works, which remained minimal, as 
many engineers had predicted since 1932.16

The International Motorway Congresses of 1931 and 1932

Although the Genoa–Serravalle, like the other motorway projects 
during the 1920s, had a local, or at most, regional, nature, we neverthe-
less witness a change of pace in the early 1930s, in which the debate 
assumed a national or even continental scale.

Projects for a European network were not entirely new: as seen in 
chapter 3, as early as 1927 the unavoidable Puricelli had already drafted 
a “Probable map of future European motorway networks,”17 perhaps one 
of the first outcomes of his involvement in German and French com-
mittees and a consequence of the 1926 PIARC meeting in Milan. In the 
late 1920s, the horizon of motorway planning and committees was still 
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national, though the second wave of Italian construction in 1928–1929, 
as well as the more assertive role of the committees, offered a great 
confidence to motorway proponents who were then able to scale up 
their proposals. Additionally, on the European level, the debate around 
the myriad of motorway projects was a problem that echoed the epic 
railways of the past, leading many stakeholders to fantasize about motor 
vehicle–only roads, in which touristic, commercial, and imperialistic 
purposes were entangled. An example can be seen in the proposal to 
construct a great international modern road across Europe from Calais 
to Constantinople, as proposed in 1930 to the annual assembly of the 

Figure 7.1. First “European” motorway network, drafted by Puricelli, 1927. 
Piero Puricelli, “Che cos’è un’autostrada e dove occorre,” in L’autostrada Bergamo–Milano 
(Bergamo: Istituto italiano d’arti grafiche, 1927), 3–7. Courtesy of Autostrade per l’Italia S.p.A.

Figure 7.1 does not appear in the Open Access edition  
due to rights restrictions.
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Alliance internationale de tourisme.18 In 1932, the idea for a motorway 
from Calcutta to Cape Town followed,19 as well as a “London to Bombay 
by road” in 1938.

An important role was played by the ephemeral European détente 
that followed the 1928 Kellogg–Briand Pact, and, more particularly, the 
speech by French foreign minister Aristide Briand on 5 September 1929 
to the League of Nations: both unleashed ideas of transnational coop-
eration and of European networks in the field of transport energy, as 
well as megaprojects.20 In 1931 the Committee for European Economic 
Cooperation established “a Committee of Enquiry on Questions relat-
ing to Public Works and National Technical Equipment,”21 CEUE, and in 
cooperation with the International Labor Organization, ILO, desired the 
formulation of general plans for public works.22 This program of action 
was interpreted by the roads lobby as a huge entrepreneurial opportu-
nity, rich with symbolic repercussions, and is a topic that has fortunately 
been deeply researched in the past decade.23

ILO and CEUE initiatives immediately pushed Willy Hof, director of 
Hafraba, to contact the ILO’s president, Albert Thomas, presenting his 
association’s plan, followed by his French, Italian, and Swiss peers. This 
led, very soon after, to the creation of the Bureau International des Auto 
Routes (BIAR), later renamed the Office International des Auto Routes 
(OIAR).24 With support from the ILO, the motorway association orga-
nized two international motorway congresses.

The first congress was held from 31 August to 2 September 1931, at 
the ILO headquarters in Geneva. During the meeting, a project for a 
European motorway network was proposed, limited to continental 
Europe, from Barcelona to Warsaw, excluding the Scandinavian and 
Balkan countries.25 In particular, the technical commission approved an 
agenda outlining which of several tracts should be given precedence in 
the construction program (Frankfurt–Heidelberg; Frankfurt–Wiesbaden; 
Paris–Brussels, the stump of a future Rotterdam–Gibraltar; Calais–Paris; 
Evian-les-Bains–Geneva; and Bern–Thun).26 With such a plan in mind, 
BIAR started its activities, chaired by the French industrialist Lucien Lainé.

The second BIAR/OIAR congress was held in Milan from 18 to 20 
April 1932, due to the interest of Puricelli, honorary president of OIAR, 
and Suardo.27 The 1932 congress was a smaller replica of the 1926 
PIARC meeting, also held in Milan, and once more the participants 
had the opportunity to visit the Italian motorway construction and 
to “admire the marvels of Italian road construction.”28 At this second 
meeting, “though absent at the congress itself, Thomas once more was 
among its protagonists. His speech, read by his personal representa-
tive Joucla-Pelous, underlined that motorways would give new life to 
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international communications. They would also provide Europe with a 
new form of cooperation, and serve as an immediate remedy against 
the unemployment crisis.”29 There was the presentation of a new plan, 
vaster and more ambitious, which was most likely drafted by Puricelli—
who was, more than presumably, the mastermind of the 1931 and 1932 
plans. Actually, to confirm the dominant role of Puricelli, prior to the 
Milan congress, the Milanese entrepreneur had an informal meeting 
with Albert Thomas, president of the ILO, and presented in “preview” 
OIAR’s grandiose scheme. Puricelli, well aware of the political relevance 
of those transnational plans, first asked for a meeting with Mussolini 
to define what position Italy would assume. “In a conversation held in 
these days, Albert Thomas discussed an international motorway project 
with me, showing me the proposal he wished to announce at the next 
congress in Milan, and fixing an appointment in Geneva for 2 April, to 
get information, news, and suggestions from me. The project, as it is 
sketched out, would have a particular importance also for our country. 
But I, before the said meeting, desire to present it to Your Excellency, to 
ensure my conduct is in line with those criteria that would please Your 
Excellency.”30

The early death of Albert Thomas, in May 1932, just a few weeks 
after the Milan meeting, was a sign of future difficulties to come for 
the continental network. As European countries enclosed themselves 
more deeply in their respective nationalisms—economic and political—
OIAR’s work was certainly not made easier, and Hitler’s rise to power 
was another blow. The new German government actually forbade the 
third congress from being held in Germany as planned,31 causing the 
breakup of the nominally international (but more accurately European) 
motorway organization.

The brief episode of the CEUE and BIAR/OIAR can be interpreted as 
a failed attempt to construct a European space in the motor vehicle 
transport sector. The 1931 and 1932 motorway congresses were part of 
an isolated initiative, but they demonstrate the depth of feeling around 
the motorway theme, indicating the level of knowledge and shared 
sentiment in Europe among the road lobby representatives of different 
countries. Reusing suggestions and themes linked to the railways, they 
abandoned the local scale, typical of projects of the 1920s: instead they 
dreamed of a European dimension of motorway construction, enter-
ing a new phase in which the existing national experiences would be 
explicitly coordinated. The short and unsuccessful adventure of BIAR/
OIAR shows the maturity reached by the motorway debate, and con-
firms Gijs Mom’s statement that motorway building was an “example of 
a self-fulfilling prophecy.”32
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A New Phase: The German Reichsautobahnen

The experience of the European motorway congresses was at the same 
time cause and effect of a new phase of motorway planning, by now 
uncoupled from local initiatives and increasingly aimed at a national 
and international dimension. The local and episodic character of con-
struction proposals was abandoned, replaced by a firm centralization 
of transport sector decisions in the hands of the state—or its agencies—
and the exclusion of private actors from the motorway sector. After 1929, 
motorway plans were also stained with colonial or imperialistic atti-
tudes: new proposals on a continental scale were made,33 and various 
people (engineers, geographers, entrepreneurs) proceeded to publish 
construction plans that covered Eurasia and Africa, with late colonial 
characteristics.34 This is the case, among others, of Lainé’s 1935 pro-
posals for big European–African and European–Asiatic communication 
axes.35

The German example best represents this new phase, with several 
notable points of difference with the recent past, and above all with the 
Italian model of the 1920s. Germany had undergone a frenetic plan-
ning season in the 1920s: the Nazi regime used the preceding studies 
to launch an enormous program of works at a previously unthinkable 
pace. Between 1934 and the end of 1941, it constructed over 3,625 km 
of motorway, known as Reichsautobahnen.36

Such a massive construction program had a huge impact on German 
culture and heritage, and it has become an obligatory reference in any 
study regarding Nazi Germany. At a more detailed level, we can now 
count on a vast specific body of literature dealing with Autobahnen, 
culminating with the publication, in 1996, of Erhard Schütz and Eckhard 
Gruber’s seminal Mythos Reichautobahnen37 and eventually with 
Thomas Zeller’s works.38 The participation of Puricelli in enlivening and 
supporting the 1920s German initiatives is now clearly confirmed by the 
literature, as well as his well-known (failed) attempts to get involved in 
the Nazi construction programs after 1933.39

A comparison of the motorway achievements of the two dictators is 
a useful way to note the similarities and differences between the two 
models, and to understand the radical evolution of mobility policies 
that the German construction methods brought about. The political 
and propaganda uses employed by the two totalitarian systems appear 
at first glance to be similar. Going beyond military and occupational 
motivations—almost absent in Italy and controversial in the case of 
Germany40—the dictatorial regimes’ interest in motorways was sub-
stantially based on the same ideological patterns, with common factors 
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of modernity and development that the two political systems made 
their own. So there were certainly coherent elements between the two 
models, but still the characteristics of the motorway systems were very 
different.

Let’s start with a glance at the quantitative data. In 1935, the year in 
which the Genoa–Serravalle truckway was completed, Italy possessed 
barely 500 kilometers of motorway. Germany achieved a network of 
over 3,600 kilometers between 1934 and 1941. In addition, all the Italian 
motorways had just one carriageway for the two directions, with a 
width of 8 meters, in rare examples extended to 10 meters. In compari-
son, the German Autobahnen had two separated carriageways, each of 
which had two lanes, for a total of four lanes. This profound quantitative 
and qualitative difference was evident to contemporaries. In 1934, Italo 
Vandone described the German projects with ill-concealed envy, high-
lighting how Hitler’s program contained elements of radical innovation.

We consider that the development of this network of great density 
reaches 6,500 kilometers. To make a comparison, Italy would need to 
have a network of 4,000 kilometers to have an equal density of motorway 
for its territorial surface. We see therefore how different the functional 
conception of the motorway is in the two countries.

Another highly relevant difference is in the different typology of the 
transverse section. Here it has become normal to have a carriageway 
of 8 meters flanked by two shoulders of 1 meter. Instead, the German 
motorways, we are told, have a much larger width, being composed of 
two distinct carriageways, each 7.5 meters wide, separated by a green 
zone of 5 meters width. This constitutes not just a reserve for the future, 
but also a defense against the danger of being dazzled by the bright lights 
of headlights. We are therefore clearly in the field of “superhighways” and 
on a scale that until now has not been foreseen even in the United States. 
By now the reality closely follows the most daring flights of fantasy and 
today our first motorways seem modest conceptions, though just ten 
years ago they seemed bravely futuristic.41

The German motorways therefore had technical and functional char-
acteristics that were much more “advanced” than the Italian ones, which 
just ten years from their opening presented elements that were revealed 
as inadequate, if not archaic. The German achievements could also rely 
on a coordinated construction plan, while in Italy, the opening of the 
motorways had occurred on the basis of decisions made by private 
actors, following local interests untied to any unified plan. In Italy, the 
decisions regarding which routes to construct, the type of interven-
tion, and the priority were almost the exclusive privilege of conces-
sionaires. The concessionaires—following the model of the first phase 
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of railway construction—freely chose where to intervene and obtained 
state financial support, according to the modalities of the last half of the 
nineteenth century. The German motorway projects instead responded 
to a general plan, designed, put into action, and directly managed by 
state apparatuses, according to modalities and choices made by the 
state.42 This did not mean that there were not lobbies actively favoring 
construction; they were already petitioning for the improvement of the 
network during the Weimar Republic.

If we look at the arrangement of the projects in Italy, with the 
exception of the short Genoa–Serravalle trunk, the last authorizations 
for construction were in 1930, that is, three or four years before the 
German projects got underway. Using the great economic crisis as a 
dividing line, the Italian motorway projects were mostly realized before 
the 1929 crisis made its effects felt in Europe, while in Germany, they 
were realized after. The fact that the two countries were so out of sync 
temporally opens a new field of reflection. The German construction 
programs became possible only after the Nazis came to power in 1933: 
in other words, the German motorways were strongly intertwined with 
the totalitarian experience. “The [German] dictatorship fashioned these 
roads into an icon of German power and economic strength and its 
resurgence after the calamities of the Depression.”43 The Reichsauto-
bahnen, at least as intended by the Nazi regime, were the proxemic and 
functional representation of the new and “autochthonous” relationship 
between nature and modernity—a never-before-seen dimension of 
technology, following a “German” path to modernity.

Adapting to the Times:  
From AASS Projects to the Rome–Berlin Motorway

The construction block put in place in Italy in February 1930 was 
interpreted in a variety of ways: some saw it as a simple delay of the 
Pedemontana’s completion; others felt the temporary pause would 
prove to be indefinite. It is also true that the choice to interrupt motor-
way construction was clamorously contradicted by the decision to 
create the Genoa–Serravalle truckway and, symbolically, by the inter-
national motorway congresses, the second of which was even held 
in Italy. It was therefore very legitimate that in 1932, the view was to 
some extent optimistic, so much so that the roads magazine of the 
TCI still saw the future of the motorway through rose-colored glasses. 
“The current attitude of the government regarding construction of new 
motorways in Italy is a ‘time of pause.’ There are greater needs not just 
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for the state, but also for the local authorities and also for private invest-
ment. But the initiatives will start again when we are past this present 
depression and the world feels the need to bounce back from the long 
penance with a new passion for strenuous and distant objectives.”44

After 1933, Italian plans for motorways were back on the table due to 
the effects of the choices being made in Germany. The German model 
pushed the Fascist regime to rethink its programs for reasons of prestige. 
Motorways could no longer be achieved by private companies, which 
were sharply abandoning the sector, but would be realized by the state. 
Fascist Italy was not the only nation to propose similar projects: also 
following the German example, in the second half of the 1930s, France 
and Holland began construction works on their first motorway trunks, 
while news of new projects in Denmark, Belgium, Poland, and Czecho-
slovakia filled the specialized journals.45

As for Italy, it was Giuseppe Pini—already the director general of AASS 
and president general of the High Council of the Ministry of Public 
Works—who recalled the events in his article, written after World War 
II, in a self-celebratory style. For Pini, the motorway had lost its reason 
to exist with the constitution of AASS, but he nonetheless felt that the 
interest in the German programs meant that taking up activities again 
was politically opportune. After 1928,

the renewal of roads with surfaces in bitumen, asphalt, and cement pro-
ceeded, above all due to the work of the AASS, . . . which, in short time, 
with specialized personnel and with a technique and organizational 
method that had no precedent in other countries, radically transformed 
the fundamental network of our roads in a way that made them respon-
sive and efficient for motor vehicles. Therefore the need for motorways, 
after the construction of the first trunks, was not felt for several years, 
since the traffic itself had its contingent needs and characteristics met by 
an adequate roads system. This construction activity—of the first motor-
ways—was accompanied by an intense movement in favor of motorways 
with proposals and projects from private and public bodies. This was 
increasingly demanded around 1934, after Germany’s plan for a vast 
motorway network. To coordinate the various initiatives, the Ministry of 
Public Works appointed a commission, presided over by the author, to 
establish the main criteria draft for a master plan for Italian motorways; a 
commission that reached its conclusions in October 1934.46

The 1934 AASS plan, although it remained on paper, represented 
a turning point in Italian motorway policies. The constitution of the 
commission in the heart of the AASS, on the decision of the Ministry of 
Public Works, was in keeping with the duties of the public apparatuses, 
and reduced the viscosity and competition between them. Finally, and 
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perhaps most importantly for Italian motorway history, the 1934 plan 
made up the basis of the post–World War II motorway programs, com-
pared to which it even seemed better devised.47 The proposal covered 
a (massive) total amount of 6,850 kilometers of newly constructed 
motorway (curiously enough, the length of the existing 2017 Italian 
network), and was also attentive to the financial needs of the operation: 

“the extent of the costs and the notable development of the motorway 
network makes it necessary to distribute the construction over a long 
period of time: not less than a decade; and therefore we must estab-
lish a scale of urgency.” It was again Pini who noted that the commis-
sion evaluated the costs to be 13 billion lire at the time (about USD 15 
billion today), dividing “the motorways into three groups: the first with a 
length of 3,360 kilometers and a cost of 6.7 billion [lire in 1934, i.e., USD 8 
billion today] to be realized relatively rapidly. The second with a length 
of 2,670 kilometers and a cost of 4.8 billion [lire, i.e., USD 5.5 billion] to 
be executed on the completion of the first group of motorways. The 
third, with a length of 820 kilometers and a cost of 1.5 billion [lire, i.e., 
USD 1.8 billion], to be executed when and if the need for international 
connections arose.”48

From a technical point of view, the plan demonstrated a certain 
development. Initially, it envisioned a motorway of only 10.5 meters 
wide, identical to the motorways that had been realized in Italy up to 
that point. However, the motorway carriageways in Germany and the 
United States were much wider, and guaranteed a division into distinct 
carriageways for each direction, offering drivers two lanes in each direc-
tion. The AASS commission therefore thought it opportune, “without 
reaching the German level,” to fix the width at 16 meters, with two car-
riageways of 7 meters each, maintaining the single carriageway only for 
construction in the mountains.49

This adjustment to foreign standards implied a consequent increase 
in construction costs, with an increase of almost 6/7 billion lire (i.e., 
about USD 8.5 billion today). The AASS plan estimated a cost for the 
motorways of “initial realization” equal to almost 12 billion lire (USD 14 
billion), an exorbitant sum if we consider that in the 1930s the average 
annual state budget for roads was around 650 million (circa USD 800 
million today),50 employed to guarantee the improvement of 20,000 
kilometers of road. Even diluting the cost of the expenses over a decade, 
it came to over a billion per year, well beyond the range of the public 
finances—all for a project of dubious benefits, given that Italian motor 
vehicle traffic continued to be rather limited.51

Puricelli did not appear among the planners of the 1934 scheme, but 
he understood the strength of the German motorway challenge and 
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the ambitions of prestige that drove the Fascist regime’s reawakening of 
interest. He therefore prepared a motorway plan in his turn, or rather, he 
prepared two. An initial program considered Italy, with the aim to con-
struct over 5,000 kilometers of motorway for a total cost—enormously 
underestimated—of 5 billion lire (USD 5.5 billion today). A second plan 
instead aimed at a European scale, and was, not coincidentally, pub-
lished by the Milanese entrepreneur in Germany. The engineer Bruno 
Bolis, who pivoted post–World War II to adopt an antimotorway policy, 
recalled those events in an article in 1953, as well as the new motorway 
fever breaking out in Italy after 1933.

The motorway, created by our Puricelli and perfected by the Germans, 
was then—in the 1930s—at its zenith and that plan [to improve the roads] 
therefore, naturally, must be completely born from the base of the motor-
ways. In 1934, on a map of the peninsula, they were tracing the great 
lines of new arteries that should be constructed to make the flows of 
the principal traffic currents simpler and in this way they added . . . a 
total of around 5,061 kilometers of motorway to the network at a cost 
of “roughly” 5 billion lire at the time. But in the course of events that plan 
was relegated to the dust of the archives and it was soon forgotten. In 
the same year of 1934, a grand motorway network, with a length of 37,176 
kilometers, was planned by Puricelli for Europe and was published in the 
luxurious journal Die Strasse with the text in four languages (Puricelli 
wrote, in that text, “Motorway” with a capital m).52

The drafting of Puricelli’s European motorway project in four lan-
guages had three motivations. First, the publication was most likely 
presented at the seventh international roads congress held in Munich 
in 1934, an unrepeatable chance to publicize the project. Second, the 
Munich congress could be the occasion to relaunch Puricelli’s contacts 
with the Germans, given that the Nazis’ rise to power had thrown the 
technical panorama into disorder and had reduced the influence of 
many of the engineers known to the Milanese entrepreneur, despite 
their prompt adherence to the new regime.53 Finally, Puricelli had several 
meetings with Hitler, one in particular in 1934,54 in which he probably 
proposed his European project and tried to guarantee himself entrepre-
neurial and political space.

The inflamed nationalism impeded every possible realization of the 
continental programs: meanwhile, the bellicose Italian foreign policy 
and the aggression in Ethiopia soaked up the public finances55 and 
made Italian motorway plans unfeasible in both the short and medium 
terms. Again, Pini recalled how a series of difficulties and different 
reasons were placed in the way over the course of time. “The master 
plan of the motorways could not be achieved: the war with Ethiopia 
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and the  annexation of Albania absorbed huge financial means and 
caused the transfer of masses of motor vehicles, taking them out of 
national circulation. Then followed World War II, with the near aboli-
tion of private motor circulation.”56 Indeed “between 1935 and 1940 Italy 
spent 53 billion lire for the war and civilian building projects in Ethio-
pia,” a sum that “reached over 10% of GNP in 1936, the year of greatest 
expenditure.”57

Nonetheless, motorway projects were still proposed. During the 
third congress of Italian Engineers, held in Trieste in 1935, the theme 
of motorways was widely debated. Among others, the engineer Miani 
advanced the idea of having five truckways that would cross Europe 
from north to south, concentrating in particular on the Livorno–Brenner 
Pass axis.58 In 1935 Puricelli was in Paris with Edoardo Agnelli (son of 
Giovanni, Fiat’s owner) and Gino Olivetti to discuss a hypothetical 
motorway tunnel beneath Mont Blanc59 in order to facilitate commu-
nication between France and Italy. An idea of a Rome–Paris motorway 
had already been advanced in 1929 by Louis Thomas, a correspondent 
for the journals L’Illustration and L’Intransigeant and not to be confused 
with the ILO director. The journalist had had a meeting with Giuriati, 

Figure 7.2. Puricelli’s 1934 European motorway network, as presented at the 
PIARC conference. 
Piero Puricelli, “La rete autostradale europea,” Le strade 12 (1934), 732–733. Courtesy of 
Touring Club Italiano.
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then minister of public works, during which he proposed to have a road 
route “between Paris and Rome, a summer one toward Mon cenisio [in 
the Alps] and one toward Ventimiglia [on the Mediterranean coast-
line] open the entire year.”60 Mussolini’s explicit refusal to support the 
French proposal in 1929 and the worsening of the Italian relationship 
with France in 1936 caused both projects to fail. There was a new short 
season of initiatives—which also failed—proposing “the construction of 
a motorway to unite Rome with Paris and Berlin via the Simplon Pass, 
utilizing one of the two railway tunnels.”61

With the waning political relationship with France, the idea of a 
motorway between Rome and Berlin was advanced, a research topic 
studied some decades ago by Lando Bortolotti. The Hafraba project 
in the 1920s had already envisioned an extension of the Hamburg–
Frankfurt–Basle axis, with a pass through the Alps, extending to Genoa.62 
A 1934 German project imagined an Augsburg–Verona motorway 
through the Reschen pass, similar to an AASS project in the same 
year that planned a truckway through the Reschen Pass and a second 
through the Brenner Pass. In January 1937, the proposal of a Rome–
Berlin motorway “axis” took form and became politically possible: it was 
once again Puricelli (whose company had meanwhile passed into the 
hands of the IRI, the government- owned industrial company founded 
after the 1929 crisis), who traveled between Berlin, Vienna, and Rome 
in an attempt to achieve the motorway’s success, nominating his son 
Franco—also an engineer—to drive the planning of the project.63 In 
March a memo for Musso lini was prepared, with a preliminary draft of 
the motorway, which Puricelli dreamed would be ready in time for the 
1942 World’s Fair, as he declared in a well-timed interview in Il Popolo 
d’Italia, the Mussolini-owned newspaper.64 The theme of a motorway 
from Rome toward the north was also presented at the Littoriali della 
cultura e dell’arte (a fascist cultural and artistic event) in 1937, with an 

“engineering competition for a preliminary project for a Rome–Florence 
motorway.”65

As already indicated by Bortolotti, the Rome–Berlin failed due to the 
diffidence of the Ministry of Public Works, the doubts of the military on 
the advantages of the project, and, after his initial openness, the abso-
lute opposition of Mussolini,66 made definitive by the Austrian Anschluss. 
The project was abandoned.
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CHAPTER 8

5
The Bankruptcy and Legacy  

of the Motorways

The Bankruptcy of the Concessionaires

We have seen how the fundamental characteristics of the Italian motor-
way between the two wars were the inconsistency of the different 
initiatives and the weakness of any evaluation of the economic and 
functional opportunities of the projects. The financial plans that formed 
the basis for founding the limited companies for construction and man-
agement were drafted—perhaps with the exception of the Turin–Milan—
in an amateurish way, when they were not intentionally distorted. The 
vehicle traffic and income linked to ancillary services (sale of fuel, oil, 
etc.) were optimistically estimated, as was the revenue for the adver-
tising concessions. Conversely, the expenses of operation and main-
tenance were underestimated; the amortization figures were tenuous.

Francesco Aimone Jelmoni—who in the postwar period lionized Puri-
celli, as alluded to in the introduction—offers us a cross-section of the 
entrepreneurial improvisation that surrounded the Italian motorways. 
Regarding the Milan–Lakes, the rapidity of the negotiations conducted 
by the TCI and Puricelli to define the convention with the government 
prevented the participants from “establishing a company to properly 
and completely calculate the estimated financial balance, with the pro-
vision of a well-studied and well-meditated financial plan. We are not 
aware that anyone thought to do so, because in truth, no one spoke 
of it. Even Vandone [TCI representative], when he mentioned a ‘finan-
cial perspective,’ . . . judging it ‘seriously plausible,’ used the incorrect 
expression, because he dealt with, in reality, a simple estimation of con-
struction expenses and not a real and proper financial plan.”1

The enthusiasm of the early days, the political connections, and the 
need for propaganda fuel guaranteed that approximate estimations, 
with little depth and excessive optimism, would continue. The raising 
of capital was long, troubled, and insufficient, and the management of 
the finished project was certainly not easy. Additionally, “there was a 
deficiency of the automobile fleet in the regions of Milan and the north-
east. The ‘ingenious idea of roads for automobiles’ became a reality, but 
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too early. They undoubtedly constituted an excellent service offered 
to motoring: it was just that the service lacked users.”2 The income 
from ancillary services was also much less than had been written, rather 
carelessly, in the construction programs, making balance deficits so 
inevitable. The motorway companies in all the best-known cases—again 
with the exception of the Turin–Milan—lacked caution in their business, 
and in the case of the Florence–Sea witnessed the involvement of well-
known gangsters in management.3 Their contemporaries in the political 
system knew about this phenomenon: in 1931 the Ministry of Public 
Works alerted Mussolini to the fact that while inspecting “various com-
panies operating motorways, notable deficiencies in their administra-
tion and bookkeeping have been observed.”4

In this already-troubled panorama, the effects of the 1929 crisis were 
a mortal blow for the concessionaires and more generally for the idea of 
the motorway. Motor traffic became more generally rare and the motor-
ways, which charged a toll, saw a further contraction of use. The term 

“motorway” itself became overused, to such an extent that the Genoa–
Serravalle, as mentioned, preferred to use the term “truckway.” In 1935, 
when engineers Barbieri and Simoncini proposed a new connection 
between Rome and Naples, they spoke of a “direct road,” rather than a 
motorway, even though there was no difference.5

Finally, in 1932, we should note Suardo’s resignation as commissioner 
of the Pedemontana, due to the evident impossibility of achieving the 
project scope. In a letter in April 1932, Suardo confirmed that the very 
low financial balance prevented the completion of the works, suggesting 
that the task of promoting and launching motorway programs would 
have found a better seat in the Ministry of Public Works.6 The decree 
in which the resignation was accepted was more direct and more sub-
stantial, confirming that “the mandate has been absolved and, further, 
the construction of other trunks of the motorway indicated above have 
been postponed, beyond those approved and already constructed or in 
the course of construction.”7

With the Genoa–Serravalle truckway’s works in 1932, the first stage 
of motorway construction in Italy closed, but the problems of the 
concessionaires remained open. The accumulated deficits caused the 
companies to neglect the maintenance of the motorway; in the hope 
of creating an increase in income, the tolls remained high, leading 
to the only logical consequence of a further reduction in traffic. The 
financial deficits made the remuneration of the companies’ capital and 
the reimburse ment of the state quota almost impossible, and soon the 
payment of bonds became difficult, causing problems for those local 
authorities that had acted as guarantors.
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In few words, the house of cards of the motorway and its self- 
financing with tolls had collapsed upon itself, and the motives of propa-
ganda and prestige had boomeranged back onto the government. The 
Fascist regime, in order to avoid financial scandals, found itself taking on 
the management of the motorways. Puricelli became aware of the para-
doxical situation that had come about and played the “buyback” card 
for the Milan–Lakes, appealing directly, as was his habit, to Mussolini. 
Pressured by the parallel problems that his major company found itself 
in and by the rumors of a possible collapse, the Milanese entrepreneur 
did not deny the general situation of crisis, but stated that “these kinds 
of rumors try to base themselves on the outward appearance of the 
balance of my company that shows rather relevant debts, but these 
are until now the necessary fruit of a system of payment by the public 
authorities (state, provinces, municipalities) that, due to their extended 
form (annuities) and the procedure of payments, require, in relation to 
the mass of work executed, a high financial overdraft.”8

In an attempt to work out his problems, Puricelli complained that 
around 60 million lire (USD 65 million today) of his capital was immo-
bilized in motorway shares and explicitly requested a government 
buyback. Mussolini’s answer is not found in the archives, but in February 
1933 Puricelli wrote him a letter of thanks for the government decision 
to take on the Milan–Lakes: “Duce, the measures for the motorway bring 
a notable financial relief to the company that I preside over and to which 
I have linked my name. The assurance of the triennial program of work 
reassures me completely about tomorrow.”9 

The effective passage to the state of the Milan–Lakes concession-
aire was finalized in September 1933 and the motorway became the 
responsibility of AASS, which needed to conduct a “substantial reorgani-
zation, because the concessionaire company, completely depleted, had 
abandoned any type of maintenance work, both of the surface and of 
the road structures.”10 It should also be noted that AASS demonstrated 
an entrepreneurial capacity superior to that of the private actors. In 
fact, AASS first invested significant resources in the improvement of the 
general conditions of the motorway and then reduced the tolls. In this 
way—aided by the more favorable motor vehicle traffic flows of the late 
1930s—the average daily transit of vehicles rose to the record total of 
two thousand in 1938.11

As we will see, the problems of Puricelli’s company, far from being 
over, had only just begun. However, equally interesting is the way in 
which the buyback of the Milan–Lakes created a precedent that would 
be used a few years later by the other concessionaires. The govern-
ment was in fact forced to buy the other concessionaires, consequently 
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managing three-quarters of the national network. In 1938, the Bergamo–
Milan passed to the control of AASS: in eleven years of activity, it had 
never paid dividends, and it had not even been able to cover all its 
financial obligations, requiring the public guarantors to pay the bond 
interest. The traffic in 1938, around 730 vehicles per day on average, was 
totally insufficient to cover the management expenses. The traffic on 
the Bergamo–Brescia was even more limited: in a year like 1938, which 
was a “good” year for motor traffic, it was able to count just 540 vehicles 
per day, and also ended up in the hands of AASS.12 The last in the series 
was the Florence–Sea. Not even this motorway, despite its significant 
length of over 90 kilometers, saw more than a thousand vehicles daily, 
and it had a balance in the red from the first operation. It underwent 
state buyback in the middle of the World War, in April 1941.

The progressive passage of the motorway network into the hands 
of the state could have become a moment to rethink the activity in the 
roads sector and formulate more systemic management methods. In 
the late 1930s, it was confirmed that the private actors were not able to 
manage the motorways at the time and that the state was the only actor 
on the scene able to guarantee operation; there was no lack of people 
who wanted to carry this process to its logical extreme. They wished for 
total public control of the motorways, and, once this was achieved, the 
abolition of tolls, which the AASS had continued after the buyback. In 
February of 1940, Bruno Bolis offered his interpretation of this proposal 
in the TCI’s journal, with supporting evidence showing that doing away 
with tolls would not undermine motoring taxation in any way.

The nationalization of the Italian motorway is going ahead, as it rightly 
should. A further step forward should, however, be taken, and in these 
pages we allow ourselves to hope for it, as soon as the general political 
and economic conditions have changed, the currents of international 
tourism are reinvigorated, and domestic motoring can reach greater 
dimensions. This further step is the abolition of tolls. In the face of the 
enormous fiscal proceeds coming from motor vehicles (around 2 billion 
lire annually [USD 1.5 billion today]), the tolls (around 20 million lire annu-
ally [USD 15 million]) represent a negligible pittance, but a pittance that 
has the effect of demoralizing those who collect it and hindering those 
who pay it.13

AASS’s balance problem was the decisive element in keeping the tolls 
and the decision to buy back the concessionaires only where the 
situ ation was completely out of control. Three motorways remained 
in private hands: the Padua–Venice, the Naples–Pompeii, and the 
Turin–Milan.
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The Padua–Venice had modest traffic, never more than six hundred 
vehicles a day: “the briefness of the motorway—25 kilometers long—
sheltered the operating society from overly serious deficits that could 
not be covered at a regional level.”14 In other words, the constant inter-
vention of the local authorities to pay off the deficits—which we can 
easily imagine was due to prefect and government pressure—prevented 
collapse.

The Naples–Pompeii also remained in private hands due to several 
favorable factors. The high tolls, double the already considerable ones of 
the Milan–Lakes, were compounded by the disastrous conditions of the 
ordinary roads, which guaranteed conditions of low traffic—never more 
than nine hundred vehicles a day, but with a high remuneration. The 
concessionaire also benefitted from particularly propitious conditions 
for the concession, unique in the Italian panorama.15

The third and last concession to remain in private hands was the 
Turin–Milan: in chapter 6 we outlined the entrepreneurial strategies and 
the creative accounting that allowed the company, firmly in the hands 
of Fiat, to benefit from solid overall management, even if it did not show 
a positive balance.

. . . and the Collapse of the Puricelli Empire

In addition to the concessionaire societies of the Italian motorways, 
Piero Puricelli’s businesses were being dragged into a financial crisis 
and a vortex of deficits, which would place them into the hands of the 
IRI, their biggest creditor (Istituto per la Ricostruzione Industriale [Insti-
tute for Industrial Reconstruction], the government-owned industrial 
company founded after the 1929 crisis).

Puricelli, already the owner of an impressive family business, had 
benefited from wartime supply contracts during World War I, leading to 
a series of initiatives before and after the war that helped him assume 
an increasingly large role in the roads sector. In 1914 the family business 
became a limited company—with the foundation of Puricelli strade e 
cave (Puricelli limited company for roads and quarries). His business 
affairs with Giacomo Tedeschi allowed him, at the start of the 1920s, in 
agreement with the Banca Commerciale Italiana, “to proceed toward 
a horizontal extension of the group, via the constitution of individual 
companies for specific works.”16 In 1927, to give his assets some coher-
ence, and aiming to obtain a national concession for the ordinary roads 
renewal, he established the holding Industrie riunite della strada Puri-
celli (IRSP), which regrouped the companies that had been created, with 
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the exception of the limited company Puricelli roads and quarries.17 The 
failure to be awarded the ordinary roads control made it necessary to 
review his moves, and to (dramatically) rethink his role in the Italian 
market. In March 1929, he was set on unifying all the Puricelli businesses, 
including Puricelli roads and quarries, into one large company, with 
control entirely in his hands, while Banca Commerciale left the business. 
In order to finance this new holding,

most of the shares of the new [Puricelli] company should have been dis-
tributed, and at higher prices, among the general public, through a dedi-
cated syndication. The operation did not have a good outcome, as, just 
a bit later, the Italian market felt the effects of the New York stock market 
collapse. As Olindo Malagodi [a top-ranked IRI officer] wrote, significantly, 
on 6 May 1933 to the directors of Sofindit [the Società finanziaria indus-
triale italiana, a financial company owned by the Italian state] “Puricelli 
represents the typical case of postwar inflated growth until the breakout 
of the crisis in autumn 1929. Inflation due to the development of the 
company, disproportionate to the rest of the country, and due to its finan-
cial constitution . . . As for the inflation of its financial structure, it was 
conceptualized and devised with the scope of immediate speculation in 
the over-the-counter market, which was crushed by the sudden crisis; so, 
in spring 1929, it was the result of a fusion of a group of companies each 
of which perhaps already suffered from inflationary excess, aggravated 
by the new company.”18

This unbalanced situation (“inflation” in the words of Malagodi) was 
likewise an effect of Puricelli’s careless attitude toward management 
and reckless business behaviors, but there were also more structural 
issues, namely, the particular mode of payment of the works by the 
public authorities, which were annual payments extended over decades. 
This diluted form of payment, in theory “could have been discounted 
and been circulated (as cash) for the life of the company.”19 Puricelli 
found himself with a huge quantity of annual credits to resell to the 
bank system, but in a financial market that was not interested in the 
operation, or that put a high cost on it. Those extra costs created a 
long-lasting financial imbalance, and thus lack of cash, which the 
company responded to with short-term banking loans with naturally 
high interest rates, thus necessitating more loans. Once trapped in the 
spiral, Puricelli had the (incongruous) hope of covering the balance 
deficits with the assumption of additional public works; the latter, also 
naturally being paid in deferred annuities, did nothing but hasten the 
collapse.

It is not surprising then that in 1932, the Puricelli company had 
an impressive debt of almost 400 million (more or less the same in 
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USD today) exactly at the moment the 1929 crisis changed the Italian 
financial landscape. The subsequent reorganization of the bank and 
industrial systems forced Banca Commerciale to hand over its credits in 
Puricelli’s favor to the IRI in 1933. Puricelli (who in the face of the failure 
of his company had an unconcerned attitude, coupled with unconfined 
optimism) again believed the solution could be a new loan, in addition 
to the buyback of the Bergamo–Milan motorway. The bank system did 
not intervene, partly because the company belonging to “Puricelli now 
seemed like a summary of the errors of mixed banking: chronic financial 
weakness, a distortion of the financial dealings, insufficient circulating 
capital, significant managerial disorganization.”20

An initial depreciation of equity in 1934 was not sufficient. Meanwhile, 
Puricelli and Beneduce, president of the IRI, engaged in figurative arm 
wrestling. The final result favored the latter, who proposed that the own-
ership and the management of the society should pass from Puricelli 
to the IRI, leaving the Milanese entrepreneur as president, but without 
power; he achieved this in 1935. Puricelli nonetheless managed to net 
himself an astonishingly high golden handshake of 42 million (again 
equivalent to USD today) and the right to a future buyback. According 
to the reconstruction of events proposed by De Ianni, the entrance of 
the IRI does not follow from the logic of “socializing the losses and 
privatizing the profits,” as in Bortolotti’s interpretation.21 Rather, within a 
few years, and surely by 1940, Puricelli’s company had been taken from 
the restless (and amateurish) hands of its founder and strengthened by 
the support of the IRI, had achieved a strong reduction of debts, and 
had shown itself to be a good investment for the institute guided by 
Beneduce. This was also the consequence of the massive investments 
in road construction committed in Ethiopia and Somalia by the Italian 
government, as Puricelli’s (former) enterprises were the main contrac-
tors for that colossal business.22

For his part, in March 1940, Puricelli, caught between new debts of 
every origin and kind (above all personal), was able (perhaps thanks to 
Mussolini’s intervention) to gain another out-of-scale 25 million (about 
USD 20 million today) as compensation for renouncing his buyback 
option, which was by now completely hypothetical.23 The Milanese 
entrepreneur at this point also ceded the presidency of the society, 
which in August of the same year changed its name to Italstrade. In 
abandoning the society, Puricelli prepared a memo on his past activities 
and sent it in April 1940 to Donato Menichella, director general of the IRI, 
and then to Mussolini in May of the same year, claiming the worth of his 
entrepreneurial activities.24 However, as we shall see in the next section, 
this was not his last intervention in the roads sector.
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The “Victorious” Postwar Programs

The Rome–Berlin motorway had by now been shelved on the precise 
indications of Mussolini, but between 1939 and 1942, up to the eve of 
the Fascist regime’s collapse, Italy continued to discuss and plan motor-
ways. In spring 1939, the ministry of public works sent the prime min-
ister a program of works for AASS planned for the decade from 1938 to 
1948, to be carried out with total financing of a billion lire (about USD 
800 million today]. The program entailed 2,000 kilometers of provincial 
roads to pass to the state, and dust elimination on 3,000 kilometers 
of state roads. It also included a motorway program, which had little 
connection to the 1934 AASS scheme and was focused entirely on 
northern Italy. In this new program, the ministry proposed prioritizing 
the Piacenza–Rimini motorway, 256 kilometers in length, for a cost of 
around 500 million. The Pedemontana would be completed in a second 
phase and only along the section from Venice to Trieste; a third phase 
included the construction of the Milan–Piacenza and eventually, in a 
fourth phase, the Rimini–Venice.25

But the next year, AASS established a new “survey office, which, for 
several of the future motorways, implemented a site inspection, to 
create preliminary drafts of projects and also some master plans.”26 The 
planning suddenly took new directions, and according to AASS director 
Giuseppe Pini, the 1940 scheme involved the following motorways:

 • Savona–Genoa: aero-photogrammetric survey and master plan;
 • Genoa–Spezia: site inspection and preliminary draft;
 • Pisa–Livorno: master plan;
 • Rome–Bologna: preliminary draft for the Rome–Viterbo tract; 

master plan for the Viterbo–Siena tract; aero-photogrammetric 
survey for the Siena–Florence tract; site inspection and prelimi-
nary draft between Florence and Bologna;

 • Rome–Naples: preliminary draft project;
 • Naples–Bari: master plan between Naples and Nocera and 

between Bari and Rocchetta S. Antonio; preliminary draft plan in 
the intermediary tract.27

The list shows how the projects were concentrated, if confusedly, 
around central and southern Italy, assigning Rome the role of a central 
node, perhaps in the frenzy of excitement about the Rome 1942 World’s 
Fair, held to celebrate the twenty-year anniversary of the seizure 
of power by Mussolini. The idea of a motorway axis from Naples to 
Bologna, which would pass through the capital, was part of this last- 
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minute scheme. It goes without saying that the state’s authority in the 
motorway field was by now past discussion, both because of the cen-
tralization of functions, even more evident during the World War, and 
because there were no longer private bodies interested in financing new 
construction. The logical consequence was a proposal—resurfacing in 
1942—from the Ministry of Public Works to create a “state-controlled 
agency for the study and creation of a motorway network.” Mussolini 
himself was an adherent of the idea, but he postponed any decision 
until the end of the conflict. Meanwhile Puricelli—who evidently was 
still active in the roads sector, or at least had ambitions—wrote a letter 
to the prime minister suggesting the immediate constitution of such an 
entity so that the studies could be conducted immediately and used to 
combat unemployment at the end of the war.28

The political motives were accentuated, before the war, by the overtly 
imperialist implications. This was the case of the network of trans- 
African roads presented in 1938 and revisited in 1942 among the Italian 
colonial milieu.29 But even the Venice–Trieste motorway, to limit our-
selves to Europe, had expansionist elements. Back in 1928, the limited 
company Autovie had been established in Trieste with the aim of pro-
moting the construction of the Venice–Trieste trunk, with an extension 
to Fiume, in Istria, within the Pedemontana project. Despite the end of 
motorway activities during the 1930s, Autovie not only remained alive, 
though without finding financial resources, but it also demonstrated an 
irresistible activism. In 1933, while all the Italian motorway programs 
were being postponed to better times, Autovie prepared a memo in 
which the Pedemontana was rebaptized “Via Mussolinia” with a route 
that led to the imperial boarders of the “Augustian Regions of Italy.”30 
The request to present the project personally to the head of the gov-
ernment was rejected, while the prime minister wearily sent the plan to 
the Ministry of Public Works. In March 1935, there was more news about 
Autovie, which was able to reach the TCI’s journal and published a brief 
article on the “progress” of the Venice–Trieste planning, which had 

“by now completed its master plan for the project.”31 A few years later, 
as reported in another memo from the Ministry of Public Works, the 
restless Autovie went beyond the simple scheme of the Venice–Trieste 
leg, and, making a fool of itself, suggested self-appointing the (inactive) 
Trieste company as a “national entity for motorways.” In a confusing 
and slapdash list, Autovie suggested a multiyear plan, to be carried out 
with public resources.32

The plan was proposed again, without outcome, in 1940 and 1941. 
Unshakeable, the directors of the Trieste company returned to the 
charge in February 1942, explicitly advancing the Venice–Trieste motor-
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way as a potential instrument of military, political, and commercial pen-
etration in eastern Europe and the Balkans. The Venice–Trieste would be 
a trampoline to launch the greater influence of “imperial” Italy, above all 
toward Croatia and Hungary, countries to which subsequent branches 
of the network would be directed. The example was the German Auto-
bahnen, which were regarded with admiration and reverential awe. 

“The development that is now happening in Germany to construct great 
motorways, with flows toward the various frontiers, toward their own 
ports and to foreign ones, has already led to the planning, and in several 
cases the start of works, of new arteries, in Denmark, in Holland, in 
Belgium, and in France, for an outlet to the sea, connecting with the 
networks of the Reich.”33 In other words, Italy must not be cut out of 
the new channels of traffic. With this aim “the memo is finished with 
a diagram of the German, Danish, Dutch, Belgian, and French motor-
ways; as well as with a sketch of the Italian ones, which must first be 
constructed, with the objective of participating in the major European 
traffic, after this war.”34

“Better Living through Better Roads”:  
The Motorways of the Economic Miracle

World War II and the end of fascism dissolved the fanciful motorway 
projects under discussion at the start of the conflict, and the proposal 
of a national entity vanished from the scene. The Italian motorways 
remained as they were built in the 1920s and the early 1930s. Due to the 
heavy destruction experienced, in the immediate postwar period Italy 
found itself with a collapsed railway system: in 1949, for the first time, 
the volume of goods being transported by motor vehicle was more than 
that by rail, thanks in part to the numerous trucks abandoned in Italy 
by the Anglo-Americans as war remnants.35 From then on, the politics 
of national transport was oriented decisively toward making the roads 
adequate—and particularly to the construction of motorways—even at 
the expense of other forms of transport.36

After World War II, the construction of the motorway network did 
not go through many of the difficulties that had characterized the 
tormented life of the projects between the two wars.37 The contem-
porary development of mass motorization, the pervasiveness of the 
model of motorized mobility, and its extraordinary successes were 
elements that were more than enough to guarantee the success of 
the national motorway plan, approved by the Italian parliament in 
1955 and 1961. This new cycle saw a partial change of the personnel 
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involved,  associated with elements of continuity of management and 
planning models. The choice—made before the war—to maintain the 
tolls and, later on, to leave just a few private concessionaires, had many 
consequences in the second postwar period. The post–World War II 
motorways were constructed, as in the fascist period, on the basis of 
agreements between state and private companies: some of these com-
panies, above all in the north, were made up of local authorities, while 
others were made up of industrial groups, such as Fiat. A large part of 
the motorway works—including the Autostrada del Sole (Motorway of 
the Sun)—were realized by IRI. The choice of IRI was not coincidental, 
as it allowed public control of the operation, but it assigned the man-
agement to a private company, Autostrade, founded for this purpose; 
the IRI, as will be remembered, was already the owner of Italstrade, 
born from Puricelli roads and quarries, which constituted the perfect 
planning and managerial center for the work.38 The IRI finally also con-
trolled part of the national iron and steel industry. Together with Fiat, 
Agip (another national public company, for hydrocarbon), Pirelli (rubber), 
and the cement groups, it made up a powerful lobby aimed at creating 
motorways, with all participants benefitting in different ways.

This implementation system obtained excellent performance: the 
Italian motorway network went from less than 500 kilometers in 1939 to 
1,300 in 1961 (the year in which a second motorway plan was approved), 
and then to 4,300 kilometers in 1971 and finally to 5,900 kilometers in 
1980.39 In parallel to this construction program, the equally impressive 
process of mass motorization occurred, with particular development 
between 1958 and 1973. It is a given that there was a close understand-
ing between the political powers and the economic ones, but such a 
decisive and intense motorway program can also be read in the light of 
other factors. In particular, the construction of the motorway assumed, 
in the larger framework of economic development, a key role. It was 
favored over other infrastructural sectors because it was considered 
an irreplaceable element of economic takeoff. This development was 
supported by the industrial production in the automobile sector, which 
was diffusing new models and new styles of life, and above all introduc-
ing, in a country with such an atavistic hunger for material goods, the 
idea of consumption, of travel—of which the automobile was the best 
example for everyone, in an almost totemic way.40

The country’s exit from poverty was in the name of individual mobil-
ity, with drastically modified isochrones, temporal distances, and the 
shortened geography of the new roads: the motorway, more than favor-
ing communication, created it.41 Ultimately, the ambition to possess cars 
and the desire for movement was not “the result of a plot manipulated 
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by capitalists” as much as it was a “pursuit of cultural models and life-
styles widely aspired to.”42 These, in their turn, were an effect of the 
popularization of the automobile, which extended through the rest of 
the twentieth century.
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Conclusion
5

Enlarging the Spectrum: Italy, Europe, and the United States

Looking at the 1920s Italian motorway programs in a broader picture, 
we can see how they were envisioned as part of a paradigmatic shift. 
As seen in the wider debate, better shaped in the past two decades, 
and very recently addressed under the label of “Atlantic automobil-
ism,”1 motor vehicles in 1920s Italy were no longer seen as rich people’s 
toys, but as daily devices. While the motorway’s value was embedded 
in a vision of efficiency and speed, it crucially positioned the masses 
as a part of automobilism. 1920s motorway users probably still played 
around with (and dreamed about) motor vehicles, but in Puricelli’s 
vision, motorways did not have direct pleasure purposes, and surely 
were not speed test circuits. His artifact was intended for the Italian 
middle class, even encompassing the highest earners of the working 
class. This approach was even more relevant in the turbulent years 
after World War I, in which social unrest pressured the European ruling 
classes to create new forms of political control and forge innovative 
compromises.2 Motor vehicles fit those needs, both in terms of their 
claimed efficiency for the economy and their political significance. More 
or less openly, Puricelli saw driving a car and using the motorway as 
having a wider relevance, offering drivers comfortable travel, a better 
life, and a status symbol. In other words, those blessed enough to own 
a motor vehicle could climb a rung on the social ladder.

In this respect, as we have seen in the introduction, Puricelli’s vision 
was part of a larger, global process, in which, to use Gijs Mom’s words, 

“Atlantic automobilism” was shifting from a stage of emergence to one 
of persistence. Despite the global nature of the process, the democra-
tization (or massification if we want to use another term) of the motor 
vehicle had a precocious and massive development in the United States, 
while Europe had a thirty-to-forty-year lag, arriving at mass motoriza-
tion in the 1960s. This has led to the definition of a sort of American 
exceptionalism also in the transport field.3 However, the Europeans saw 
the United States as the model to copy, both at an expert and popular 
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level,4 giving full right of way to a diffusionist model.5 For decades, this 
approach locked historiography into (obsessively) focusing on the Euro-
pean “delay” and on the European difficulties in matching the model, 
a model that was taken for granted as the only way to achieve true 
transport modernity.

Following the more recent debate, we should indeed temper the 
monolithic concept of a one-way technological transfer, that of adop-
tion, and move toward the concept of perennial reinvention of tech-
nologies (and their uses) according to local, regional, or national tastes, 
needs, and attitudes. This is even more evident once we frame large 
sociotechnical systems, which do not have linear developments accord-
ing to an ideal type, but are bent to (social and cultural) regional char-
acteristics, exactly because those are the key factors in “producing” real 
technologies in the real world.6

It is within this framework that I have addressed the 1920s Italian 
autostrade projects, precisely because their conception and implemen-
tation challenge the concept of technology as a universal unchanged 
feature and push us to address how producers, users, and regional 
attitudes shape, reshape, and twist artifacts, even against the “original” 
model (if the latter—as such—really existed). In other words, how much 
were 1920s Italian motorways entangled with the United States model 
of mass motorization? Did Puricelli and his fervent followers, including 
Nazi engineers, regard the United States as an example? Was there a 
different European homemade trajectory that addressed the same quest 
in an original way? To what extent were the 1920s Italian motorways an 
original program? This question is important beyond reasons of pure 
historical scrutiny, because it opens additional lines of investigation.

First, it requires a critical assessment of the traditional concept of 
Europe lagging behind the United States in accommodating motor vehi-
cles and favoring mass motorization (and therefore, in an escalation 
self-evident for contemporaries, lagging behind in terms of innovation 
and modernity).

Second, we should be aware of the chauvinist use of the motorway 
concept made by the Italian government and, in a broader perspective, 
by thousands of European experts. The invention of the motorways 
was, contradictorily enough, both a way of developing an (Italian and 
European) indigenous model of modernization and a way of dealing 
with the American model as an emerging global power (thus aiming to 
preserve European international primacy).

Third, Europe and European are overly vague concepts, even less 
manageable in the fateful interbellum years. If the Italian motorways 
caused a European fever, and very precocious drafts of European 
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 networks were planned, that does not mean in itself that we can speak 
of truly European initiatives. In other words, I believe those attempts 
at a European network must be framed as a patchwork of national ini-
tiatives, merely assembled for very special occasions. Actually, the late 
1930s and early 1940s European plans, usually overlooked by the histori-
ography, clearly show the lack of any European aim beyond that of the 
Nazi and fascist desire for domination.

Which Models?

The main surprise for Italian experts visiting the United States after World 
War I was seeing how motor vehicles were colonizing every space, both 
public and private. In his 1919 travel report, Fiat engineer Bernardino 
Maraini, a man well accustomed to cars, noted with surprise and aston-
ishment that “the foreign visitor sees motor vehicles everywhere, in the 
streets, in the square, in the courtyard, in the countryside.”7 Likewise, a 
few years later, Italian experts were surprised by how horse-drawn carts 
simply disappeared from the urban North American traffic landscape.8

To what extent was the United States a model for Puricelli and his 
motorways? His relationship with the United States can be traced to 
before World War I, according to Annabella Galleni’s research, when the 
Milanese entrepreneur visited the United States and England to study 
road construction machinery and procedures.9 Puricelli and his top 
managers visited again after World War I. A careful reading of the books 
and brochures prepared by Puricelli between 1922 and 1925 to present 
the Milan–Lakes motorway confirms a great familiarity with the road 
conditions in the Anglo-Saxon countries. The description of the traffic 
in those nations lies between astonishment and a desire to imitate it: 

“Those who have traveled in England and in the United States know 
that [practically] no carts are met, and those met with have a leisure 
purpose.” From the United States, the main surprise was the amazing 
car diffusion: “If we consider the United States, we find there more than 
10 million motor vehicles, that is, one hundred car owners for every 
one thousand inhabitants.”10 This was the origin of the 1920s Italian 
motorway, at least according to the memoirs of his engineers, written 
in the 1970s and 1980s. “During one of his business trip to the States, he 
had the opportunity to appreciate the new road construction manage-
ment, and was fascinated by the use of a concrete final coat on the top 
of the road, laid down at an astonishing pace by self-propelled steam 
pavers, carrying concrete mixers. He probably also visited the Bronx–
River Parking [Parkway], which had overpasses at its main crossings.”11
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Ornati and Pellis, top managers of Puricelli’s companies in the 1920s 
and 1930s, went further, openly claiming in their memoirs that the 
Italian motorways originated from the United States parkways: “It is 
possible that Puricelli, having in mind the images of roads in the United 
States, conceived a special road with a concrete final coat, no crossing 
traffic, devoted to motor vehicles only, calling it an ‘autostrada’.”12 Indeed, 
Puricelli, in building his motorways, faced uncharted magnitude and 
technical issues: the innovative nature of the Milan–Lakes motorways, 
and before it of the Monza racetrack, required novel machinery and 
new management models. The Milanese entrepreneur, proud of the 
solutions he found, recalled the lack of models and examples available 
in Europe. “Another issue that was not so easy to address was the final 
coat [of the motorway], given the meager experiences in Italy and in 
Europe. We had to revise the systems used in the United States, adopting 
the one that better fit the motorway’s purpose. We scouted American 
know-how because there the roads have . . . motor vehicle-only traffic.”13

The United States represented a model for road-building procedures 
and industrialization, which explains why, in winter 1922, when the 
motorway project was nearly approved by Mussolini’s government, 
Arturo Sansoni, consultant for TCI and Puricelli, was in the United 
States, a country in which the pavement and earthmover industry was 
in rapid development.14 He was there in order to better “understand road 
practices that could be interesting for Puricelli’s company,” sent by the 
Milanese entrepreneur to collect ideas, contacts, and detailed techni-
cal information.15 His visit’s legacy was the purchase of “five concrete 
mixers by Koehring, mounted on paver machines.”16

I have no doubts about the strength of the North American example 
in shaping the 1922 first Italian motorway project. However, we should 
also keep in mind that “World War I was the most important factor in 
the development of limited-use roads.”17 Puricelli and his peers had in 
mind the example of the French “60-kilometer ‘Holy Road’ (Voie Sacrée) 
between Bar-le-Duc and Verdun; 4 to 7.5 meters wide, it carried one 
truck per second (horse-drawn transport had to use parallel roads). 
Each kilometer was maintained by some twenty soldiers. During the 
Somme Offensive, the British commanded 14,000 officers and 45,000 
soldiers and prisoners of war who paved a road 8 meters wide with 
tar or asphalt to reduce ‘the extreme dust and mud plague.’ A group 
of workers with a cylinder roller was stationed every 2 kilometers to 
repair defects in the road surface.”18 Even more, we know that Puri-
celli’s role during World War I was as a contractor for the Italian army, 
building ex novo roads in the impervious Alpine area in order to feed 
the trenches.19 World War I emerges thus as a turning point in terms of 
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transport mindset,  allowing visionaries like Puricelli to “transfer” those 
war examples to other conditions and other circumstances. In other 
words, building military roads just for motorized traffic under the excep-
tional circumstances of the conflict left a patrimony of knowledge and 
vision that could also be used for “normal” times.

This helps us to understand why the European continental road 
debate focused on the English model, the “motor vehicle paradise.”20 
In an era marked by a collective feeling of continental decay,21 I am not 
surprised that England was seen as an inspiring model in road manage-
ment: a successful, well-known, and stimulating example, depicted by 
the Italian experts and politicians as fully European. The United States 
seemed, in contrast, to be too distant (economically, politically, and 
culturally) to be a suitable model.22 We should therefore reframe the 
narrative of what we today call the automobile sociotechnical system 
as having developed in the Italian sauce, so to speak. Targeting English 
automobilism allowed Puricelli to better assess the political value of 
his proposals on motorways and the massification of motor vehicles 
as a (mainly rhetorical) European discourse, with European goals and 
European roots.

Seeking European Modernity

Taken individually, none of the characteristics of Puricelli’s motorway 
was an absolute novelty. It was not new to impose a toll for using 
roads. Nor was the exclusion of carts and bicycles: the World War I 
military routes and the race and test tracks built in the United States 
and Germany are among the most relevant examples, along with the 
Monza racetrack, built in 1922 before the motorways. America’s Long 
Island Motor Parkway, opened in 1908, with access reserved for motor 
vehicles, with a toll, and operated by a private company, was another 
example.23 The Milan–Lakes motorway was not even a novelty in avoid-
ing intersections and railway crossings: again, the Long Island Motor 
Parkway had overpasses.

Puricelli’s insight was the ability to assemble these elements together, 
and to do so in a specific way, building a special road 84 kilometers 
long. The first Italian motorway was also conceived as a network, with 
different legs. Finally, and this is a central point, different from the Long 
Island Motor Parkway and Berlin’s AVUS, the Milan–Lakes motorway 
was not proposed as a road for upper-class pleasures or as a week-end 
racetrack, but as an everyday road. Puricelli’s motorway openly aimed 
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at commercial and industrial goals, made explicit from the very first 
moment in 1922.

So Puricelli did not “invent” so much: his sound intuition was to use 
previous models and to assemble them, forging a new sociotechnical 
system; in my eyes, this is linked—more than so far claimed by the his-
torical research—to the battlefields of World War I. For that reason, his 
proposal and his outcomes were understood as radically innovative, and 
are still reported as such today, not only in Italy.24 Lando Bortolotti was 
right to claim that Puricelli plagiarized technical solutions and systems, 

“which reshaped his presumptions, as well as the legend he carefully 
built on his primacy.”25 But putting aside the exaggerated claims and the 
propaganda, Puricelli did indeed make something new: he was the first 
to build a tolled, extra-urban motorway in modern times.

However, the 1920s Italian motorways were also minuscule in their 
scale and achievement when compared to the United States’ mass 
motorization regime. Therefore, questions immediately leap out: why 
did the Chinese, South American, German, French, Yugoslavian, Finnish, 
Egyptian, Lithuanian (etc., etc.) experts place such relevance on the 
modest and simple Italian experiment? Why did South American engi-
neers and policy makers embark on a long trip to visit Milan, instead of 
being satisfied with training visits to New York and Detroit? Why were 
French and German technicians, but also English and U.S. experts, so 
fascinated by Puricelli’s adventure that they started to imagine similar 
projects in their own countries? And why were Europe’s top politicians 
so impressed by motorways that an International Motorway Association 
was founded in the very early 1930s? Why was Puricelli considered an 
icon, and a reference as an entrepreneur and technician from the Baltic 
Sea countries to China, so that he even founded a company especially 
devoted to dealing with the international market, called Puriester?26

The Milan–Lakes merely as a road structure should have been insuf-
ficient for such passionate involvement. It was mainly the perception 
of the motorway as a radically innovative concept, a sort of manifesto 
about comfort, innovation, and efficiency. On top of that, the 1920s 
motorway projects reaffirmed both the centrality of technological effi-
ciency and political control, as defined by the war experiences, and at 
the same time confirmed the superiority of top-down action. Puricelli 
was able to seduce a shocked European middle class with the political 
implications of his project. And those projects, last but not least, relegit-
imized—after the growing role played during World War I—legions of 
technocrats, offering them a technological system with high political 
impact and also making them players in the social engineering.
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The strength of that 1922 motorway project lasted for decades, even 
to the extent of being largely replicated in Nazi Germany just ten years 
later. It was part of a new social compromise, which was fully devel-
oped only after World War II, and included private ownership of a motor 
vehicle and paid holidays. By the interbellum, this vision had already 
reached a European scale. This happened along with traditional forms 
of transnational exchange, like PIARC’s congresses, and via institutional-
ized agencies like the International Labor Organization. Puricelli did not 
spare himself as a globetrotter, spreading the gospel of the autostrade 
globally, making direct and bilateral knowledge transfers possible. The 
1931 and 1932 international (but, at the end of the day, European) motor-
way congresses and the related plans (mainly developed by private 
actors) were the playground for technocratic entrepreneurs with polit-
ical goals, including the preservation and reinvention of a European 
international primacy. The electric grid and motor vehicles were the 
icons of progress and development, driving Europe in a new season of 
peace, prosperity, and self-confidence.

Electric power networks promising universal and abundant power sup-
plies, based on hydropower and later nuclear power, and universal (auto)
mobility became the new symbols of hope and progress. By the 1930s, 
ideas of a technological unification of Europe were gaining momentum. 
There was a wave of trans-continental power supply plans that would tie 
European nations together in a pan-continental electricity network fed 
by the hydropower sources of Norway, Switzerland and Austria, or dams 
to be built in the Straits of Gibraltar or across the English Channel. Simul-
taneously, the first plans of pan-European highway networks emerged.27

The continental scale of the discussion was also a move—explicitly 
or implicitly—to seek a cohesive European alternative to the U.S. model 
and one able to confront the Soviet Union: “Two rationales underpinned 
such projects. First, the First World War had scattered the unbridled 
European optimism of the Belle Époque (1890–1914). Social Darwinist 
thought spread among intellectuals and emphasized European deca-
dence vis-à-vis the Communist Soviet Union and the increasingly asser-
tive United States.”28

But, in the face of the strength of those elements, how can we explain 
the failure of those early 1930s European motorway networks? We can 
claim that the gap between vision and realization was too deep. The 
motorway dream was charming, but 1920s and 1930s Europe lacked 
the necessary resources and critical mass for achieving a continental 
network, let alone a new social compromise that encompassed mass 
motorization. Indeed, during the 1920s the implementation of the 
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Italian motorways was left in the hands of a (little) group of enthusiasts. 
The decade also witnessed a growing interest in motorway programs, 
which perhaps lost that new innovative force but developed a wide 
recognizability. The Italian network was, at the end of the 1920s, cer-
tainly modest, and—to be fair—not even a proper network, but there was 
something happening.

The end of the 1920s was therefore a turning point in which the 
motorway projects gained maturity and scaled up to the national and, 
soon after, European level. We should nevertheless note that the 1931 
and 1932 European motorway network proposals were rather ephemeral, 
being the result of an unexpected constellation of coincidences. Like in 
the European Union today, in the early 1930s Europe there was not a 
supranational agency capable of planning, financing, and managing any 
infrastructural system, particularly not one as expensive and massive as 
the motorway network. The European motorway congresses of those 
years can be easily classified as “soft” tools, with the aim of nudging 
the participants toward volunteer agreements. We should also add that 
those participants were not national governments, or public agencies, 
but a variegated spontaneous aggregation of contractors and lobbyists, 
well acquainted with one another, who found a roof at the International 
Labor Organization. Here the (emphasized) role of Albert Thomas was 
crucial, but also “problematic, because Thomas considered the roads 
a lesser component of the overall plan. In his private correspondence 
Thomas declared that he was not a ‘fanatique des autoroutes,’ holding 
that the construction of a European power grid was much more import-
ant. The main reason why he had kept roads in his program was due to 
the enthusiasm he had encountered among road builders.”29

The lack of results for those initiatives had one root cause: those 
proposals were no more than the visions, maybe fascinating, maybe 
intriguing, of a gang of road lobbyists operating (with the exception 
of Puricelli) on a national scale, well known to one another and occa-
sionally gathering together. There was no nudging action available to 
encourage transnational cooperation, because those meetings were 
little more than a motorway fan club reunion: far from being a hidden 
integration of Europe, the European motorway congresses were 
ephemeral in their background and in their outcomes.

On the other hand, not all the ado was for nothing. Leveraging the 
decade-long motorway projects and debate, and fully aware of the sym-
bolic value of large-scale initiatives, the 1933 Nazi motorway plan seems 
to have been a natural outcome of this long incubation. I am of course 
well aware that this statement needs more archival research, which I 
would welcome. This would also help us to distinguish better between 
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the national and the European levels. Today we can drive on a European 
network of motorways, yet we still face so many differences in terms of 
signage, tolling, practices, and physical and symbolic layouts. The plan-
ning stage as well as the implementation of that network had very little 
European coordination, being based on national resources, priorities, 
and timing. Like the railways before them, European motorways are little 
more than a combination of national systems. We have here a tension 
between the two levels, which cannot be easily labeled either European 
or national in scale and scope. We should be aware of such a complex 

“interplay between national and international sources of expert authority. 
While experts mostly defined their authority in a national framework, 
highlighting the universal grounding of their expertise was crucial to the 
experts’ claims for influence. Moreover, international contacts were an 
important criterion in attaining expert status. This tension often resulted 
in structural conflict between national loyalties and a universalistic 
self-understanding, which was typical of European experts, particularly 
in the twentieth century.”30

This forces us to reframe the European interbellum motorway proj-
ects by combining their visions and their real purposes. In the 1930s 
there were already formal and (predominantly) informal “European” 
meetings and expert discussions, which ultimately led to a “European” 
network. However, if the experts and the lobbyists excited the public 
opinion with those futuristic plans, it was the political (national) systems 
that were in charge of making decisions (and paying). Much like the 
interbellum European political projects that lay between Americanism 
and communism, the motorway proponents also “saw themselves as 
part of an international development and regarded the transnational 
exchange of knowledge as an essential contribution to the search for 
the best solution in their respective national frameworks.”31 Therefore, 
in my eyes and despite the road lobby’s attempts in the early 1930s, 
there was not any “denial of the dichotomy between national and inter-
national interests,”32 but, rather, “Europe worked as a ‘space of compen-
sation’ for processes of collective self-reassurance,”33 with the national 
level as the proper and truly accepted legitimating arena.

The case of the (failed) London–Istanbul road as envisioned in the 
early 1930s fits in this framework: “A series of mostly national undertak-
ings which acquired an aura of international significance through their 
symbolic construction.”34 I am naturally aware of the fictional values 
of those “international” projects, as Badenoch correctly reminds us, 
and, moving to the stage of the European motorway networks in the 
interbellum, “fictions are not of themselves real or unreal; their reality 
depends upon the contexts in which they are set. When the larger con-
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texts of internationality upon which it was based broke down, the road’s 
national stories grew dominant and the international fiction moved 
quickly from reality into memory and dream.”35 Once Europe moved 
back to nationalism, partly, but not exclusively, because of the 1929 
crisis, the context changed, and so did the motorway’s raison d’etre.

The 1929 crisis added another (crucial) element to the equation of 
governance, having a centripetal effect on the decision-making process, 
thereby reducing the maneuvering space for the road lobby in any of 
its national declinations. This shift likewise reduced Puricelli’s chances 
to be actively engaged, beyond mere consultancy, in any projects: the 
1929 crisis left the initiative and the political legitimacy in the hands of 
the national governments. We can therefore say that “the most import-
ant influence of the BIAR and OIAR initiatives was indirect: it convinced 
certain engineering factions in the national ministries of the rationality 
of the freeway concept.”36 

From the technocrats’ point of view, efficiency and coordination were 
central factors in legitimizing motorway programs, but efficiency and 
coordination should be understood as “fictional” elements of the tech-
nical and political discourse, and we have also seen the extent to which 
the debate in Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany transcended “function 
and technical characteristics.” As recalled in the introduction of this 
book, technology was presented and represented, at least regarding 
1920s Italian motorways, as a compromise between hypermodernity 
and tradition, in which the form did not follow the function. Finally, and 
crucially, in contrast to the suggestions of Johan Schot and Vincent 
Lagendijk, 1920s Italian motorway proponents did not prefer “a working 
method for international cooperation which separated the technical 
from the political.”37

Puricelli aimed to create a political artifact, with political values and 
outcomes, including a near future in which every cook had a car. This 
was forecasted in order to implement social changes (and avoid social 
revolution) but also, at the same time, to restore social hierarchies. In 
doing so, he was acting as a social engineer, but this action was under-
taken in full alliance and cooperation with the political power, namely, 
fascism. He was bringing “rationalization and planning methods to 
social problems in a manner that ‘mere’ politicians were incapable 
of doing,” and surely he would have defined himself as “ideologically 
neutral.”38 But he was not acting in substitution or on behalf of the polit-
ical level, he was acting together with it.

The short (and fruitless) life of the European motorway network came 
to an end once the national level was no longer hidden behind the 
European “unification” debate of the late 1920s. Although still porous to 
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the European rhetoric, in 1934, Puricelli’s European network plan already 
had the ambiguous rallying cry of “la Conquista del continente” (con-
quering the continent).39 In 1936, Kurt Kaftan prepared, under Fritz Todt’s 
instructions, a new European plan, in which we can still find traces 
of the international debate. Kaftan “argued that his basic method had 
been to design optimal national road networks for each country based 
on economic and traffic criteria,” which is to say that the national level 
was the dominant one. However, behind the rhetoric, he also “argues 
at some length that Germany’s network should be the starting point for 
the design of the European network, as it took the lead in motorway 
building. This implies that when other national plans did not fit, the 
planned German network had to be adjusted.”40

For Hitler’s Germany, the welfare state and public works engagements 
functioned in service of (and were paid for by) a policy of conquest 
and domestic and international robbery,41 while Kaftan’s 1936 European 
motorway plan served the foreseen dominance of the continent. On a 
smaller scale, the same can be said about the last-minute 1942 Italian 
attempts to build motorways, with the victory of the axis powers on the 
horizon, as an attempt to enforce control on the Balkans.

This once again shows how the history of Italian motorways is 
political, how Italy’s route to modernity was driven by technology and 
experts, and how transportation infrastructures were used for nation-
alistic and even imperialist purposes.
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